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BUYER'S GUIDE
This sale is subject to our
Standard conditions of Sale
(available at the back of every
catalogue and on our website).
If you have not bought before
we will be delighted to help you.

BUYER’S PREMIUM
The buyer shall pay the hammer
price together with a premium, at the
following rate, thereon.
25% up to £300,000 / 20% thereafter.
VAT will be charged on the premium
at the rate imposed by law (see our
Conditions of Sale at the back of this
catalogue).
ADDITIONAL VAT
†V
 AT at the standard rate
payable on the hammer price
*5
 % import VAT payable
on the hammer price
No VAT is payable on the hammer
price or premium for books bought at
auction.
DROIT DE SUITE §
indicates works which may be subject
to the Droit de Suite or Artist’s
Resale Right, a royalty payment for
all qualifying works of art. Under new
legislation which came into effect on
1st January 2012, this applies to living
artists and artists who have died in
the last 70 years. This royalty will be
charged to the buyer on the hammer
price and in addition to the buyer’s
premium. It will not apply to works
where the hammer price is less than
€1,000 (euros). The charge for works
of art sold at and above €1,000 (euros)
and below €50,000 (euros) is 4%. For
items selling above €50,000 (euros),
charges are calculated on a sliding scale.
More information on Droit de Suite is
available at www.dacs.org.uk

REGISTRATION
All potential buyers must register
prior to placing a bid. Registration
information may be submitted in person
at our registration desk, by email, by fax
or on our website. Please note that all
first-time bidders at Lyon & Turnbull
will be asked to supply the following
documents in order to facilitate
registration:
1 – Government issued photo ID
(Passport/Driving licence)
2 – Proof of address (utility bill/bank
statement).
We may, at our option, also ask you
to provide a bank reference and/ or
deposit.
By registering for the sale, the buyer
acknowledges that he or she has
read, understood and accepted our
Conditions of Sale (available at the back
of every catalogue and on our website).
BIDDING & PAYMENT
For information on bidding options see
our Guide to Bidding & Payment at the
back of the catalogue.
REMOVAL OF PURCHASES
Responsibility for packing, shipping and
insurance shall be exclusively that of the
purchaser. See Collections & Storage
section for more info specific to this
particular auction.

IMPORT/EXPORT
Prospective buyers are advised
that several countries prohibit the
importation of property containing
materials from endangered species,
including but not limited to; rhino
horn, ivory, coral and tortoiseshell.
Accordingly, prospective buyers
should familiarise themselves with all
relevant customs regulations prior to
bidding if they intend to import lots to
another country. It is the buyer’s sole
responsibility to obtain any relevant
export or import licence. The denial of
any licence or any delay in obtaining
licences shall neither justify the
recession of any sale nor any delay in
making full payment for the lot.
ENDANGERED SPECIES
Please be aware that lots marked with
the symbol Y contain material which
may be subject to CITES regulations
when exporting outside the EU. For
more information visit http://www.
defra.gov.uk/ahvla-en/imports-exports/
cites
COLLECTION OF PURCHASED LOTS
Due to social distancing requirements
all collections will be by appointment
only (this applies to both carriers and
personal collections).
BOOK ONLINE www.lyonandturnbull.
com/appointment-bookings
CALL 0131 557 8844

CATALOGUE DESCRIPTIONS
All item descriptions, dimensions and
estimates are provided for guidance
only. It is the buyer’s responsibility to
inspect all lots prior to bidding to ensure
that the condition is to their satisfaction.
There will be no public viewing for this
auction, our specialists will be happy to
prepare condition reports and additional
images. These are for guidance only
and all lots are sold ‘as found’, as per our
Conditions of Sale.

Please ensure payment has been made
prior to collection. This can be done
by bank transfer, and debit/credit card
online (powered by Sage Pay) - details
will be shown on your invoice.
Please note we are unable to take
payments over the phone.
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MEET THE SPECIALISTS
At Lyon & Turnbull we want to make buying at auction as easy and enjoyable as possible.
Our specialist team are on hand to assist you, whether you are looking for something in
particular for your home or collection, require more detailed information about the history
or current condition of a lot, or just want to find out more about the auction process.

Douglas Girton
Furniture, Clocks & Works of Art
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

Rohan McCulloch
Paintings & Drawings
rohan.mcculloch@lyonandturnbull.com

Katherine Wright
Ceramics & Glass
katherine.wright@lyonandturnbull.com

Gavin Strang
Rugs & Carpets
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

Katie Hannah
Cataloguer
katie.hannah@lyonandturnbull.com

Kerstin Schaeffer
Department Administrator
kerstin.schaeffer@lyonandturnbull.com

ORDER OF SALE

Lot No.

WEDNESDAY, 18TH NOVEMBER AT 10AM

1-105

British Furniture & Works of Art

106-134

Paintings & Drawings

135-206

British Furniture & Works of Art

207-231

Paintings & Drawings

232-307

British Furniture & Works of Art

308-311

Marine Paintings

312-450

British Furniture & Works of Art

1
OAK COURT CUPBOARD
17TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above
a scroll carved frieze, over
a pair of doors with lozenge
carved panels flanking a fixed
panel with further lozenge
carving; the base with a pair
of carved triple panel doors,
raised on stile feet
153cm wide, 161cm high,
60cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Lot No.

THURSDAY, 19TH NOVEMBER AT 10AM

451-514

Select Contents from Bryn Eglwys Hall,
Colwyn Bay, Wales

515-538

Paintings & Drawings

539-650

Continental Furniture and Works of Art

651-656

Asian Works of Art

657-710

Rugs & Carpets

711-719

Architecture & Garden
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BRITISH FURNITURE & WORKS OF ART

2
OAK CARVED
PANELLED SETTLE
17TH CENTURY
with a profusely carved multiple
panel back carved with lozenge,
scroll and stylised foliate motifs
above a box seat with a hinged
lid and further carved panels
flanked by downswept arms and
raised on stile feet
182cm wide, 153cm high,
45cm deep

£600-800

3
JACOBEAN STYLE OAK INLAID CENTRE TABLE
19TH CENTURY
the top with a moulded edge and double chevron banding,
above an acanthus carved freize with a drawer, raised on
ring turned columnar corner supports and three central
slender balusters on an H-form platform base with bun feet
108cm wide, 82cm high, 62cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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4
OAK PANEL CHEST
LATE 17TH/ EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the hinged double panel top above double panel
front with a lunette carved frieze, on stile feet
99cm wide, 49cm high, 46cm deep

£400-600

5
WESTMORELAND OAK CUPBOARD
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the cupboard with a scrolling leaf carved frieze
centred by initials ‘MB’, above a pair of panelled
doors, the left inscribed 1708, above a further
panelled section, raised on stile feet
104.5cm wide, 153cm high, 43cm deep

£600-800

6
PAIR OF GOTHIC
REVIVAL OAK HALL
SEATS
19TH CENTURY
the padded backs with
pierced and carved
tracery top rails, over
long padded seats
flanked by open arms
with Gothic arch carved
supports, on square
chamferred legs (2)
219cm wide, 105cm high,
58cm deep

£1,200-1,800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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7
OAK REFECTORY TABLE
20TH CENTURY
the cleated rectangular top raised on end
supports joined by a central stretcher
193cm wide, 71cm high, 76cm deep

£600-800

8
OAK PANEL CHEST
LATE 17TH/ EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the hinged top above a triple panel front carved with
arches and lozenges, raised on moulded stile feet
130cm wide, 67cm high, 50cm deep

£300-500

9
OAK PANELLED DOWER CHEST
17TH CENTURY
with a twin panelled lid above carved lunette frieze
and twin panels centred by leaf filled lozenges and
bearing initials A F and date 1675, raised on stile feet
95cm wide 68cm high 52cm deep

£300-500

10
FOUR WILLIAM AND MARY
WALNUT CHAIRS
comprising an armchair and three
sidechairs, with carved crest rails above
caned back panels and seats (4)
Armchair61cm wide, 119cm high, 43cm deep

£400-600
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11
DUTCH COPPER AND BRASS LOG BIN
19TH CENTURY
with rivetted panels and large lion mask ring
handles, raised on cabriole legs with paw feet
59cm diameter, 56cm high

£600-800

12
CARVED OAK PORTRAIT
OF HENRIETTA MARIA,
WIFE OF CHARLES I
19TH CENTURY
executed in profile
20cm wide, 22cm high

£200-300

13
OAK AND INLAID BIBLE BOX
LATE 17TH CENTURY
with a hinged slope above a guilloche carved front panel,
the sides carved with chequer strung inlaid lozenges
67cm wide, 27cm high, 40cm deep

£250-350

14

15

CARVED ROOT WOOD
WALKING STICK

CARVED ROOT WOOD
WALKING STICK

LATE 17TH/ EARLY 18TH CENTURY

LATE 17TH/ EARLY 18TH CENTURY

of natural form, the knop carved with
a spaniel’s head

of natural form, the knop carved as a
horse’s head

93cm long

98cm long

£400-600

£400-600
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16
WILLIAM AND MARY WALNUT OYSTER
VENEERED CABINET-ON-STAND
LATE 17TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above a cushion moulded
drawer, the pair of doors centred by concentric circles
enclosing an arrangement of nine drawers around a
central cupboard, the stand with two frieze drawers
raised on spiral twist legs, united by x-stretchers
109cm wide, 154cm high, 51cm deep

£2,500-3,500

17
QUEEN ANNE WALNUT CHEST-ON-STAND
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above a pair of short drawers
over three long graduated and crossbanded
drawers, on a separate stand with a long drawer,
raised on spiral carved legs joined by shaped
peripheral stretchers
111cm wide, 144cm high, 62cm deep

£500-700

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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18
DUTCH BRASS SIX BRANCH CHANDELIER
18TH CENTURY
the central baluster stem issuing six scrolling
candle arms, converted to electricity
62cm high, 88cm diameter

£600-800

19
QUEEN ANNE WALNUT
CANDLE STAND
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the circular top above a slender ringturned support, on a tripod base
48.5cm diameter, 80cm high

£400-600

20
WILLIAM AND MARY STYLE WALNUT
AND CANED HALL SEAT
19TH CENTURY
the back with a pair of oval caned panels in a
profusely carved frame with turned uprights,
acanthus carved downswept arms, and caned
seat with a loose cushion, raised on scroll
carved legs joined by carved front stretcher
110cm wide, 122cm high, 59cm deep

£400-600

21

22

QUEEN ANNE STYLE CARVED AND STAINED OAK NEEDLEWORK ARMCHAIR

OAK JOINT STOOL

19TH CENTURY

LATE 17TH CENTURY

the back with an inset needlework panel flanked by spiral columns, above a stuffover seat
with a matching needlework cover and open arms, raised on block and spiral turned legs
joined by stretchers

the chip-carved seat above a shaped
seat rail, raised on turned and tapered
legs joined by peripheral stretchers

69cm wide, 114cm high, 45cm deep

44cm wide, 50cm high, 25cm deep

£300-500

£250-350
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23
SET OF TWELVE QUEEN ANNE STYLE
WALNUT DINING CHAIRS
LATE 19TH CENTURY/ EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
comprising ten side chairs and a pair of
armchairs, with vasiform splats above dropin green leather seats, raised on C scroll
carved cabriole legs ending in pad feet (12)
Armchair 60cm wide, 99cm high, 44cm deep

£2,000-3,000

24
QUEEN ANNE WALNUT AND OAK BUREAU
BOOKCASE
EARLY 18TH CENTURY, AND LATER
the double arch moulded top with turned corner finials,
above a pair of shaped and moulded mirrored doors with
bevelled plates, enclosing an arrangement of drawers
and compartments flanked by stop fluted angles; the
associated base with a slant front opening to pigeon
holes, drawers, and compartments; over two short and
two long featherbanded drawers, on bracket feet
104cm wide, 217cm high, 60cm deep

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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25
PAIR OF QUEEN ANNE JAPANNED SIDE CHAIRS
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the tall backs with vasiform splats decorated with birds,
flowers and courting couples, above drop-in seats,
raised on cabriole legs joined by turned stretchers (2)
52cm wide, 111cm high, ,41cm deep

£400-600

26
27
GEORGE I STYLE WALNUT
BACHELOR’S CHEST
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the fold-over top opening to a
crossbanded and line inlaid interior,
above four long graduated drawers
with conforming crossbanding and line
inlay, raised on shaped bracket feet
76cm wide, 83cm high, 40cm deep

£600-800

28
GEORGE I WALNUT CHEST OF DRAWERS
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the crossbanded top with a moulded edge
above two short and three long graduated
crossbanded drawers, raised on bracket feet
99cm wide, 90cm high, 56cm deep

£500-700

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

GEORGE I WALNUT
DEMILUNE DROP-LEAF TABLE
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the circular top with a single drop
leaf above a deep frieze, raised on
lappet carved straight tapered legs
ending in pad feet
81cm wide, 73cm high, 43cm deep,
86cm open

£500-700
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29
GEORGE II GILT AND GESSO MIRROR
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the shaped rectangular mirror plate in a gesso moulded and gilt frame with swan
neck pediment centred by a large shell motif, with brass fittings for candle arms
105cm high, 51cm wide

£800-1,200

30
GEORGE I WALNUT
BUREAU
18TH CENTURY
the cross and chevron
banded slant front opening
to an arrangement of
pigeon holes, drawers, and
a covered well, over two
short and two long drawers,
raised on bracket feet
112cm wide, 111cm high,
60cm deep

£500-800

31
GEORGE II WALNUT CHEST-ON-CHEST
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above three short and three
long cross and featherbanded drawers; the lower part
with three further long drawers, on later bracket feet
104cm wide, 174cm high, 52cm deeo

£1,000-1,500

32

33

EARLY GEORGIAN
NEEDLEWORK PANEL

GEORGIAN
NEEDLEWORK PANEL

EARLY 18TH CENTURY

18TH CENTURY

depicting a flower-filled
urn, worked in wool in
tapestry and tent stitches,
framed

worked in wool depicting
St Andrew in a landscape
with inscription below
and dated 1739, framed

48cm wide, 62cm high

30cm wide, 30cm high
(sight size)

£250-350

£250-350
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34
PAIR OF LARGE THREE SEATER KNOLE SOFAS
MODERN
upholstered in cream damask upholstery, with
square tapered legs with brass caps and castors (2)
221cm wide, 100cm high, 70cm deep

£1,200-1,800

35
GEORGIAN MAHOGANY SERVING
TABLE, IN THE MANNER OF
ROBERT ADAM
18TH CENTURY
the breakfront bowed top with a fluted
and bead moulded edge, above a central
drawer carved with a bull cranium and
foliate scrolls flanked by fluted panels,
raised on square fluted and tapered
legs carved with rams’ heads and
flowerhead blocks, ending on block feet
211cm wide, 95cm high, 67cm deep

£6,000-8,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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36
GEORGE II MAHOGANY PIECRUST TEA TABLE
MID 18TH CENTURY
the dished piecrust top on a fluted baluster column with
acanthus carving, raised on double scroll tripod legs carved
with acanthus and ending in pad feet with brass castors
67cm diameter, 78cm high

£1,500-2,500

37
GEORGE II MAHOGANY LADY’S SECRETAIRE BOOKCASE
MID 18TH CENTURY
the inverted breakfront cornice above a moulded mirrored door
flanked by fluted pilasters, opening to adjustable shelves; the lower
part with a secretaire drawer fitted with drawers, pigeon holes,
and a green leather skiver, over three long graduated drawers, on a
plinth base
82cm wide, 96cm high, 49cm deep
Note: Small scale cabinets with secretaire drawers are generally
considered to have been intended for use in a lady’s private dressing
room or bedchamber. Their size would be better suited for these
personal spaces, designed for intimacy and personal activities, than for
the larger public and more formal rooms of the house.

£4,000-6,000
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38
GEORGE I WALNUT STOOL
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the shaped rectangular stuffover top raised on cabriole legs
united by a turned H-stretcher and ending on pad feet
65cm wide, 46cm high, 40cm deep

£500-700

39
LATE GEORGE II/ EARLY GEORGE III MAHOGANY WINE TABLE
MID 18TH CENTURY
the circular dished top on a spiral turned baluster column on moulded
legs ending in raised scroll toes
56cm high, 39cm diameter

£600-800

40
GEORGE II MAHOGANY FOLDOVER TEA TABLE
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the top with rounded outset corners above a single frieze
drawer, raised on five cabriole legs ending in pad feet
88cm wide, 70cm high, 43cm deep, 86cm open

£600-800

41
GEORGE II WALNUT BUREAU
EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the slant front opening to an arrangement of
drawers and pigeon holes, over two short and three
long graduated drawers, raised on ogee bracket feet
103cm wide, 105cm high, 54cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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42
GEORGE II MAHOGANY BUREAU BOOKCASE
MID 18TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above a pair of mirrored doors
opening to a fitted interior with pigeon holes, drawers,
and shelves; the lower part with a crossbanded slant
front opening to further pigeon holes, drawers, secret
compartments, and a brown leather skiver, over four long
crossbanded graduated drawers, raised on bracket feet
107cm wide, 215cm high, 57cm deep

£1,500-2,500

43
IRISH GEORGE II STYLE
MAHOGANY PARCEL GILT HALL TABLE
19TH CENTURY
the inverted breakfront top with a carved moulded
edge above a conforming frieze centred by acanthus
and shell motifs, raised on cabriole legs carved with
masks and acanthus and ending in carved paw feet
236cm wide, 91cm high, 71cm deep

£4,000-6,000
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44
GEORGE II MAHOGANY SILVER TABLE
18TH CENTURY
the rectangular tray top above a single drawer and shaped apron, raised on
cabriole legs with pad feet
80cm wide, 76cm high, 49cm deep
Provenance: The Earls of Crawford and Balcarres, Balcarres House, Fife, Scotland

£300-500

45
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
BACHELOR’S CHEST OF DRAWERS
18TH CENTURY
the banded top above a slide and three
long graduated drawers, raised on
bracket feet
94cm wide, 80cm high, 49cm deep

£300-500

46
GEORGE II STYLE LARGE MAHOGANY SERVING TABLE
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the inverted breakfront top with a leaf-carved edge, above
a centre drawer with a carved mask panel flanked by two
further drawers, raised on acanthus carved cabriole legs
ending in claw and ball feet, bearing old trade label ‘CHAS.
WALKER & SONS. Ltd/ CABINET MAKERS./ HARROGATE’
224m wide, 92cm high, 68cm deep

£400-600
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47
GEORGE II WALNUT TEA TABLE
MID 18TH CENTURY
the rectangular dished top with re-entrant corners above a plain frieze,
raised on cabriole legs carved with acanthus and ending faceted pad feet
66cm wide, 71cm high, 51cm deep

£1,500-2,500

48
IRISH GEORGE II
MAHOGANY STOOL
MID 18TH CENTURY
the padded seat above a
seatrail carved with shell
motifs, raised on cabriole
legs with scrolled toes
54cm wide, 49cm high,
44cm deep

£600-800

49
IRISH MAHOGANY SIDE
TABLE
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top above a
carved frieze with central lion
mask, flanked by scrolling foliage
and shells, raised on leaf carved
cabriole legs and paw feet
147cm wide, 77cm high, 68cm deep

£800-1,200

50
LATE GEORGE II MAHOGANY BUREAU
MID 18TH CENTURY
the slant front opening to an interior
fitted with pigeon holes, drawers, and a
well, above a pair of short and two long
graduated drawers, on ogee bracket feet
99cm wide, 102cm high, 53cm deep

£400-600

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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51
SCOTTISH PROVINCIAL COMB-BACK ARMCHAIR
18TH CENTURY
of typical form with curved arms with serpentine supports above a
concave seat, raised on splayed legs with later stretchers; together
with a WINDSOR ARMCHAIR (2)
53cm wide, 113cm high, 34cm deep; and 62cm wide, 97cm high, 39cm deep

£500-700

52
OAK SIDE TABLE
LATE 17TH CENTURY
the rectangular top with a thumbnail moulded
edge, above a long frieze drawer, raised on
baluster turned legs joined by a wavy X-form
stretcher and ending on bun feet
88cm wide, 72cm high, 56cm deep

£800-1,200

53
GEORGE III OAK DRESSER
18TH CENTURY
the dentil moulded cornice above three open
shelves; the base with three frieze drawers
with bone escutcheons and two arches with
two further real and two dummy drawers,
raised on square legs joined by an undertier
180cm wide, 208cm high, 38cm deep

£600-800

54
DUTCH COPPER AND BRASS MILK PAIL
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the cylindrical body with riveted seams and a
brass bail handle
34.5cm diameter, 31cm high [handle down]

£300-500

55
BRASS COAL BIN
LATE 19TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, with a hammered
surface with studs ring handles to either side
45cm wide, 33cm high, 34cm deep

£300-500
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56
GEORGIAN OAK GATELEG
DROP-LEAF TABLE
18TH CENTURY
the oval top with drop sides above
a frieze drawer, on square section
and baluster turned legs joined by
stretchers, raised on turned feet
147cm wide, 72cm high, 112cm deep

£600-800

57
GEORGIAN OAK
LONGCASE CLOCK,
JOHN BOWN, PORTSEA
18TH CENTURY
the signed brass dial with
a silvered Roman numeral
chapter, date aperture and
subsidiary seconds dial, in a
case with a dentil moulded
cornice, above a shaped
trunk door and plinth base;
the eight-day twin train
movement striking a bell
56cm wide, 190cm high,
29cm deep

£300-500

58
GEORGE III OAK DRESSER
18TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice with a a heart shaped cutout and wavy edge above three enclosed shelves;
the base with four central short drawers flanked
by two further short drawers above panel doors,
raised on stile feet with bracket facings
170cm wide, 204cm wide, 49cm deep

£800-1,200

59
GEORGE II OAK DRESSER BASE
MID 18TH CENTURY
the top with a projecting moulded edge above
three raised panelled drawers, above a wavy
scroll cut apron and flat baluster form legs
203cm wide, 80cm high, 55cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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60
PAIR OF WALNUT NORTH COUNTRY
‘DRUNKARDS’ CHAIRS
18TH CENTURY
each with a pierced toprail, above a spindle back
and scrolled arm supports, with drop in tapestry
seats, raised on square section legs united by
stretchers on sledge feet with hidden castors (2)
61cm wide 90cm high 46cm deep

£500-700

61
62
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
CHICKEN COOP TABLE
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with an unfinished burr slab
top on a stained ash spindled
chicken coop, raised on turned
legs with an undertier
150cm wide, 83cm high, 59cm deep

£400-600

63
LARGE VICTORIAN
DEAL SCULLERY TABLE
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular planked
top on turned and blocked
legs joined by stretchers
245cm long, 78cm high,
113cm deep

£400-600

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

GEORGE II OAK AND
FRUITWOOD LINEN PRESS
MID 18TH CENTURY
the superstructure with a swan
neck pediment and turn-screw
mechanism, above two short
and three long graduated
drawers, raised on bracket feet
97cm wide, 194cm high, 44cm
deep

£500-700
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64
CHILD’S ORKNEY CHAIR
20TH CENTURY

65
PAIR OF PROVINCIAL
CHERRYWOOD BENCHES
19TH CENTURY
the long plank seats raised on
splayed turned legs
201cm long, 49cm high, 16cm deep

£400-600

66
SCOTTISH OAK
LONGCASE CLOCK,
J. & W. MITCHELL,
GLASGOW
19TH CENTURY
the circular Roman
numeral enamel dial
with two winding
holes and a subsidiary
seconds dial, in an
straight oak case with
moulded trunk door
and conforming plinth
base; the eight day
twin-train movement
striking a bell
48cm wide, 185cm high,
25cm deep

£600-800

67
SCOTTISH ESTATE BUILT
FACTOR’S CABINET
19TH CENTURY
the upper section with a moulded
cornice above an arrangement of
compartments and doors with brass
grille inserts; the base with two sliding
doors with further brass grille inserts
177cm wide, 192cm high, 53cm deep

£1,000-1,500

of typical form with a drop-in woven
rush seat; maker’s stamp D. M.
KIRKNESS/ KIRKWALL/ ORKNEY
54cm wide, 86cm high, 36cm deep

£400-600
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68
GEORGE III ‘GOTHIC CHIPPENDALE’
MAHOGANY SIDE CHAIR
MID 18TH CENTURY
the shaped top rail with scrolled ears,
above a pierced Gothic arch back and
drop-in seat, raised on square tapering
legs with pierced corner brackets and
ending in block feet
56cm wide, 97cm high, 40cm deep

£300-500

69
LARGE GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY DUMBWAITER
19TH CENTURY
with three rotating graduated tiers with scalloped edges and
bead and reel moulding, raised and divided by turned baluster
centre supports and raised on a tripod base with ceramic castors
88cm diamter, 130cm high

£400-600

70
SET OF FOUR LARGE
‘GOTHIC CHIPPENDALE’ STYLE DINING CHAIRS
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the shaped top rails with scrolled ears above tracery backs, the wide
drop-in seats raised on square chamferred legs joined by stretchers (4)
57cm wide, 102cm high, 44cm deep

£500-700

71
GEORGE III MAHOGANY CABINET-ON-STAND
18TH CENTURY, THE STAND LATER
the dentil moulded cornice above a blind fret carved
frieze, above a pair of shaped panel moulded doors
enclosing adjustable shelves, on a later base with
blind fret frieze and square chamferred legs
129cm wide, 197cm high, 32cm deep

£400-600

72
PAIR OF GEORGE III MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
with shaped top rails above pierced interlaced splats and dropin seats, raised on square section legs joined by stretchers (2)
50cm wide, 94cm high, 40cm deep

£250-350
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73
GEORGE III MAHOGANY AND LEATHER BED STEPS
18TH CENTURY
with two treads covered in green tooled leather, raised on
tapered ring-turned legs
44cm wide, 47cm high, 50cm deep

£400-600

74
MATCHED SET OF EIGHT GEORGE III
MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
18TH CENTURY
to include five side chairs and a pair of armchairs,
with pierced splats carved with wheat fronds,
above drop-in seats on square straight legs
joined by stretchers; and a similar side chair (8)
Armchair 62cm wide, 97cm high, 41cm deep

£600-800

75
GEORGE III MAHOGANY BREAKFAST TABLE
18TH CENTURY
the oval tilt top with a reeded edge, on a cannon barrel
column and three moulded legs with brass castors
130cm wide, 71cm high, 113cm deep

£600-800

76
GEORGE III MAHOGANY SERPENTINE COMMODE
18TH CENTURY
the serpentine top above four short and two long
graduated drawers flanked by fluted pilasters headed by
rosette carved blocks, above a shaped apron and bracket
feet; with unfinished sides
129cm wide, 76cm high, 54cm deep

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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77
PAIR OF GEORGIAN STYLE LEATHER
UPHOLSTERED MAHOGANY
LIBRARY ARMCHAIRS
20TH CENTURY
the serpentine top rails above button
upholstered backs and seats flanked by
padded open arms, covered in olive green
leather with close nail trim, raised on
square legs joined by stretchers (2)
68cm wide, 100cm high, 50cm deep

£800-1,200

78
GEORGE III MAHOGANY TRIPOD TEA TABLE
18TH CENTURY
the circular tilt top on a spiral carved baluster
column with cabriole legs ending in pointed pad feet
81cm diameter, 69cm high

£400-600

79
GEORGE III LARGE
MAHOGANY KNEEHOLE DESK
MID 18TH CENTURY
the moulded top above a fitted
long frieze drawer and kneehole
recess with an arch drawer and
cupboard, flanked by banks of
three short drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet
120cm wide, 84cm high, 58cm deep

£2,500-3,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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80
LATE GEORGIAN MAHOGANY
COCKFIGHTING CHAIR
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
covered in dark green/black leather
outlined with brass close nail trim, raised
on turned legs joined by stretchers
70cm wide, 82cm high, 48cm deep

£800-1,000

81
SET OF GEORGIAN STEEL AND BRASS FIRE TOOLS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
to include a poker, tongs, and a shovel, with waisted brass
handles; together with a japanned horsehair hearth brush (4)
Shovel 75cm long

£400-600

82
GEORGIAN
SHEFFIELD
PLATE AND
IRON REGISTER
GRATE, BICKLEY &
LARNER, LONDON
LATE 18TH CENTURY
CENTURY
of wide proportions,
the three bar grate
enclosed by cast
iron panels outlined
with Sheffield plated
mounts with punched
decoration, the centre
plaque inscribed
‘Bickley & Larner 2
Berners St’
137cm wide, 94cm high,
41cm deep

£1,500-2,500

Note: The British Museum has a trade card [D,2.236] for Bickley & Lardner, ‘metal tradesman, stove grate makers, and furnishing ironmongers’, which lists them
as makers of “Compleat Sets of Kitchen Furniture of Copper, Iron, Double Block Tin &c’ and ‘Ranges with Ovens, Boilers, Ironing Stoves &c”. They were located at
2 Berners Street, Oxford Street. A comparable grate of very similar proportions, by the same maker, is in the Yellow Drawing Room at Wimpole Hall, designed by
Sir John Soane.
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83
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
BEDSIDE COMMODE
18TH CENTURY
the square top above a cupboard door
and three drawers, raised on straight legs
49cm wide, 83cm high, 51cm deep

£300-400

84
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
NIGHT CUPBOARD
LATE 18TH CENTURY, WITH
ALTERATIONS
the hinged top with canted
forecorners above a cupboard door
and drawer, the base drawer opening
with an enamel commode, raised on
square legs with leather barrel castors
44cm wide, 87cm high, 48cm deep

£300-400

85
EARLY GEORGE III MAHOGANY ARCHITECT’S TABLE
18TH CENTURY
the top with a moulded edge and rear drop-leaf, the pull-out
front fitted with a blue baize lined slope, on square legs with
internal column supports
92cm wide, 85cm high, 58cm deep, 92cm (open)

£600-800

86
UNUSUAL GEORGE III MAHOGANY
MAP OR PLAN CHEST OF DRAWERS
18TH CENTURY
the crossbanded top above an
arrangement of six short drawers over
five long drawers, on bracket feet
86cm wide, 86cm high, 49cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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87
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
BIRDCAGE TEA TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the circular tilt top above a ring turned
column, on tripod legs with pad feet
90cm diameter, 66cm high

£300-500

88
GEORGE III BLACK LACQUERED LONGCASE
CLOCK, ROBERT CLIDSDALE, EDINBURGH
18TH CENTURY
the arched brass dial with a silvered chapter ring marked with Roman
and Arabic numbers, with a matted centre with two winding holes, date aperture, subsidiary
seconds dial, and Strike/Silent dial to the arch, the name plate signed ‘Robt Clidsdale/ Edinburgh’,
in an arch moulded hood and corner columns, above an arch moulded trunk door with prints of
George III and Queen Charlotte, on a plinth base decorated with Chinoiserie; the eight day twin
train movement striking a bell
49cm wide, 222cm high, 23cm deep

£1,000-1,500

89
GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY DISPLAY CABINET
19TH CENTURY
the dentil moulded cornice above a blind fret frieze, over
a pair of astragal glazed doors enclosing shelves; the
attached stand with a key moulded frieze and moulded
square straight legs
132cm wide, 185cm high, 46cm deep

£500-700
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90
CHELSEA DERBY PORCELAIN INKSTAND
LATE 18TH CENTURY
comprising a pen tray and cover with sheep
finial, taper holder, sand pot, and inkpot, on
a rococo stand with paw feet decorated with
flower sprigs, gilt CD marks
£300-500

91
SIX WORCESTER ‘BLIND EARL’ PLATES
LATE 18TH CENTURY
with gilt scalloped edges and decorated with single
rosebuds, flower sprigs and sprays (6)
19.5cm diameter

£1,500-2,500

92

93

94

95

96

FOUR ENGLISH
SPARROW BEAK
PORCELAIN CREAM
JUGS

GROUP OF ENGLISH
POLYCHROMED TEA
WARES

WORCESTER SILVERSHAPED PORCELAIN
PEDESTAL SAUCE
BOAT

FOUR ENGLISH
PORCELAIN FIGURE
GROUPS

ENGLISH
CREAMWARE
ENAMEL
DECORATED PLATE

18TH CENTURY

to include a tea bowl and
saucer decorated with
flower sprigs and garlands;
a tea bowl and saucer
in the Chinese style; a
tea bowl decorated with
flower sprigs and swags;
a coffee cup decorated
with Chinese figures, with
Klaber & Klaber label; and
a bowl decorated with
Chinese figures (7)

MID 18TH CENTURY

to include a musician
and lady in 18th century
dress, accompanied by
a dog and a lamb, gold
anchor marks; a Derby
figure group of a man
getting his shoes shined
by a young woman; and
a figure of the Welsh
tailor’s wife, (4)

to include a Lowestoft
jug decorated with
flower sprays and a pink
scale border, 10cm high;
a smaller Lowestoft
jug decorated with a
cornucopia and pink scale
border, 8cm high, both
with Klaber & Klaber
labels; a Worcester
‘Mandarin’ type jug,
unmarked, 8.5cm high;
and a Liverpool jug
painted with flower
sprays, 9cm high (4)
£300-400

LATE 18TH CENTURY

Various sizes

£200-300

the body moulded with
cartouches, flowers and
C-scrolls, decorated
in the famille verte
palette with cranes and
flowering branches, on a
pedestal foot; together
with a LOWESTOFT
PORCELAIN SAUCE
BOAT, with a wrythen
moulded body decorated
with floral sprigs in
polychrome enamels,
11cm long (2)
17cm long

£300-500

19TH CENTURY

19cm high, 17.5cm high, and
13cm high

£250-350

18TH CENTURY
centrally decorated with
an equestrian figure of
William V of Orange
flanked by initials PV
and OR, within a painted
vine and moulded
gadrooned border
24.5cm diameter

£300-500
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97
GROUP OF WORCESTER BLUE AND
WHITE TEA WARES
LATE 18TH CENTURY
to include a bright blue ‘Classical Ruins’
coffee cup and saucer dish; a ‘European
Landscape’ pattern saucer dish; a ‘Fisherman
and Cormorant’ pattern coffee cup, tea bowl,
and saucer with gilt rims; and a Caughley
‘Fisherman and Cormorant’ tea bowl, all with
blue crescent marks (7)
£250-350

98

99

THREE ENGLISH BLUE AND WHITE
PORCELAIN SAUCE BOATS

GROUP OF ENGLISH PORCELAIN TEA
WARES

18TH CENTURY

18TH CENTURY

to include a Worcester example with flower
spray reserves, 15.5cm long; a Worcester
‘Fisherman and Billboard Island’ reserve
example, 16.5cm long, both with blue crescent
marks; and a small English example with
flower spray reserves, unmarked, 14.5cm;
together with an English sparrow beak jug
with a fleur de lis pattern, 9cm high (4)

to include a Worcester ‘Rock Strata Island’
tea bowl and saucer; a Caughley ‘Fisherman
and Cormorant’ tea bowl and saucer with gilt
details; a Caughley ‘Mother and Child’ pattern
tea bowl and saucer; a Lowestoft Chinese
flower tea bowl and saucer; a Caughley
‘Pagoda’ pattern tea bowl and saucer with
gilt details; an unknown tea bowl and saucer
decorated with flower sprigs; a Liverpool tea
bowl; a ‘Fisherman and Cormorant’ tea bowl;
and a ‘Two Temples’ coffee cup with gilt details
(15)

£250-350

Various sizes

£250-350

100

101

102

THREE PIECES ENGLISH BLUE AND
WHITE PORCELAIN

TWO WORCESTER PORCELAIN BLUE
AND WHITE TANKARDS

GROUP OF ENGLISH PROCELAIN BLUE
AND WHITE WARES

18TH CENTURY

18TH CENTURY

18TH CENTURY

comprising a Worcester ‘La Peche and La
Promenade Chinoise’ pattern large tankard,
blue crescent mark; a smaller Caughley ‘Parrot
Pecking Fruit’ pattern mug, 8.5cm high; and a
Liverpool [Pennington’s] ‘Quails’ pattern bowl
12cm diameter (3)

to include a large ‘Plantation’ pattern example
and a smaller ‘La Peche and La Promenade
Chinoise’ pattern example, blue crescent
marks (2)

Large tankard 13.5cm high

to include a Worcester ‘Fence’ pattern slop
bowl, 16.5cm diameter; a Caughley ‘Fence’
pattern bowl, 12.3cm diameter; a Worcester
‘Cannonball’ pattern bowl, 12.3cm diameter;
and a Worcester ‘Pinecone’ pattern lobed dish,
all with blue crescent marks, 17.8cm diameter
(4)

£250-350

£250-350

15cm and 12cm high

£200-300

103

104

105

GROUP OF WORCESTER BLUE AND
WHITE TEA WARES

THREE WORCESTER BLUE AND WHITE
PORCELAIN BOWLS

GROUP OF WORCESTER BLUE AND
WHITE PORCELAIN TEA WARES

LATE 18TH CENTURY

18TH CENTURY

18TH CENTURY

to include two ‘Mother and Child’ pattern
tea bowls and saucer dishes; three ‘Fence’
pattern tea bowls and two saucer dishes; and a
‘Bandstand’ pattern tea bowl and saucer dish;
all with blue crescent marks (11)

to include a ‘Rock Strata Island’ pattern punch
bowl and two ‘Three Flower’ pattern slop
bowls, blue crescent marks (3)

to include two ‘Three Flowers’ pattern saucer
dishes and a tea bowl; a ‘Pumpkin and Wreath’
pattern tea bowl and saucer dish, the tea bowl
with a Cubbin Collection sticker, and another
same pattern tea bowl; and a ‘Birds in a Tree’
pattern saucer dish (7)

£250-350

24cm and 16cm diameter

£250-350

£200-300

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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33

PAINTINGS &
DRAWINGS

106
EUROPEAN SCHOOL
(17TH/18TH CENTURY)
MADONNA AND CHILD
oil on panel
35cm x 27cm (13.75in x 10.5in)

£1,000-1,500

107
15TH/16TH CENTURY OLD MASTER SCHOOL
DOUBLE SIDED DRAWINGS OF ANGELS
pen and ink
16cm x 8cm (6.25in x 3.25in)
Note: Collectors marks for C and R Rudolph and
Giuseppe Balani
Provenance: By repute from a Chatsworth ‘Attic’ sale
in the early 20th century

£400-600

108
17TH CENTURY ITALIAN SCHOOL
MADONNA AND CHILD
oil on panel, oval
19.5cm x 23cm (7.75in x 9in)

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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109

110

18TH CENTURY
ITALIAN SCHOOL

17TH CENTURY FRENCH SCHOOL

STUCCO DESIGNS

oil on canvas, unframed

red chalk

29cm x 20cm (11.25in x 8in)

15cm x 10cm (6in x 4in)

£600-800

HEAD SKETCH OF A BEARDED MAN

Provenance: Part of
a collection mainly
purchased from the
1960s onwards by an East
Lothian collector after
studying at The Courtauld

£400-600

111
AFTER MICHEL SITTOW
(FLEMISH 1469-1525)
PORTRAIT OF CHRISTIAN II
OF DENMARK
oil on canvas, unframed
30.5cm x 24cm (12in x 9.5in)
Note: This portrait of King Christian
II of Denmark is after the circa 1515
original in the Danish National Gallery

£600-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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112
17TH CENTURY DUTCH SCHOOL
PORTRAIT OF A MAN IN A RUFF WITH CRUCIFIX
oil on panel
28cm x 22cm (11in x 8.75in)
Provenance: With the Veerhoff Galleries, Washington
Private Collection, UK

£3,000-5,000
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113
ATTRIBUTED TO SIMON VOUET (FRENCH 1590-1649)
FIGURES BELOW THE CRUCIFIXION
pen and ink with sepia wash
37cm x 29cm (14.5in x 11.25in)
Provenance: Part of a collection mainly purchased from the 1960s
onwards by an East Lothian collector after studying at The Courtauld

£2,000-3,000

114
HUBERT FRANCOIS GRAVELOT (FRENCH 1699-1773)
TWO CLASSICAL SCENES
pencil and ink (2)
11.5cm x 7.5cm (5in x 3in)

£400-600

115
CIRCLE OF HENDRIK GOLTZIUS AFTER POLIDORO
CARAVAGGIO (DUTCH 1558-1617)
OLYMPIAN GODS, DOUBLE SIDED DRAWING
pen and ink on paper, unframed
16cm x 19cm (6.25in x 7.5in)
Note: These studies relate to a group of monochrome frescoes by Polidoro
of eight Olympian gods in niches that adorned the façade of a house on the
Quirinal Hill, Rome. The frescoes are now lost but were recorded in print by
Goltzius in 1592.
Provenance: Bears the collector’s stamp of E. Fabricius, a collector of works
by Goltzius (active in Berlin, circa 1920).

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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116
RAYMOND LAFARGE (FRENCH 1657-1684)

117

ROMAN BACCHANAL

RAYMOND LAFARGE (FRENCH 1656-1684)

pen and ink

LAOCOON

23cm x 40cm (9in x 15.75in)

pen and ink

Provenance: Part of a collection mainly purchased from the 1960s
onwards by an East Lothian collector after studying at The Courtauld

17cm x 27cm (6.75in x 10.5in)

£1,500-2,000

Provenance: Part of a collection mainly purchased from the 1960s
onwards by an East Lothian collector after studying at The Courtauld

£1,500-2,000
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118
FRANS YKENS (FLEMISH 1601-1693)
STILL LIFE WITH ROSES, TULIPS AND CARNATIONS
IN A GLASS VASE
oil on cradled panel
67cm x 46cm (26in x 18in)
The present work has been authenticated by Sam Segal.

£20,000-30,000

During the late-sixteenth to early-seventeenth century, the
Netherlands experienced a great cultural shift with mass
urbanisation and the rise of a new middle class. This shift
brought about an emphasis on the home, with families seeking to
demonstrate their new-found wealth, status, and power. Thus, a
new genre of art was born: the still life. These richly symbolic, often
allegorical, works of art functioned both as a fine decorative object
and a status symbol, with luscious local and exotic flowers, fruit, and
insects included in various arrangements that required an educated,
elite viewer to understand the symbolism that lay within.
One such artist who made a name for himself in the field of still
lifes was Frans Ykens (1601- 1693). Born in Antwerp, Ykens began
his artistic formation under his uncle Osias Beert the Elder (15801623), who was a pioneer in the development of flower and banquet
paintings. He travelled France for around twelve years until he was
admitted as a master of the painter’s Guild of St Luke in 1631. Four
years later, Ykens married fellow flower painter Catarina Floquet,
who was also from an artistic family. Ykens achieved great success
throughout his long and varied career, and counted numerous
prominent figures as his patrons; including the Queen of Poland, the
Archduke Leopold of Austria, and the artist Peter Paul Rubens, who
listed six pieces by Ykens in his inventory.

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

Ykens’ painting Still Life in a Glass Vase is an excellent example of
seventeenth century Dutch still lifes. This elegant painting depicts
a variety of flowers, including roses (a symbol of transience and
love), carnations (a symbol of love), and a tulip (a symbol of nobility),
arranged together in a glass vase. The harmonious palette of reds,
pinks, and whites light up against their dark background in a serene
and sophisticated manner. His work was influenced by the artists
Daniel Seghers and his pupil Jan Philip van Thielen, most notably
in their exceptionally fine detail and the almost sculptural quality
found in the work of Seghers. Seghers influence is particularly
evident in Still Life in a Glass Vase when considered with his painting
A Vase of Flowers, currently in the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge.
When looking at these paintings together, we can note the way
in which Ykens was inspired by the contrasting palette of dark
and light colours, and the elaborate bouquets of Seghers. It is also
interesting to note the similarities of the glass vase, which Ykens
used in several of his works.
Throughout his career, Ykens produced important still lifes that
offer fascinating insight into seventeenth century Dutch society. He
had numerous important patrons during his lifetime, and his pieces
continue to be highly desirable, with works of art in important
international public institutions such as the Museo del Prado, Utah
Museum of Fine Arts, and Museum of Fine Arts, Ghent.
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119
18TH CENTURY ENGLISH
SCHOOL (AFTER VAN DYCK)
PORTRAIT OF CHARLES 1ST
oil on canvas, unframed
68cm x 57cm (27in x 22.5in)

£1,500-2,000

120
CIRCLE OF SIR PETER LELY (DUTCH 1618-1680)
FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT OF THE HON. CHARLES BERTIE,
5TH SON OF MONTAGUE, 2ND EARL OF LINDSEY
inscribed verso, oil on canvas
47cm x 37.5cm (18.5in x 14.75in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire; Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£1,500-2,000
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121
CIRCLE OF SIR PETER LELY (DUTCH 1618-1680)
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF THE HON. RICHARD
BERTIE, 3RD SON OF MONTAGUE 2ND EARL OF LINDSEY
inscribed verso, feigned oval, oil on canvas
46cm x 37cm (18in x 14.5in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire; Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£1,500-2,000

122
18TH CENTURY BRITISH SCHOOL
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF
MONTAGUE, 2ND EARL OF LINDSEY
oil on canvas
76cm x 63.5cm (30in x 25in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire;
Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£800-1,200

123
18TH CENTURY BRITISH SCHOOL
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF
MONTAGUE, 2ND EARL OF LINDSAY
IN ARMOUR
inscribed, oil on canvas
56cm x 43cm (22in x 17in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire;
Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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124
ICILIO FREDERICO JONI
(ITALIAN 1866-1946)
MADONNA AND CHILD
ENTHRONED (AFTER
HANS MEMLING)
oil on panel
44cm x 32cm (17.25in x 12.5in)

£3,000-5,000

125
CIRCLE OF SIR PETER LELY
(DUTCH 1618-1680)
PORTRAIT OF A GIRL
oil on canvas
42cm x 36cm (16.5in x 14in)

£3,000-5,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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126
CIRCLE OF GAETANO GANDOLPHI (ITALIAN 1734-1802)
THE HOLY FAMILY AND ST JOHN
oil on panel
33cm x 27cm (13in x 10.5in)
Provenance: Private Collection Scotland

£2,000-3,000
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127
CIRCLE OF SIR JAMES THORNHILL
(BRITISH 1675-1734)
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN
oil on canvas, feigned oval
72cm x 59cm (28.25in x 23.25in)

£1,000-1,500

128
CIRCLE OF SIR ANTHONY VAN DYCK
(1599-1621)
PORTRAIT OF MILES PHILIPSON OF
CALGARTH HALL, WESTMORLAND AGED 65
Oil on panel
61cm x 48cm (24in x 18.75in)

£2,000-3,000
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129
16TH/17TH CENTURY ENGLISH SCHOOL
PORTRAIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH I (AFTER
THE PHOENIX PORTRAIT)
oil on panel
28cm x 24.5cm (11in x 9.5in)
Provenance: Christie’s, London, 3rd November
1972, lot 191, The Property of the late 5th Duke of
Sutherland, George Granville Sutherland-LevesonGower (1888-1963).
Note: The present work relates to the ‘Phoenix’
portrait of the Queen, associated with Nicolas
Hilliard and executed circa 1575, now in the
National Portrait Gallery (NPG 190).

£3,000-5,000

130
VENETIAN SCHOOL (17TH CENTURY)
JUDITH
oil on canvas, unframed
59.5cm x 49cm (23.5in x 19.25in)
Note: The present study relates the figure of Judith in
Paolo Veronese’s depiction of Judith with the head of
Holofernes in the Palazzo Rosso, Genoa

£800-1,200

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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131
SIR NATHANIEL DANCE-HOLLAND
(BRITISH 1735-1811)
PORTRAIT OF MR HILL OF BRISTOL
oil on canvas
90cm x 70cm (35.5in x 27.5in)

£4,000-6,000

132
CIRCLE OF SIR GODFREY KNELLER
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF
ISABELLA, WIFE OF JOHN
NORBORN OF GREAT STUKELEY
Inscribed and dated 1685, feigned oval,
oil on canvas
76cm x 63.5cm (30in x 25in)
Note: Isabella was the mother of Mary,
wife of Charles Bertie 11
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire;
Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£800-1,200
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133
ATTRIBUTED TO JOHN VANDERBANK
(ENGLISH 1694-1739)
THREE QUARTER LENGTH PORTRAIT
OF THE RT. HON. LADY FITZWALTER,
DAUGHTER OF THE HON. CHARLES
BERTIE PICTURE
inscribed, oil on canvas
127cm x 101.5cm (50in x 40in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire; Ayton
Castle, Berwickshire

£3,000-5,000

134
FOLLOWER OF SIR PETER LELY
THREE QUARTER LENGTH PORTRAIT OF MONTAGUE,
2ND EARL OF LINDSEY, LORD GRERAT CHAMBERLAIN OF
ENGLAND, SON OF ROBERT EARL OF LINDSEY
inscribed, oil on canvas
127cm x 101.5cm (50in x 40in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire; Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£2,000-3,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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135
GEORGIAN STYLE WINGBACK ARMCHAIR
20TH CENTURY
covered in yellow damask with close nail head trim, raised
on acanthus carved cabriole legs with claw and ball feet
81cm wide, 114cm high, 60cm deep

£300-500

136
GEORGIAN MAHOGANY
AND LEATHER STOOL
18TH CENTURY, ADAPTED
the square padded seat
covered in red leather with
brass nail head trimming,
raised on straight legs ending
in pointed pad feet
37cm wide, 46cm high, 37cm deep

£600-800

137
THREE GEORGIAN MAHOGANY
TRAY-TOP BEDSIDE COMMODES
18TH/ EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the first with a pair of moulded doors
and pull-out commode seat, 56cm wide,
79cm high, 46cm deep; the second with
a tambour door and drawer, 48cm wide,
75cm high, 43cm deep; and the third
with a pair of doors and a drawer, 41cm
wide, 77cm high, 35cm deep (3)
£500-700

138
GEORGE III MAHOGANY SERPENTINE
BACHELOR’S CHEST OF DRAWERS
18TH CENTURY
of small size, with a brushing slide above four graduated
drawers, the top drawer fitted with a mirror and
compartments, flanked by blind-fret angles and raised on
ogee bracket feet
71cm wide, 77cm high, 49cm deep
Provenance: with a paper receipt dated 26 February 1932
from Robert Anderson, Dealer in Antique Furniture, Edinburgh

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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139
PAIR OF GEORGE III
‘CHINESE CHIPPENDALE’
HANGING SHELVES
MID 18TH CENTURY
with three shelves and
pierced fretwork sides (2)
76cm and 79cm wide; 66cm
high, 15cm deep
Provenance: Purchased C.
Fredericks & Son, Fulham
Road, 18 April 1978

£2,000-3,000

140
EARLY GEORGE III MAHOGANY
BRASS BANDED WINE COOLER
ON STAND
MID 18TH CENTURY
the hexagonal hinged top opening
to a compartmented interior, the
exterior with three brass bands and
loop handles, on a separate base
with fluted moulding and raised
on square reeded legs with brass
castors and scroll corner brackets
42cm wide, 72cm high

£700-1,000

141
GEORGE III MAHOGANY ARMCHAIR
18TH CENTURY
the shaped top rail above a lancet pierced and foliate
carved splat and wide drop-in leather seat, flanked
by serpentine arms with scrolled terminals, raised
on chamfered square legs joined by stretchers
67cm wide, 91cm high, 45cm deep

£500-700

142
EARLY GEORGE III MAHOGANY CHEST OF DRAWERS
18TH CENTURY
the top with a moulded edge above two short and three long
graduated drawers flanked by fluted angles, raised on ogee
bracket feet
106cm wide, 93cm high, 51cm deep

£700-1,000
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143
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
UPHOLSTERED WING
ARMCHAIR
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the serpentine arched back with
shaped wing and scrolled arms
raised above a loose cushion seat,
raised on square section legs with
brass barrel castors and joined
by stretchers; in green diaper
pattern fabric with laurel wreaths
71cm wide, 118cm high, 56cm deep

£400-600

144
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY INLAID DEMILUNE CARD TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY, THE MARQUETRY LATER
the fold-over top with fan and harebell inlay within a band of laurel,
opening to a green baize surface, above a frieze with ribbon tied swag
marquetry, raised on square tapering legs with trailing bellfowers and
ending in spade feet
92cm wide, 78cm high, 46cm deep

£500-700

145
LATE GEORGE III SECRETAIRE PRESS CUPBOARD
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above a pair of moulded panel doors
opening to sliding trays; the lower part with a secretaire
drawer over two long deep drawers, raised on bracket feet
134cm wide, 217cm high, 60cm deep

£700-1,000

146

147

GEORGE III MAHOGANY
TEA TABLE

LEATHER FIRE BUCKET

LATE 18TH CENTURY

with copper bands and stud
decoration, with an applied
printed British coat-of-arms

the rectangular top with
a moulded edge, raised on
square section legs
91cm wide, 75cm high, 45cm
deep

£300-500

19TH CENTURY

30cm high

£250-350
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148
SET OF TEN GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY
DINING CHAIRS
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with pierced serpentine top rails and ladder splats,
above wide stuff-over seats covered in brown hide
with close nail head trim, raised on channel-moulded
square straight legs joined by stretchers, to include
eight side chairs and a pair of armchairs (10)
Armchair 59cm wide, 94cm high, 48cm deep

£1,000-1,500

149
GEORGE III MAHOGANY AND INLAID BOWFRONT CHEST OF DRAWERS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the shaped top above two short and three long graduated drawers, flanked by spiral
twist quarter columns, with a shaped apron, raised on splayed legs
109cm wide, 112cm high, 57cm deep

£400-600

150
GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY
SERPENTINE SERVING TABLE
19TH CENTURY
in the Adam style, the shaped
serpentine top above a frieze carved
with ribbon-tied swags and flowerhead blocks, raised on lotus carved
stop-fluted and reeded tapering legs
183cm wide, 88cm high, 70cm deep

£1,500-2,500

151
GEORGE III STYLE MAHOGANY AND
SATINWOOD SERPENTINE SIDEBOARD
19TH CENTURY
the top outlined with ebony stringing, above a
central drawer and tambour front compartment,
flanked by a cupboard and a pair of short drawers,
raised on square tapered legs ending in spade feet
153cm wide, 89cm high, 62cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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152
EARLY GEORGE III MAHOGANY ARMCHAIR
MID 18TH CENTURY
the back with a serpentine top rail above a pierced vasiform splat, over
a drop-in seat covered in green plush fabric, flanked by outscrolled
arms and raised on chamferred square legs joined by stretchers
71cm wide, 94cm high, 44cm deep

£500-700

153
GEORGE III MAHOGANY ‘GAINSBOROUGH’ ARMCHAIR
18TH CENTURY
the rectangular back with scrolled arms, raised on blind fret carved
front legs, joined by stretchers, covered in tapestry upholstery
84cm wide, 96cm high, 59cm deep

£400-600

154
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
TWIN PEDESTAL DINING TABLE
18TH CENTURY
with one leaf extension, the rounded rectangular
top with a plain edge over barrel turned columns
and moulded cabriole legs, the castors lacking
£700-900

155
SCOTTISH GEORGE III
MAHOGANY SERPENTINE
SIDEBOARD
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the stageback above a serpentine
base with two short drawers flanked
by cupboards, raised on square
tapered legs outlined with stringing
188cm wide, 109cm high, 75cm deep

£700-1,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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156
SET OF SIX GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the pierced backs carved with anthemions, bell flowers, and flower
heads, above wide curved seats, raised on stop-fluted square
tapering legs joined by stretchers, comprising five side chairs and an
armchair; together with a GEORGE III MAHOGANY ARMCHAIR,
with a pierced splat and channel carved arms, stuff-over seat, and
square legs joined by stretchers (7)
Sidechair 53cm wide, 94cm high, 43cm deep

£800-1,200

157
LATE GEORGIAN TRIPLE PEDESTAL MAHOGANY DINING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top with a plain edge, on three ring turned
column supports, the centre pedestal with four outswept legs, the end
pedestals with three, all ending in brass hairy paw feet with castors
181cm long, 73cm high, 125cm deep

£1,000-1,500

158
GEORGE III MAHOGANY BOOKCASE CABINET
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above a pair of glazed doors
enclosing adjustable shelves; the projecting base
with a pair of panel doors, on a plinth
113cm wide, 252cm high, 40cm deep

£500-700
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159
SET OF FOUR WATERCOLOUR AND
EGLOMISE SCOTTISH LANDSCAPES
VIEW OF LOCH LOMOND, CONWY CASTLE,
LLANWRST BRIDGE AND CASTLE STALKER
signed ‘Margaret Lloyd’, and dated 1795, identified
and dated verso; in eglomise mounts and frames (4)
28 x 38cm sight size

£400-600

160
GEORGE III MAHOGANY AND BRASS
REPEATING BRACKET CLOCK
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the circular white enamel dial with Roman and Arabic
chapters and twin winding holes, in an arch brass
dial plate with a calendar dial to the arch and pierced
spandrels, in a mahogany bell top case with canted angles
to all sides mounted with gilt brass terms and flower
trails, the glazed sides with bail handles and pull repeat,
enclosing a twin train movement with verge escapement
and bell strike and engraved backplate with bob
pendulum, the bell top with brass banding and pinecone
finials, all on a moulded base with brass ogee bracket feet
37cm wide, 59cm high, 24.5cm deep

£1,500-2,500

161 Y

162

FOUR GEORGIAN TEA CADDIES AND BOXES

SET OF FIVE LATE GEORGIAN MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS

18TH/ EARLY 19TH CENTURY

LATE 18TH CENTURY

to include a large mahogany caddy with shell and flower head inlay,
28cm x 15cm x 15cm; a partridgewood banded sarcophagus-form
caddy, 18cm x 13cm x 10.5cm; a satin birch caddy with urn and lily of
the valley inlay, 20cm x 11cm x 10cm; and a small rosewood work box
with an applied printed scene on the cover, 18cm x 9cm x 12cm (4)

the tablet backs with carved splats, above stuff-over seats, raised
on square tapered legs joined by stretchers, with foliate slipcovers;
comprising an armchair and four side chairs (5)

£250-350

Sidechair 51cm wide, 87cm high, 44cm deep

£300-500
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163
GEORGE III MAHOGANY BRACKET
CLOCK, WILLIAM LIPTROT, LONDON,
THE CASE AFTER A DESIGN BY
THOMAS CHIPPENDALE
18TH CENTURY
the arched brass dial with a silvered
chapter ring with Roman and Arabic
numbers and a matte centre and
pierced brass spandrels, with two
winding holes, date and false pendulum
apertures, and signature plate inscribed
‘William Liptrot/ LONDON’, the arch with
a subsidiary Strike/ Silent dial, in a carved
arched topped mahogany case with pierced
fretwork and carved with acanthus scrolls,
the canted corners with Doric columns, on
a moulded base with acanthus carved scroll
feet, pull repeat on the right side; the eight day
movement with verge escapement striking
a bell and chiming on six bells, enclosed by
an engraved backplate signed ‘Wm. Liptrot/
London’, with a bob pendulum
47cm wide, 68.5cm high, 23cm deep
Note: The model for this clock case, which is
rich in rococo embellishments, is taken directly
from Thomas Chippendales ‘Gentleman’s and
Cabinet Maker’s Director’, first appearing in the
1754 and 1755 editions as plate CXXXVIII, then
renumbered as plate XLXV in the edition of 1762.

£6,000-8,000
Illustrated right: Thomas Chippendale, The Gentleman’s and Cabinetmaker’s Director, 1754, plate CXXXVIII, the clock case design shown on the left.
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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164
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY LIBRARY TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the top with a brown leather insert with gilt borders
and reeded edge, above a pair of short frieze drawers
with the same opposing, and dummy drawers to the
ends, raised on waisted trestle end supports joined
by an arched stretcher and ending on sabre legs with
brass caps and castors
114cm wide, 73cm high, 91cm deep

£1,500-2,500

165 Y
GEORGE III MAHOGANY,
ROSEWOOD, AND WALNUT VITRINE TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the hinged square glazed top with canted corners enclosing a veneered
interior, raised on square tapered legs joined by a pierced X stretcher
32cm wide, 52cm high, 30cm deep

£600-800

166
SMALL GEORGE III MAHOGANY,
GONCALO ALVES, AND INLAY SIDEBOARD
LATE 18TH CENTURY
of neat size, the crossbanded top with a bowfront centre and
outlined with chequer stringing, above a central drawer with
cornucopia inlay medallion, flanked by cupboards outlined
with chevron banding, raised on square tapering legs
121cm wide, 84cm high, 53cm deep

£400-600

167
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY
TAMBOUR CABINET
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the D-shaped crossbanded top above three
short frieze drawers, over a pair of tambour
doors opening to shelves, raised on splay feet
127cm wide, 102cm high, 62cm deep

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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168
SET OF EIGHT GEORGIAN STYLE DINING CHAIRS
MODERN
with bar backs above double x-form splats and reeded
side rails, over drop-in seats raised on reeded square
tapered legs joined by stretchers (8)
51cm wide, 88cm high, 37cm deep

£600-800

169
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY OVAL BREAKFAST TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the crossbanded top on a plain ring-turned column and four
outswept reeded legs ending in brass caps and castors
177cm wide, 72cm high, 132cm deep

£800-1,200

170
GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY
SERPENTINE SIDEBOARD
LATE 20TH CENTURY
the serpentine top above a central
frieze drawer and arch recess with
tambour doors, fanked by a cupboard
and two drawers, raised on square
tapering legs ending in spade feet
153cm wide, 90cm high, 58cm deep

£600-800

171
172

173

GEORGE III MAHOGANY AND BOXWOOD
INLAID DEMI LUNE TEA TABLE

LATE GEORGIAN MAHOGANY
BOWFRONT CHEST OF DRAWERS

the tray top with a pierced shaped three
quarter gallery above an open recess,
rasied on square chamferred legs

LATE 18TH CENTURY

EARLY 19TH CENTURY

the hinged top above a frieze drawer raised on
square tapering legs and spade feet

with two short over three long graduated
drawers raised on bracket feet

56cm wide, 76cm high, 44cm deep

99cm wide, 74cm high, 49cm deep

106cm wide, 102cm high, 50cm deep

£300-500

£300-500

£300-500

GEORGIAN STYLE
MAHOGANY BEDSIDE TABLE
19TH CENTURY
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174
GEORGE III
MAHOGANY
JARDINIÈRE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
of cubic form with
canted fluted corners
and a base drawer,
with a brass liner and
loop handles, raised
on square tapered
legs on brass ball feet
20cm wide, 51cm high,
20cm deep

£600-800

175
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY BUREAU BOOKCASE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice with an arch pediment and urn finial,
above a pair of astragal glazed doors enclosing adjustable
shelves; the lower section with a slant front opening to an
interior fitted with pigeon holes, drawers, and book spine slides,
above four graduated long drawers, on shaped bracket feet
96cm wide, 233cm high, 57cm deep

£1,200-1,800

176
GEORGE III MAHOGANY BRASS BANDED BUCKET
18TH CENTURY
with three brass bands and loop handles
38cm diameter, 30cm high

£600-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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177
PAIR OF LATE GEORGE III
MAHOGANY ARMCHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
with double X trellis backs above wide
stuffover seats flanked by slightly curved
arms, raised on reeded tapering legs joined
by turned and reeded X stretchers (2)
56cm wide, 81cm high, 51cm deep

£1,000-1,500

178
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY OCTAGONAL TRIPOD WINE TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the top with a moulded edge on a slender baluster support and tripod umbrella base
35.5cm diameter, 70cm high

£800-1,200

179
SCOTTISH GEORGE III
MAHOGANY SERPENTINE
CHEST OF DRAWERS
18TH CENTURY
the top with a moulded fore-edge over
three short and three long drawers
with crossbanding and boxwood inlay,
raised on French bracket feet
115cm wide, 103cm high, 59cm deep

£2,500-3,500
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180
PAIR OF GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY BEDSIDE TABLES
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the square gallery tops above doors outlined with ebonised
banding, raised on slender turned and tapered legs (2)
38cm wide, 74cm high, 33cm deep

£1,200-1,800

181
GEORGE III MAHOGANY
SERVING TABLE
MID 18TH CENTURY

182
EARLY GEORGE III
MAHOGANY BACHELOR’S
CHEST OF DRAWERS

the rectangular top above a blind
fret carved frieze, raised on square
chamferred legs with corresponding
blind fret carving and pierced corner
brackets, ending on block feet

MID 18TH CENTURY

147cm wide, 88cm high, 79cm deep

with a brushing slide over
four graduated long drawers,
raised on bracket feet

£2,000-3,000

92cm wide, 78cm high,
52cm deep

£600-800

183
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD
LATE 18TH CENTURY
of shaped bowfront outline with a stageback
platform, above a central frieze drawer flanked by
deep drawers, one fitted as a cellarette, raised on
reeded square tapering legs
218cm wide, 99cm high, 75cm deep

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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184
SET OF SIX LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY
DINING CHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
in the Hepplewhite style, the shield backs carved
with pierced splats carved with flowerheads and
palmettes, above wide seats covered in green
velvet with close nail trim, raised on square tapered
legs ending in spade feet and joined by stretchers,
to include an armchair and five side chairs (6)
Armchair 59cm wide, 99cm high, 44cm deep

£500-700

185
LATE GEORGE III
MAHOGANY MUSIC
STAND OR READING TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the adjustable octagonal top on
a turned and tapered column
raised on hipped splay legs
47cm wide, 71cm high, 39cm deep

£800-1,200

186
GEORGE III MAHOGANY INLAID
BUREAU
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the slant front with an inlaid shell
medallion, opening to an interior
fitted with pigeon holes, drawers, and
cupboards, above four long drawers
outlined with stringing, on bracket feet
118cm wide, 127cm high, 57cm deep

£400-600

187
LATE GEORGIAN
MAHOGANY INLAID
SIDEBOARD
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the crossbanded bowfront
top above a long frieze
drawer and arched recess
with tambour cupboard,
flanked by two drawers
and a cellarette drawer,
all outlined with boxwood
stringing, raised on moulded
square tapering legs
183cm wide, 92cm high,
71cm deep

£600-800
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188
LATE GEORGIAN
MAHOGANY
PEDESTAL DESK
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the top with a green
leather skiver and moulded
edge, over a long frieze
drawer flanked by short
drawers, raised on banks of
three graduated drawers,
with cupboards on the
reverse, on plinth bases
154cm wide, 79cm high,
106cm deep

£1,000-1,500

189
GEORGE III MAHOGANY, INLAY, AND EBONISED BOWFRONT SIDEBOARD
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the crossbanded top with a reeded edge, above a central drawer and arched recess with a tambour cupboard flanked by cupboards, all
with brass pulls with star-shaped backplates, raised on square tapering legs with line and dot inlay and ending in brass caps and castors
153cm wide, 93cm high, 69cm deep

£1,000-1,500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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190
LATE GEORGE III
MAHOGANY LONGCASE
CLOCK, JAMES MCCABE,
LONDON
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the white enamel Roman
numeral dial with two
winding holes and signed
James McCabe/ Royal
Exchange/ LONDON; in a
moulded arch case with brass
finial and canted stop-fluted
angles with brass insert,
above an arched moulded
door flanked by stop fluted
angles with further brass
inserts, on a moulded plinth
base with a shaped apron and
bracket forefeet; the eightday twin train movement
striking a bell
50cm wide, 232cm high,
26cm deep

£3,000-5,000

191
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY BRASS
BANDED CYLINDER DESK
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the cylinder top opening to an arrangement of pigeon
holes and drawers and a pull-out writing surface with
a black leather insert, above an five drawers and a
kneehole arch, all outlined in brass, raised on square
tapered legs with brass caps and castors
103cm wide, 102cm high, 55cm deep

£800-1,000
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192
GEORGE III MAHOGANY SUPPER TABLE
18TH CENTURY, THE BASE LATER
of neat size, the rectangular tilt top with a reeded edge, on a ring-turned cannon barrel
column with four channel moulded outswept legs ending in brass caps and castors
96cm wide, 73cm high, 68cm deep

£800-1,200

193
194
GEORGE III
MAHOGANY INLAID
DEMILUNE TEA TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the fold-over
crossbanded top opening
on double gatelegs, above
a central frieze drawer,
raised on tapered square
legs ending in spade feet,
outlined with stringing
99cm wide, 72cm high,
49cm deep, 98cm [open]

£400-600

195
GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY
PARTNERS DESK
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top inset with a
brown leather tooled writing surface,
above three frieze drawers, on
banks of three further drawers, one
with secret compartment, the same
opposing, with additional slides to
each side, on plinth bases with castors
161cm wide, 79cm high, 135cm deep

£800-1,200

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

SET OF FIVE GEORGE III
MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
in the Hepplewhite style, the square backs centred
by urn-form splats flanked by carved side rails, over
drop-in seats raised on square tapered legs joined
by stretchers; together with a PAIR OF GEORGE
III STAINED FRUITWOOD DINING CHAIRS, with
shield backs in the Sheraton style, above wide
stuffover seats and square tapered legs joined by
stretchers, 54cm wide, 95cm high, 41cm deep (7)
53cm wide, 91cm high, 37cm deep

£700-1,000
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196
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY AND SATINWOOD TEA TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the fold-over D shaped top above a frieze with a central tablet, raised
on reeded tapered legs
90cm wide, 72cm high, 45cm deep

£400-600

197
SET OF SEVEN LATE GEORGIAN
MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the shield-shaped backs with pierced baluster splats
carved with leaf tips, above drop-in seats covered in brown
hide, raised on fluted square legs with block feet joined
by stretchers; together with a GEORGIAN MAHOGANY
ARMCHAIR, with a pierced splat and scroll arms (8)
51cm wide, 97cm high, 38cm deep

£600-800

198
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY
BOWFRONT CHEST OF DRAWERS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the crossbanded top above four long
drawers, raised on French bracket feet
111cm wide, 86cm high, 57cm deep

£600-800

199
LATE SCOTTISH GEORGE III
MAHOGANY SERPENTINE
SERVING TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY,
EDINBURGH
the serpentine top above a pair
of long frieze drawers flanked
by a cellarette drawer and a
cupboard, raised on square
tapered legs outlined with
boxwood stringing
216cm wide, 94cm high, 68cm deep

£1,500-2,500
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200
SET OF EIGHT GEORGE III MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
in the Hepplewhite style, with arched shield backs centred by
carved wheatsheaf and bell flower carved splats, above padded
seats raised on square tapering legs joined by stretchers (8)
57cm wide, 103cm high, 44cm deep

£1,000-1,500

201
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY BOOKCASE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the dentil moulded cornice above a pair of astragal glazed doors enclosing
a partially lined green plush shelved interior; the base with a pair of panel
doors on a plinth base, outlined with stringing
114cm wide, 224cm high, 36cm deep

£600-800

202
SET OF EIGHT LATE GEORGE III
MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
comprising a pair of armchairs and six side chairs,
the bar backs above X-form rails and drop-in
seats in blue and cream foliate fabric, raised on
square tapered legs joined by H-stretchers (8)
Armchair 55cm wide, 84cm high, 39cm deep

£800-1,200

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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203
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY AND SATINWOOD
DEMILUNE CARD TABLE, ATTRIBUTED TO INCE & MAYHEW
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the fold-over crossbanded top above a deep frieze marked with
blocks carved elliptical roundels, raised on turned tapering legs
115cm wide, 72cm high, 57cm deep

£700-1,000

204
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY
TRIPOD LAMP TABLE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the rectangular crossbanded top with a drawer to one side and dummy drawers on the others,
raised on a ring turned column with outswept legs with brass hairy paw caps and castors
51cm wide, 70cm high, 40.5cm deep

£700-1,000

205
SET OF TEN MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
in the Hepplewhite style, the square backs with
three stop-fluted and reeded leaf-carved splats,
above drop-in seats raised on channel moulded
square tapered legs joined by stretchers, to include
eight side chairs and a pair of armchairs (10)
Armchair 56cm wide, 92cm high, 44cm deep

£2,000-3,000

206
LATE GEORGE III MAHOGANY SERPENTINE
CHEST OF DRAWERS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the top with a serpentine foredge above three long
serpentine drawers, raised on French bracket feet
115cm wide, 89cm high, 58cm deep

£1,000-1,500
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207
18TH CENTURY FRENCH SCHOOL
PORTRAIT OF A LADY AS DIANA THE HUNTRESS
pastel on paper
48cm x 39cm (18.75in x 15.25in)
Note: This work appears in Neil Jeffares Dictionary of Pastelists before 1800: reference:
J.9.6052 .Our thanks to Mr Jeffares for his help cataloguing this lot

£2,000-4,000

208
209

19TH CENTURY
ENGLISH SCHOOL

GIOVANNI BATISTA
CIPRIANI R.A
(ITALIAN 1727-1785)

TWO PAGES OF SKETCHES
OF OLD MASTERS AND
OTHER MUSEUM WORKS

CLASSICAL FIGURES

pencil and watercolour (2)

ink and wash

18cm x 10.5cm (7in x 4.25in)

17cm x 21cm (6.75in
x 8.25in)

£300-500

£800-1,200
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210
VENETIAN SCHOOL
(18TH CENTURY)
PORTRAIT OF A LADY
pastel on paper
42cm x 33cm (16.5in x 13in)
Note: The present work appears in Neil
Jeffares Dictionary of Pastellists before
1800 : Reference: J.9.5774 Girl with
flowers in her hair. Our thanks to Mr
Jeffares for his help cataloguing this lot

£2,000-4,000

211
STUDIO OF GEORGE ROMNEY
(BRITISH 1734-1802)
PORTRAIT OF EMMA HAMILTON
AS MIRANDA (CIRCA 1780)
oil on canvas, unframed
39cm x 34cm (15.25in x 13.25in)

£2,000-3,000
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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212
CIRCLE OF MARMADUKE CRADOCK
(BRITISH 1660-1717
PEAFOWL AND OTHER BIRDS IN A
GARDEN
oil on canvas
43cm x 54cm (17in x 21in)

£4,000-6,000

213
18TH CENTURY
ITALIAN SCHOOL
STILL LIFE
oil on canvas
78.cm x 66cm (31in x 26in)

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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214
SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS P.R.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.A.
(BRITISH 1723-1792)
PORTRAIT OF RICHARD MERTON OF BATH
oil on canvas, oval
29in x 23in (74cm x 58cm)
Provenence:
Private Collection
Sothebys 15th October 1952
Literature:
Mannings, Catalogue entry 1239
as ‘whereabouts unknown’

£4,000-6,000

215
CIRCLE OF JACQUES-LOUIS DAVID
(FRENCH 1748-1825)
PORTRAIT OF A FRENCH DEPUTY OR
LAWYER CIRCA 1790S
oil on canvas
72cm x 59cm (28.25in x 23in)

£2,000-3,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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216
CIRCLE OF SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE (BRITISH 1769-1830)
PORTRAITS OF THE FLETCHER BROTHERS (HENRY AND PHILIP)
pencil and coloured chalks, unframed
58cm x 58cm (22.75in x 22.75in)

£800-1,200

217
ATTRIBUTED TO THOMAS FAED R.S.A (SCOTTISH 1826-1900)
PORTRAIT STUDY OF A FARM WORKER
bears signiture for W Holman (lower right) pencil and watercolour
27cm x 20.5cm (10.5in x 8.25in)

£1,000-1,500

218
THOMAS ROWLANDSON (BRITISH 1756-1827)
PORTRAIT OF ADAM YOUNG ESQ
inscribed lower right, pencil and watercolour
19.5cm x 13cm (7.75in
x 5in)
Provenance: Part of
a collection mainly
purchased from the
1960s onwards by an East
Lothian collector after
studying at The Courtauld

£500-700

219
ATTRIBUTED TO JOHN
DOWNMAN A.R.A
(WELSH 1750-1824)
PORTRAIT STUDY OF A
CLASSICAL FEMALE
coloured chalks on paper
21cm x 16cm (8.25in x 6.25in)

£400-600
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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220
18TH CENTURY FRENCH SCHOOL
THE FOUR SEASONS
oil on canvas (4)
171cm x 64cm (67.25in x 25in)

£6,000-8,000

221
CIRCLE OF DAVID ROBERTS R.A, R.B.A
(1796-1864)
THE BRIDGE OF ALCANTARA, TOLEDO
signed (possibly M. Lear) and dated 1837,
watercolour
26cm x 37cm (10in x 14.5in)

£1,500-2,000

222
19TH CENTURY
FRENCH SCHOOL
PORTRAIT OF A MAN
watercolour
18cm x 14cm (7in x 5.5in)

£300-500
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223
JOSEPH WRIGHT
OF DERBY (BRITISH
1734-1797)
PORTRAIT OF HENRY
FLINT (MAYOR OF
DERBY IN 1770 AND
1786)
oil on canvas
74cm x 61cm (29in x 24in)
Provenance: Sale
Sothebys 22nd May 1957
(150); Mrs Arthur Barber
(1958); Richard Roberts
(1959); Maurice Quick
(1963); Sale Christies,
22nd November 1963
(70); Cyril P Plant; D.R
Sherborn Esq F.S.A, By
decent. Private Collection
Literature: Benedict
Nicholson catalogue
Raissone of Joseph Wright
of Derby pp 68-9, 73
196. Dateable on stylistic
ground to c 1778-80.

£15,000-20,000

Joseph Wright is one of the most successful artists of the Age of
Enlightenment, known primarily for his atmospheric paintings
using chiaroscuro in order to emphasise the contrast of light and
dark. Born to a prosperous family in Derby on 3rd September 1734,
Wright moved to London in 1751 with ambitions of becoming a
painter. For two years, he studied under the portrait painter Thomas
Hudson, who also counted Joseph van Aken and Joshua Reynolds
amongst his students. Wright then returned to Derby, and besides
some notable periods away such as Liverpool from 1768 to 1771
and Italy from 1773 to 1775, he always found himself called back to
his hometown, where he lived until his death in 1797.
Wright made a name for himself through his exceptional skill
at painting dramatic light, often linked to his connections to
Enlightenment figures such as Josiah Wedgwood and Erasmus
Darwin. His work, such as An Experiment on a Bird in the Air

Pump, currently in the National Gallery in London, is an excellent
example of his engagement with modern technology and his skill at
employing artificial light. Although most well known for using this
technique in portraits and paintings of modern life, it is visible in
much of his work.
While in Derby, Wright painted portraits of numerous prosperous
residents, such as the current portrait of the Mayor of Derby Henry
Flint in 1787. Similar portraits of mayors are currently held in the
Derby Museums collection, for example his 1789 portrait of Isaac
Borrow who was twice the Mayor of the city.
The enduring appeal of works by Joseph Wright of Derby is visible
in the fact that they are held in numerous important private
collections and public institutions worldwide such as the National
Gallery in London, the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, and the
Museum of Fine Art in Boston.
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224
TILLY KETTLE (BRITISH 1735-1786)
PORTRAIT OF PETER, 2ND EARL OF
ALTAMONT (1731-1780)
oil on canvas
75cm x 62cm (29.5in x 24.25in)

£6,000-8,000

225
THOMAS HUDSON (BRITISH 1701-1779)
PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM WILDMAN,
VISCOUNT BARRINGTON 1744
inscribed ‘William Wildman, Viscount
Barrington and dated 1744’, oil on canvas
76cm x 64cm (30in x 25in)

£3,000-5,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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226
JOHN JACKSON R.A. (BRITISH 1778-1831)
PORTRAIT OF FREDERICK, DUKE OF YORK AND ALBANY
(1763-1827)
oil on canvas
75cm x 62cm (29.5in x 24.5in)
Provenance: Private Collection, England. Formerly in the collection of
Derek Sherborn.
Note: John Jackson R.A. (1778- 1831) was a celebrated English painter,
best known for his high society portraits. Jackson received early support
from the landed gentry, notably Sir George Beaumont, 7th Baronet, who
offered him residence at Castle Howard, where he could study and copy
from Beaumont’s extensive collection. He also received £50 per year
which permitted him to attend the Royal Academy Schools. He was then
elected as a member of the Royal Academy on 10th February 1817.
This portrait of the Duke of York and Albany is an excellent example of
Jackson’s skill as a portraitist. Jackson was particularly influenced by Sir
Thomas Lawrence and Henry Raeburn, which is notable in this piece in
the remarkable realism and personality evoked, as well as his dramatic
and unusual use of lighting. Several versions of this portrait were made
by Jackson, which allows us to speculate that this was painted circa
1822, by comparing it to another very similar composition after John
Jackson in the National Portrait Gallery in London, also dated circa 1822.

£4,000-6,000

227
STUDIO OF SIR HENRY RAEBURN (SCOTTISH 1756-1823)
PORTRAIT OF A LADY (POSSIBLY LADY HAY)
oil on canvas
87cm x 67cm (34.25in x 26.25in)

£1,500-2,000

228
ATTRIBUTED TO ALLAN RAMSAY (SCOTTISH 1713-1784)
PORTRAIT OF JOHN MURRAY OF PHILIPHAUGH, MP FOR
SELKIRKSHIRE
inscribed ‘John Murray of Philiphaugh A Ramsay PINXT,’ oil on
canvas
76cm x 64cm (30in x 25in)

£3,000-5,000
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229
ATTRIBUTED TO PATRICK
NASMYTH (SCOTTISH 1787-1831)
A WOODED RIVER LANDSCAPE
WITH FIGURE BY A BRIDGE
oil on canvas
46cm x 61cm (18in x 24in)

£1,000-1,500

230
CHARLES CATTON THE ELDER R.A
(BRITISH 1728-1798)
AN ITALIANATE LANDSCAPE WITH
SHEPHERDESS TENDING HER
ANIMALS
oil on canvas
96cm x 115cm (37.75in x 45.25in)

£2,000-3,000

231
18TH CENTURY ENGLISH SCHOOL
ROCHESTER CASTLE, KENT
oil on canvas
30.5cm x 41cm (12in x 16in)
Provenance: The estate of George Thorncroft Sassoon (1936-2006),
son of the poet Siegfried Sassoon, from the family home Ben Buie on
the Isle of Mull.
Note: Siegfried Sassoon grew up in Kent, in the Neo-Gothic Mansion
“Weirleigh”, Matfield, and attended New Beacon School, Sevenoaks.

£400-600
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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232
REGENCY MAHOGANY WINE COOLER
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of sarcophagus form with recessed panel sides and brass ring
handles, on a conforming plinth base
91cm wide, 45.5cm high, 58cm deep

£900-1,200

233 Y
SCOTTISH MAHOGANY STICK BAROMETER, ADIE, EDINBURGH
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the swan neck pediment with ivory roundels above a silvered Vernier
scale signed A. Adie/ Edinburgh, above a plain shaft terminating in a
semispherical cistern cover
95cm high

£400-600

234
LATE SCOTTISH REGENCY
MAHOGANY SIDE TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the top with a gadrooned moulded edge
above a wide frieze, raised on spiralturned tapering legs on ball feet
139cm wide, 80cm high, 54cm deep

£600-800

235
REGENCY SCOTTISH
MAHOGANY AND INLAID
SIDEBOARD
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a stage back with cupboards
flanking a central oval paterae,
over three frieze drawers flanked
by a deep drawer and a cellarette
drawer, raised on fluted and
tapering outset ring-turned legs
167cm wide, 111cm high, 86cm deep

£800-1,200
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236
SET OF REGENCY STYLE SATINWOOD AND
MAHOGANY INLAID NESTING TABLES
19TH CENTURY
the tops with oval mahogany inlay and
cockbeaded borders, raised on ring turned
supports and trestle bases (4)
49cm wide, 69cm high, 35cm deep

£600-800

237
SCOTTISH LATE REGENCY MAHOGANY CLOCK, THOMAS MCGREGOR, AYTON
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular enameled Roman numeral dial with twin winding holes and subsidiary seconds and calendar
dials; in an arch moulded case with brass finial, above an arched crossbanded trunk door flanked by reeded
quarter columns, on a plinth base with bracket feet; the eight day twin-train movement striking a bell
47cm wide, 223cm high, 22cm deep

£800-1,200

238
REGENCY MAHOGANY PEDESTAL DINING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top with a moulded edge, comprising two
pedestals ends on turned columns and tripod channel-moulded legs
ending in brass caps and castors, the centre section with a gateleg action
and two leaves on turned and reeded tapering legs
344cm wide extended, 75cm high, 137cm deep

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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239
PAIR OF REGENCY
MAHOGANY
DEMILUNE TABLES
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the demilune tops above
fluted friezes, raised on
tapered reeded legs (2)
142cm wide, 74cm high,
63cm deep

£600-800

240
REGENCY MAHOGANY LINEN PRESS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the square cornice with corner roundels above a pair of moulded
panel doors enclosing hanging space; the base with three long
graduated drawers, raised on lobed and turned bun feet
132cm wide, 211cm high, 60cm deep

£600-800

241
REGENCY MAHOGANY LAMP TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top with a cockbeaded edge, raised on
slender ring turned supports with trestle bases joined
by stretcher rails
56cm wide, 80cm high, 39cm deep

£400-600
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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242
SET OF REGENCY STYLE MAHOGANY AND
SATINWOOD BANDED NESTING TABLES
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the tops with radiating veneers with ebonised bead
moulding and satinwood banding, raised on ring turned
legs with trestle bases and curved stretchers (4)
49cm wide, 70cm high, 35cm deep

£400-600

243
REGENCY MAHOGANY WHATNOT
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of square form, with four tiers raised on ring turned supports,
the lowest tier with two frieze drawers, raised on ring turned
and tapering legs ending in brass caps and castors
40cm wide,145cm high

£500-700

244
REGENCY MAHOGANY BREAKFAST TABLE, IN THE MANNER OF
WILLIAM TROTTER
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular tilt top with a beaded edge, on a square section stepped column and
concave quadrapite platform with carved roundels, raised on leaf carved and
channelled splayed legs ending in hairy paw brass caps and castors
136cm diameter, 75cm high

£400-600

245
REGENCY MAHOGANY
AND LEATHER
UPHOLSTERED HALL SEAT
19TH CENTURY
the rectangular back with a
brown leather pad above a
long stuff-over seat flanked by
reeded open scroll arms with
pads, all outlined with brass
close nails, raised on fluted
tapering legs
144cm long, 80cm high,
30cm deep

£800-1,200
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246
REGENCY GILTWOOD CONVEX MIRROR
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular mirror plate in an ebonised slip
and deep moulded frame with ball mounts
and an eagle cresting
102cm high, 63cm deep

£500-700

247
REGENCY MAHOGANY LAMP TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular top on a tapering column and
concave triform base with carved bun feet
76cm high

£900-1,200

248
PAIR OF REGENCY MAHOGANY UPHOLSTERED STOOLS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the button upholstered padded seats covered in salmon pink
moiré, raised on tall slender turned and tapered legs (2)
39cm wide, 47cm high, 31cm deep

£600-800

249 Y
REGENCY STYLE GILT
METAL MOUNTED
ROSEWOOD DAYBED
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular padded back
flanked by fluted columns, over
a long seat and part-padded
open arms with spiral twist
supports, raised on turned
fluted legs, the whole outlined
with gilt metal mounts
171cm width, 94cm high, 72cm
deep

£600-800
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250
PAIR OF FINE REGENCY MAHOGANY SIDE CABINETS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of neat size, the rectangular tops with reeded edges above
frieze drawers and pleated panel doors, raised on turned
tapering legs with brass castors (2)
46cm wide, 91.5cm high, 30.5cm deep

£4,000-6,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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251
REGENCY MAHOGANY AND NEEDLEWORK PEDESTAL TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the octagonal tilt top fitted with a floral needlework panel, on a
acanthus carved column and triform base with scroll feet
51cm wide, 55cm high, 44cm deep

£300-500

252
SET OF EIGHT REGENCY
MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
comprising six side chairs and a pair of
armchairs, with bar backs above reeded
splats and drop-in seats covered in
green plush, raised on square tapered
legs joined by stretchers (8)
Armchair 55cm wide, 88cm high, 42cm deep

£600-800

253
REGENCY MAHOGANY TWIN
PEDESTAL DROP-LEAF DINING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top on twin
pedestal supports, each end with a drop
leaf over a frieze drawer to one side and a
dummy drawer opposing, raised on turned
column supports ending on four outswept
legs ending in brass caps and casters, with
one leaf extension
221cm long, 71.5cm high, 111.5cm deep
Provenance: Purchased in these rooms, 5
March, 2014, lot 63
Previously Somerville College, Oxford. It came
to the previous owner’s family in 1931 from
the Secretary at the College.

254
REGENCY MABLE
TOPPED MAHOGANY
BOOKCASE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the variegated green
rectangular marble top
above open adjustable
shelves, outlined with
bead moulded and
flanked by carved
columns, raised
on ball feet
114cm wide, 110cm
high, 32cm deep

£400-600

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

Note: Founded in 1879, Somerville College,
Oxford was among the first colleges in the
country to be created to allow women to
benefit from higher education. It was named
after Mary Somerville, an important scientist
of the nineteenth century and also an author,
mathematician, astronomer, landscape artist
and suffragette. Illustrious alumnae include
Dorothy Hodgkin, the only British woman to
win a Nobel Prize in science, Indira Gandhi
and Margaret Thatcher. Male undergraduates
first gained admission in 1994.

£800-1,200
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255
REGENCY MAHOGANY METAMORPHIC ARMCHAIR,
IN THE MANNER OF MORGAN & SANDERS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a bar back and scroll arms, above a panel seat, opening
to a set of library steps with carpet lined treads
51cm wide, 74cm high, 46cm deep

£500-700

256 Y
LATE REGENCY ROSEWOOD DAVENPORT
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the sliding top with a pierced brass gallery and a leather
slope opening to an interior with drawers, above five graduated
drawers and a pen drawer, with a slide and dummy drawers
opposing, on turned legs with brass castor
52cm wide, 91cm high, 45cm deep

£600-800

257 Y
REGENCY MAHOGANY, BRASS INLAID,
AND ROSEWOOD SQUARE PIANO,
CLEMENTI & COMPANY
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
The crossbanded rectangular top above hinged
cover enclosing the keyboard and makers label
NEW PATENT CLEMENTI & COMPANY, 26
CHEAPSIDE LONDON raised on tight ring
turned and reeded legs, caps and castors
174cm wide 88cm high 66cm deep

£600-800

258
REGENCY MAHOGANY SIDE CABINET
19TH CENTURY
the shaped bowfront top above a frieze with
carved roundels, above a pair of panel doors
with later needlework panels and curved side
panels, opening to adjustable shelf interior,
flanked and divided by columns with leaf carved
capitals, raised on conforming leaf carved feet
165cm wide, 107cm high, 49cm deep

£1,000-1,500

259
PAIR OF LATE REGENCY MAHOGANY
AND UPHOLSTERED STOOLS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the octagonal padded velvet seats with
a reeded edge, raised on ring turned and
tapering legs (2)
44cm diameter 47cm high

£300-500
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260
LATE REGENCY MAHOGANY X-FRAME
WINDOW SEAT
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
carved with rosettes, harebells, and palmettes,
on carved paw feet with brass castors,
stenciled 409 on the underside
76cm wide, 65cm high, 41cm deep

£500-700

261
REGENCY STYLE PIER MIRROR
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the inverted breakfront cornice above a frieze with a basket motif, over a
rectangular mirror plate in an ebonised slip flanked by leaf clasped columns,
115cm high, 77cm wide

£400-600

262
REGENCY MAHOGANY DRUM TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular top with a moulded edge above a frieze with
opposing drawers and a beaded edge, raised on a lappet carved
column and triform platform with scroll carved paw feet
127cm diameter 72cm high

£600-800

263 Y
REGENCY ROSEWOOD
AND BRASS OPEN
BOOKCASE, IN THE
MANNER OF GILLOWS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the superstructure with
a scroll carved back and
single shelf raised on brass
scroll supports, the base of
breakfront outline with central
open shelves flanked by lotus
carved and reeded tapered
columns and side cabinets
with brass grille inserts, on a
conforming plinth base
183cm wide, 135cm high,
46cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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264
PAIR OF REGENCY MAHOGANY HALL CHAIRS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the shaped backs centred by roundels, above seats with
recessed panels, raised on turned and tapered legs (2)
44cm wide, 92cm high, 38cm deep

£300-500

265
LATE REGENCY MAHOGANY
OCCASIONAL TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top on a tapering
column support and quadriform
base with carved scroll feet
61cm wide, 71cm high, 46cm deep

£600-800

266 Y
REGENCY ROSEWOOD LIBRARY TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top above a pair of frieze drawers, raised on
reeded and lotus-carved end supports on trestle bases with scrolled
feet and brass castors
112cm wide, 72cm high, 66cm deep

£600-800

267
REGENCY MAHOGANY CHAISE LONGUE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a raised scoll arm to one end and curved backrest carved with an eagle’s
head and foliate scrolls, above a loose cushion seat and bolster, raised on
shaped legs carved with anthemion, covered in mustard yellow plush upholstery
183cm long, 83cm high, 52cm deep

£800-1,200
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268 Y
FINE GEORGE IV ROSEWOOD, PARCEL-GILT,
AND BRASS MOUNTED CENTRE TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the octagonal top banded in brass, raised on
reeded gilt columns clusters, on a quadriform base
on large brass bun feet with recessed brass castors
97cm wide, 74cm high, 97cm deep

£4,000-6,000

269
REGENCY BRASS, STEEL,
AND IRON REGISTER GRATE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the bowed three bar grate enclosed
by steel panels mounted with
foliate clasped rods terminating in
laurel wreath mounted end blocks
107cm wide, 108cm high, 26cm deep

£2,000-3,000

270
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY SOFA
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a low scrolled back and high arms above a loose cushion
seat, raised on turned legs with brass caps and castors
225cm wide, 75cm high, 55cm deep

£500-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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271
REGENCY STYLE OAK, EBONISED AND PARCEL GILT CONSOLE TABLE, IN THE MANNER OF GEORGE BULLOCK
19TH CENTURY
possiby Holland & Sons, the shaped demilune pink marble top above a frieze with bands of rosettes and palmettes, raised on
block and fluted tapered legs with a mirror back and joined by a curved stretcher
181cm wide, 97cm high, 59cm deep

£4,000-6,000
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272
PAIR OF REGENCY COPPER SCONCES
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the onion dome tops with dolphin finials above paned glass sides
and corresponding pendant terminals; previously electrified (2)
98cm high, 40cm wide

£600-800

273
REGENCY STYLE MAHOGANY PEDESTAL DINING TABLE,
ATTRIBUTED TO WILLIAM TILLMAN
MODERN
the circular banded top on a cannon column and four outswept
reeded legs ending in brass hairy paw caps and castors
167cm diameter, 76cm high

£1,500-2,000

274 Y
REGENCY ROSEWOOD BRASS MOUNTED LOW OPEN BOOKCASE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of breakfront outline with a three-quarter pierced brass gallery, above three sections with adjustable shelves and brass mounts, on a plinth base
183cm wide, 90cm high, 31cm deep

£800-1,200
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275
REGENCY MAHOGANY
METAMORPHIC
ARMCHAIR, ATTRIBUTED
TO GILLOWS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of typical form with a caned
seat and reeded frame, with
brass caps and castors, the
treads covered in red baize
54cm wide, 84cm high,
48cm deep

£2,000-3,000

276
REGENCY STYLE MAHOGANY
LEATHER UPHOLSTERED BENCH
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the deep buttoned brown leather seat
with close nail trim, flanked by open spiral
carved hand rails, raised on sabre legs
133cm wide, 66cm high, 38cm deep

£800-1,200

277
PAIR OF REGENCY
MAHOGANY WATERFALL
CHIFFONIERS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a shelved
superstructure above pairs
of cabinet doors with reeded
edges and brass grille inserts
enclosing shelves, raised on
turned and tapered feet (2)
76cm wide, 121cm high,
32cm deep

£1,000-1,500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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278
SCOTTISH REGENCY MAHOGANY TEA POY, IN THE
MANNER OF JAMES MEIN OF KELSO
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the hinged oval top with gadrooned edge opening to reveal twin
tea caddies and a cut glass mixing bowl, on a tapering oval column
on a conforming base with further gadroon and bead moulding
53cm wide, 77cm high, 37cm deep

£300-500

279 Y
REGENCY ROSEWOOD
WHATNOT
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with four tiers with serpentine foreedges, raised and divided by turned
baluster supports, on turned legs
with brass caps and castors
53cm wide, 112cm high, 33cm deep

£400-600

280
SCOTTISH REGENCY MAHOGANY AND EBONY CARD TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the fold-over top with ebony stringing opening to a green baize playing
surface, above a foliate inlaid frieze and squared baluster support and
quadriform platform with scrolled legs ending brass caps and castors
91.5cm wide, 74cm high, 46cm deep, 91cm [open]

£400-600

281
REGENCY MAHOGANY
DAVENPORT
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the sliding and pivoting top with a
pierced brass gallery and green leather
lined slope and pen drawer to the
side, above four drawers with dummy
drawers opposing, on a plinth base
46cm wide, 90cm high, 49cm deep

£600-800

282
REGENCY MAHOGANY AND
EBONY CHIFFONIER
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the waterfall top with two
graduated shelves and a pierced
brass gallery, above a base with a
gadrooned edge and a pair of frieze
drawers over a pair of a panel doors
enclosing an adjustable shelf, all
outlined with ebony banding, raised
on lobed bun feet
91cm wide, 122cm high, 37cm deep

£600-800
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283
PAIR OF GEORGE III JAPANNED
AND PARCEL GILT ARMCHAIRS
LATE 18TH CENTURY
each with a floral painted top rail above a pierced trellis
and rosette splat, with downswept arms on baluster turned
supports and a caned seat, raised on tapering legs (2)
54cm wide, 91cm high, 45cm deep

£600-800

284
REGENCY JAPANNED, PARCEL GILT AND SIMULATED
TORTOISESHELL CHIFFONIER
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a shelf superstructure above a bowfront cupboard
decorated with Chinoiserie landscapes, enclosing a drawer and
shelves and flanked by outset corner columns with gilt bun feet
82cm wide, 136cm high, 46cm deep

£400-600

285
JAPANNED TABLE CABINET
19TH CENTURY
decorated with Chinoiserie landscapes, pagodas, flowers
and figures, mounted with a pierced lockplate and hinges,
enclosing a painted turquoise interior with shelves
93cm wide, 81cm high, 38cm deep

£400-600

286

287

288

REGENCY MAHOGANY AND
BRASS JARDINIÈRE

REGENCY MAHOGANY FRAMED
UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIR

SMALL REGENCY GILTWOOD
CONVEX MIRROR

EARLY 19TH CENTURY

EARLY 19TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

of square form with canted corners,
outlined with brass with ring handles,
raised on square tapered legs with
brass ball feet; with a metal liner

the high square back and enclosed arms
above a loose cushion seat, raised on turned
and tapered legs with brass castors, covered
in distressed chartreuse damask upholstery

the convex plate in a black reeded
slip and leaf clasped moulded frame

30cm wide, 48cm high, 30cm deep

68cm wide, 107cm high, 64cm deep

£300-500

£300-500

57cm diameter

£200-300

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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289 Y
REGENCY ROSEWOOD WORK/GAMES TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the sliding top with a ratchet adjusted writing slope, opening to reveal a
lift-out leather backgammon board, over a drawer and a sliding work-box,
flanked by brass galleried drawers, raised on supports joined by a turned
stretcher with trestle bases ending in brass foliate caps and castors
73cm wide, 73cm high, 42cm deep

£1,000-1,500

290
LATE REGENCY MAHOGANY CONSOLE TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the well-figured top above a stepped frieze with bead
moulding, raised on carved lyre end supports joined
by a turned stretcher and ending on carved paw feet
126cm wide, 77cm high, 35.5cm deep

£2,000-3,000

291 Y
SCOTTISH REGENCY
MAHOGANY AND ROSEWOOD
CARD TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the fold-over D-top opening to a
green baize playing surface, above
a frieze centred by a foliate carved
tablet, raised on an acanthus carved
baluster column with scroll brackets,
on a shaped base with lobed feet
with brass caps and castors
92cm wide, 74cm high,
46cm deep (closed)

£600-800

292
REGENCY GRAIN PAINTED
AND PARCEL GILT
CHIFFONIER
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a two tier superstructure
above a base painted to simulate
rosewood with gilt ‘mounts’,
over a pair of recessed panel
doors painted to simulate green
pleated silk, enclosing a shelf, on
turned bun feet
92cm wide, 123cm wide, 40cm deep

£700-1,000
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293
REGENCY CAST IRON AND BRASS FIRE GRATE
IN THE MANNER OF GEORGE BULLOCK
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a long two bar toothed grate raised on reeded
scroll legs with brass paw feet on stepped footblocks
118cm wide, 57cm high, 38cm deep

£2,500-3,500

294
REGENCY EBONISED
CHAISE LONGUE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with carved end supports,
covered in calico upholstery,
raised on gadrooned tapering
legs with brass caps and castors
192cm wide,83cm high, 73cm deep

£1,500-1,800

295
REGENCY EGYPTIAN REVIVAL
STEEL REGISTER GRATE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with an angled three bar grate flanked by Eyptian figures,
the side panels with bands of concentric roundels
89cm wide, 93cm high, 26cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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296
REGENCY MAHOGANY CANTERBURY
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with four divisions with tapering spindle
dividers, above a base drawer and raised on
turned feet with castors
51cm wide, 50cm high, 35cm deep

£400-600

297
RARE CABINETMAKER’S
SAMPLE MINIATURE
MAHOGANY LONGCASE CLOCK
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the swan neck pediment above
an arched 5 1/4 in. brass dial with
Roman numeral chapter and basket
engraving to the arch, flanked by
bobbin moulded corners, above a
shaped trunk door flanked by futher
bobbin moulding, on a plinth base
raised on bracket feet; the eight day
twin train movement striking a bell
104cm high, 27cm wide, 14cm deep

£1,000-1,500

298
REGENCY MAHOGANY X-FORM CHAIR
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the curved back and seat flanked by open partpadded arms, on curved X-form legs carved
with lotus; in distressed cream upholstery
57cm wide, 87cm high, 50cm deep

£500-700

299
REGENCY MAHOGANY LIBRARY TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top with a moulded edge
above two drawers and two further drawers
to the reverse, raised on twin fluted end
supports, joined by a stretcher with a central
carved finial, on gadrooned bun feet
108cm, wide 72cm high, 56cm deep

£400-600

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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300
FINE GEORGE IV MAHOGANY AND
EBONISED FOLIO CABINET, IN THE
MANNER OF GILLOWS OF LANCASTER
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of neat size, the hinged and ratchet adjusted
square top with a brown tooled leather slope
with removable bookrest, the lappet carved
frieze above two adjustable open shelves and
a lower tier, the corners marked with reeded
columns with foliate carved capitals, on a
base outlined with bead moulding and raised
on squat lobed bun feet with brass castors
55cm wide, 84cm high [down], 46cm deep

£4,000-6,000
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301
REGENCY MAHOGANY
WRITING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the top with a green leather
skiver within a leaf-carved
border above a frieze drawer,
raised on acanthus and
scroll carved end supports
on trestle bases joined by a
carved stretcher rails and
brass rods, on brass castors
92cm wide, 76cm high,
49cm deep

£1,500-2,500

302
REGENCY MAHOGANY WHATNOT, ATTRIBUTED TO GILLOWS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the ratchet adjustable hinged top with a removable bookrest, over two further tiers
raised and divided by turned supports, the base with a drawer and raised on lobed feet
51cm wide, 106.5cm high, 40cm deep

£1,200-1,800

303
PAIR OF REGENCY OAK BRASS
MOUNTED OPEN BOOKCASES
19TH CENTURY
the three-quarter brass gallery
tops above divided open
compartments with adjustable
shelves, on plinth bases (2)
126cm wide, 116cm high, 30cm deep

£1,200-1,500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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304
CARVED COQUILLA NUT SNUFF BOX, COMMEMORATING
THE FRANCO-OTTOMAN ALLIANCE
18TH CENTURY
carved with profile portraits of a French officer and Ottoman ruler
7cm long

£400-600

305 Y
TWO MARINE IVORY AND PIQUE DRUG CRUSHERS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
each with a square body with carved panels depicting medical
saws and tools, anchors, a unicorn, an eagle, and a cameleon
chasing an insect, all outlined with pique work, with wide rounded
grinding surfaces and tapered pierced square handles (2)
8cm long
Note: By repute these drug crushers were owned by a ship’s doctor
who served on both the HMS Eagle and HMS Unicorn

£600-800

306
ENGLISH SILVER HILTED SMALL
SWORD
CIRCA 1760
in the manner of William Kinman, the
pommel with shell decoration on each
side, wrythen turned silver grip, the
hand guard of cast silver acanthus
leaves, double edged triangular blade of
hollow section sharply tapering to fine
point with its original velum scabbard
with single silver ring to the top locket
94.5cm long

£600-800

307
MAHOGANY
BRASS BANDED
PHYSICIAN’S BOX
MID 19TH CENTURY
the hinged cover
with a flush brass
handle opening to a
compartmented interior
retaining some original
chemist’s bottles, over a
base drawer with brass
scales, glass mortar
and pestle, and further
bottles
30cm wide, 23cm high,
12cm deep

£250-350
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308
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
NEOPOLITAN SCHOOL
EXTENSIVE VIEW
OF NAPLES AND
VERSUVIUS WITH SHIPS
AND A STEAMER AT SEA
oil on canvas, unframed
25.5cm x 104cm (10in x 41in)

£3,000-5,000

309
CIRCLE OF FRANCIS SWAINE
(BRITISH 1725 - 1782)
WARSHIPS IN FRONT OF A
FORTIFIED PORT
oil on canvas
41cm x 52cm (16.25in x 20.5in)

£800-1,200

310
THOMAS KENT PELHAM
(BRITISH 1834-1907)
BOATS AT SEA
signed and dated 1850 lower
right, oil on canvas
63cm x 77cm (24.75in x 30.25in)

£1,000-1,500
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311
STYLE OF PETER MONAMY (18TH CENTURY)
DUTCH SHIPS AT ANCHOR
oil on canvas
61cm x 87cm (24in x 34.25in)

£1,500-2,000
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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312
LATE REGENCY MAHOGANY BOOK TRAY
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with baluster gallery sides and high scrolled handle ends
48cm wide, 16.5cm high, 30cm deep

£300-500

313
GROUP OF WEDGWOOD BIN LABELS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
in unglazed white pottery, comprising
seven of one shape and four of another; all
with impressed WEDGWOOD mark
14.5cm wide and 14cm wide

£300-500

314
SCOTTISH PRESTONPANS POTTERY BOWL
19TH CENTURY
in typical red clay with yellow slip glaze and
sgraffito decoration with oak leaves, a sailing ship
and inscribed name ‘Robert Reid’
42cm diameter

£300-500

315
REGENCY MAHOGANY AND BRASS INLAID BRACKET CLOCK
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular white enamel Roman number dial with one winding hole, in
a brass inlaid case with a stepped pediment top with pinecone finial and
foliate brass ring handles on the side, raised on brass ball feet
22cm wide, 40cm high, 14cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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316
LATE REGENCY GILT AND PATINATED
BRONZE INKSTAND AND CANDLESTICKS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the inkstand with a central covered urn with
berry finial and candle holder flanked by two
square glass inkpots, the tray with a wide floral
cast gilt border and loop handles, on scroll feet;
the candlesticks with reeded bulbous sconces on
tree-form stems with squirrels, on gilt foliate cast
square bases and patinated bronze plinths (3)
Inkstand 29cm wide; candlesticks 21cm high

£400-600

317
PAIR OF REGENCY GILT AND
PATINATED METAL LAMPS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with urn nozzles above reeded stems
and triform bases with lion paw feet,
converted from candlesticks; with
spiral cream silk shades (2)
31cm high excluding fitting

£800-1,200

318 Y
TWO REGENCY ROSEWOOD WORKBOXES
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the first of sarcophagus form in rosewood and mahogany with seaweed
marquetry, on bun feet with a void interior; the second of sarcophagus
form with lion mask ring handles, the sides inlaid with brass classical
motifs, raised on brass lion’s paw feet, void interior (2)
35cm wide, 17.5cm high, 25cm deep; and 33cm wide,
17.5cm high, 26.5cm deep

£300-500

319
TWO BRISTOL BLUE GLASS DECANTERS
AND A PAIR OF RUMMERS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the decanters of slightly different sizes, with cork
and metal stoppers; the rummers with conical
bowls and baluster stems on wide feet (4)
Decanters 27cm and 28cm high; rummers 17cm high

£250-350
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320
PRATTWARE FIGURE OF A CAT ON A CUSHION
19TH CENTURY
hollow slip cast, modelled crouched with its tail curled along its side, with blue and yellow
sponged decoration, the cushion in pale green and yellow glazes
7.5cm wide

£300-500

321
DERBY PORCELAIN THREE PIECE
GARNITURE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
comprising an urn and a matching pair of
smaller urns, painted with oval reserves
with baskets of fruit, the white bodies richly
embellished with gilding, red marks (3)
23cm and 20cm high

£300-500

322
PAIR OF DERBY
TWIN-HANDLED PORCELAIN CHESTNUT BASKETS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of oval form with pierced lattice sides and twist handles, decorated
with cherries and insects, painted purple marks; together with a
COALPORT PORCELAIN BOTANICAL DISH, of square form, decorated with
a central floral spray within a gilt and yellow inner border, 21cm wide (3)
24cm wide

£300-400

323
ROYAL CROWN
DERBY ‘GREEN
DERBY PANEL’ PART
DINNER SERVICE
20TH CENTURY
decorated with green
enamel and gilt floral
designs in alternating
panels, comprising 13
dinner plates, 27cm
diam; 12 side plates,
21.5cm diam; 12 smaller
side plates, 16cm diam;
12 bowls, 21cm diam;
12 saucers; 6 teacups;
a sauce boat, 21cm
long, with stand; 2
graduated oval serving
dishes, 39cm long and
33cm long; 2 tureens
and covers with twin
handles, raised on scroll
feet, 22.5cm wide; gold
printed factory marks,
pattern A1237 (Qty)
Largest oval serving dish
39cm long

£400-500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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324
TWO PAIRS OF ENGLISH
PORCELAIN VASES
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
to include a pair of Flight Barr
& Barr vases of baluster shape
decorated with birds against
a blue ground with gilt details,
impressed and red script marks;
and a pair of Rockingham
flower encrusted vases of lobed
baluster shape decorated with
maritime reserves against a
blue ground with yellow scroll
handles and gilt details (4)
21.5cm and 24.5cm

£400-600

325
LARGE STONE CHINA PART DINNER SERVICE
19TH CENTURY
decorated in the Imari palette with central cobalt blue urns issuing peonies, with gilt highlights, underglaze blue marks STONE CHINA/ NO 6,
comprising seven tureens with moulded light blue borders and scrolled handles terminating in masks, including a large soup tureen, cover and
stand, 29.5cm high overall; three vegetable tureens, two with covers and liners, 21.5cm high; and three covered sauce tureens, 16cm high; a meat
platter, 54cm wide; eight graduated platters, largest 49cm wide; 66 dinner plates, 25cm diam.; 12 soup plates, 24cm diam.; and 12 side plates,
19cm diam. (qty)
£1,000-1,500

326
COLLECTION OF ENGLISH BLUE AND WHITE TRANSFER WARES
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
to include a ‘Queen of Sheba’ plate, 23.5cm; a ‘Colossal Sarcophagus near Castle Rosso’ soup plate, 24cm; a Wedgwood ‘Blue Bamboo’ soup plate,
impressed mark, 24.5; a ‘Bridge of Lucano’ plate, 25.5cm; a Wedgwood ‘Chinese Vase’ plate, 20.5cm; a Rogers ‘Zebra’ plate, 21cm; a Jacob Marsh rural
scene plate, 22.5cm; a James Donovan chinoiserie pattern plate, impressed mark, 24.5cm; a same pattern plate, unmarked, 24.5cm; an Enoch Wood &
Sons chinoiserie pattern plate, 24.5cm; another chinoiserie pattern plate, 25.5cm; and a chinoiserie pattern bowl, 15cm diameter (12)
£200-300
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327
LARGE NEEDLEWORK PICTURE OF REBECCA
AT THE WELL
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
worked in wool and silk in satin and knot stitches
with painted silk faces, arms, feet and sky, depicting
Rebecca and two young women standing by a well,
Rebecca approached by a bearded man presenting
a beaded necklace while an attendant holds a camel
to their far left, in a tree filled landscape with sheep
and flowering plants in the foreground, mounted in
a gilt and gesso frame
48.5cm high x 71cm wide, sight size

£500-700

328 Y
FINE SCOTTISH WILLIAM IV FLAME
MAHOGANY AND ROSEWOOD
LINEN PRESS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the inverted breakfront moulded cornice
above a pair crossbanded, beaded
cupboard doors flanked by fluted
pilasters, enclosing five mahogany sliding
trays; the lower part with a central deep
drawer flanked by four short drawers
over three graduated long drawers with
gilt bronze ring handles with foliate
backplates, raised on turned feet
131cm wide, 222cm high, 60cm deep

£2,500-3,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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329
SET OF TWELVE SCOTTISH REGENCY
MAHOGANY DINING CHAIRS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with shaped top rails above acanthus and
bellflower carved splats and padded seats,
raised on tight ring turned and facetted
tapering legs with brass caps and castors; to include
tens side chairs and a pair of armchairs (12)
57cm wide, 88cm high, 46cm deep

£2,500-3,500

330
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY EXTENDING
DINING TABLE, BY T. WILLSON, LONDON
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top opening with a
telescopic action, stamped T. WILLSON 68
GREAT QUEEN ST. LONDON, on turned and
reeded tapered legs with brass caps and castors
295cm wide, 72cm high, 141cm deep

£2,000-3,000
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331
THREE SILHOUETTE PORTRAITS OF SIBLINGS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
depicting a teenage boy, a girl, and a young boy, all
shown full length with gilt details, in gilt slips and period
bird’s-eye maple frames (3)
25cm x 17cm and 23cm x 16cm, sight size
Note: These silhouettes have descended in the Skeoch and
Skeoch/Cummings families.

£200-300

332 Y
SCOTTISH SCHOOLGIRL SAMPLER, BY
CRISTIAN MITCHEL, AGED 9
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
worked with a verse and a number series above a
field with mother and father figures and names, trees,
flowering vases and baskets, birds, family initials,
and a signature panel ‘Cristian Mitchel Aged 9 years’,
within a strawberry border, in a gilt slip and rosewood
frame; with a modern paper family tree on the reverse
33.5cm x 33cm, sight size

£300-500

333

334

335

THREE PIECES ENGLISH LUSTRE
POTTERY

PAIR OF GILT BRASS
MIRRORED WALL SCONCES

TWO MAHOGANY BRASS BANDED
WRITING SLOPES

19TH CENTURY

EARLY 19TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

to include a cow creamer in pink lustre and
red ochre, a creamware jug decorated with
the Farmer’s Arms, and a small jug with red
ochre flowers and silver lustres leaves (3)

each with an oval mirror plate
in a ribbon-tied rococo frame,
issuing twin scrolling candle
branches with urn nozzles (2)

one with an ebony banded interior and green baize
slope; the other with a Moroccan red leather writing
slope and sprung secret compartments; together with
a GROUP OF EBONY AND MAHOGANY RULERS (2)

Tallest jug 18cm high

40cm high, 34cm wide

£250-350

£250-350

44cm wide, 18cm high, 23.5cm deep; and 38.5cm wide,
16.5 high, 27cm deep

£250-350
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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336
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY LIBRARY ARMCHAIR
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the high button upholstered back above enclosed arms with carved
facings and a loose cushion seat, covered in yellow fabric, raised on
turned and reeded tapering legs with brass caps and later ceramic castors
67cm wide, 107cm high, 50cm deep

£400-600

337 Y
GEORGE IV ROSEWOOD X FORM STOOL
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the square padded seat covered in taupe fabric,
raised on X frame supports with a turned
stretcher rail and carved lotus drop finials
to the corners of the seat rail
53cm wide, 46cm high, 48cm deep

£400-600

338

339 Y

WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY
WARDROBE

WILLIAM IV ROSEWOOD
BREAKFAST TABLE

EARLY 19TH CENTURY

EARLY 19TH CENTURY

the moulded cornice above plain
frieze, the arched beeded panelled
doors enclosing linen slides with
two drawers below, raised on
plinth and squat bun feet,

the circular tilt top on a lotus
and ring turned column
support and triform platform
with scrolled feet and brass
castors

142cm wide, 206cm high, 66cm deep

127cm diameter, 72cm high

£400-600

£600-800
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340
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY DRESSING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top with a three quarter gallery and
five drawers arranged around an arch, raised on
lappet carved turned legs with brass caps and castors
115cm wide, 87cm high, 56cm deep

£600-800

341
EARLY VICTORIAN WALNUT AND BURR WALNUT FOLIO STAND
MID 19TH CENTURY
with twin hinged sides with brass locking mechanism and cord extension,
raised on a turned tapering column and four carved cabriole legs ending
in scrolled feet
92cm wide, 119cm high

£2,000-3,000

342
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY EXTENDING DINING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top with two leaf extensions, raised on
foliate carved and faceted tapering legs with replaced modern castors
211cm long, 72cm high, 132cm deep

£400-600
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343
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY DINING TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular top with a plain edge and frieze, raised on
reeded tapering legs with large brass caps and castors
152cm wide, 70cm high

£1,500-2,500

344
SCOTTISH MAHOGANY LONGCASE CLOCK, JOHN SMITH, PITTENWEEM
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of neat size, the signed painted dial with Arabic chapter, subsidiary calendar and
seconds dials and two winding holes, the arch painted with a bird and flowers, in a swan
neck case with brass eagle finial above a crossbanded door flanked by quarter columns,
on plinth base with bracket feet; the eight day twin train movement striking a bell
42cm wide, 209cm high, 22cm deep

£400-600

345
WILLIAM IV
MAHOGANY CHEST OF
DRAWERS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top above
four long graduated
drawers with lobed knobes,
flanked by moulded arched
detail, raised on gadrooned
bun feet
109cm wide, 102cm high,
52cm deep

£400-600

346
PAIR OF EARLY VICTORIAN BURR WALNUT TOILET MIRRORS
MID-19TH CENTURY
the moulded frames with carved cartouche crestings above the arched
mirror plates, flanked by fluted column supports, on rounded rectangular
platforms with flattened lobed bun feet (2)
83cm wide, 83cm high, 30cm deep
Provenance: The Earls of Crawford and Balcarres, Balcarres House, Fife, Scotland

£300-500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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347 Y
VICTORIAN SPECIMEN WOOD AND
MARQUETRY WORK TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
the octagonal hinged top inlaid with various hardwoods,
opening to a compartmented interior, the top interior
inlaid with the motto ‘LADY’S COMPANION’ above a
flower and fruit grouping with ivory and mother-ofpearl; with a lancet moulded frieze on an octagonal
baluster column and triform base with scroll feet
47cm wide, 69cm high

£400-600

348
VICTORIAN FLORAL MARQUETRY
AND KINGWOOD ETAGERE,
BY EDWARD & ROBERTS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the three tiers each with brass gallery and floral
border, on turned supports with brass finials, raised
on slightly splayed legs, terminating in scrolled leaf
sabots, bearing paper trade label to the underside
42cm wide, 80cm high, 31cm deep

£400-600

349
VICTORIAN WALNUT DAVENPORT
MID 19TH CENTURY
the top with a superstructure fitted with a pen tray and inkwells
over a green leather slope, opening to interior drawers, with four
drawers to one side and dummy drawers to the other, with pierced
and carved brackets and supports, raised on ceramic castors
53cm wide, 88cm high, 54cm deep

£300-500

350
VICTORIAN GILT METAL MOUNTED
AMBOYNA AND EBONISED CARD TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
with an inlaid and crossbanded swivel top, enclosing
a baize lining, raised on square section tapering legs
united by a wavy x -stretcher with a central oval
roundel, on tapering feet and castors
92cm wide, 78cm high, 46cm deep

£400-600
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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351
EARLY VICTORIAN WALNUT CHEVAL MIRROR
MID 19TH CENTURY
the oval mirror plate in a moulded frame between
spiral carved supports and foliate carved trestle bases
with brass castors and joined by a turned stretcher
105cm wide, 147cm high, 53cm deep

£400-600

352
VICTORIAN AMBOYNA,
EBONISED AND PARCEL GILT DESK
19TH CENTURY
the raised superstructure with a brass gallery and two sets
of three drawers flanking central open section, the inverted
breakfront top inset with a green leather writing surface,
above five drawers raised on fluted square tapering legs
107 wide 104cm high 61cm deep

£1,500-2,500

353 Y
EARLY VICTORIAN
ROSEWOOD SIDE
CABINET
19TH CENTURY
the serpentine moulded
top above three doors inset
with scrolling fretwork
panels backed by yellow silk,
flanked by carved scrolling
volutes, on a plinth base
172cm wide, 94cm high,
53cm deep

£2,000-3,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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354
PAIR OF VICTORIAN SATIN BIRCH BEDSIDE CHESTS
19TH CENTURY, WITH ALTERATIONS
the tops with moulded edge and rounded corners, above
four graduated drawers, on plinth bases (2)
38cm wide, 78cm high, 37cm deep

£1,000-1,500

355
VICTORIAN WALNUT DAVENPORT
MID 19TH CENTURY
the spring release rising top with pigeon holes and
drawers, above an hinged piano cover enclosing a
sliding writing slope and further drawers, with four
drawers to the side and dummy drawers opposing,
raised on foliate carved scroll supports with trestle
bases and disc feet with recessed castors
53cm wide, 95cm high, 54cm deep

£500-700

356
VICTORIAN BURR WALNUT
AND INLAID BOOKCASE
MID 19TH CENTURY
the raised superstructure above
open shelves, flanked by carved
pilasters and mirrored corner
shelves, raised on a plinth
184cm wide, 124cm high,
37cm deep

£600-800

357 Y

358 Y

359 Y

360

EARLY VICTORIAN
ROSEWOOD SEWING
TABLE

EARLY VICTORIAN ROSEWOOD
AND BEADED NEEDLEWORK
PARLOUR CHAIR

SET OF SIX EARLY
VICTORIAN ROSEWOOD
SIDE CHAIRS

VICTORIAN OAK
FRAMED DINNER GONG

MID 19TH CENTURY

MID 19TH CENTURY

MID 19TH CENTURY

the octagonal top opening to a
fitted interior, above tapered
sides terminating in cabriole
legs with brass castors

with open balloon backs with
foliate carved rails, above
serpentine stuff-over seats
covered in blue plush, raised on
moulded cabriole legs (6)

the large beaten bronze
gong in a trestle frame
carved with egg and dart
and a lion’s mask motif

47cm wide, 72cm high

the cartouche shaped back in a floral
carved frame with scroll cresting,
above a stuffover seat with cabriole
legs and brass castors, covered in
flower and fern beaded needlework

£300-500

52cm wide, 106cm high, 44cm deep

47cm wide, 85cm high, 38cm deep

£300-500

£300-500

19TH CENTURY

79cm wide,133cm high,
39cm deep

£300-500
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361
EARLY VICTORIAN MAHOGANY HALL TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
the back panel with a carved boss and scrolls, above a rounded rectangular top
and moulded frieze, raised on acanthus carved supports with carved paw feet
132cm wide, 115cm high, 52cm deep

£500-700

362
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY
BREAKFAST TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
the circular tilt top raised on a
fluted column and quadriform
platform with leaf carved bun
feet, on brass barrel castors.
123cm diameter, 74cm high

£400-600

363
VICTORIAN MAHOGANY BUFFET
MID 19TH CENTURY
the three tiers with three quarter
galleries, raised and divided by square
section and baluster turned supports
with acorn finials, terminating on
bulbous turned legs with brass
caps and castors
105cm wide, 107cm high, 47cm deep

£400-600

364
VICTORIAN MAHOGANY AND
UPHOLSTERED CHAISE LONGUE
MID 19TH CENTURY
with a scroll carved back and outswept
arm, with a bolster and squab cushion
raised on facetted turned legs with
brass caps and castors
194cm wide, 83cm high, 67cm deep

£300-500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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365
VICTORIAN MAHOGANY WINDOW SEAT
19TH CENTURY
the long seat flanked by turned and fluted arms,
above a seat rail carved with anthemion and
rosettes, raised on turned and fluted tapering legs
152cm wide, 58cm high, 38cm deep

£1,000-1,500

366
EARLY VICTORIAN MAHOGANY FRAMED OTTOMAN
MID 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular hinged top opening to a void interior, above
tapered sides and shaped apron, raised on cabriole legs with
ceramic castors, covered in burnt umber plush upholstery
109cm long, 49cm high, 59cm deep

£400-600

367
VICTORIAN MAHOGANY
DINING TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
with a rectangular top, with
two leaf extensions, raised
on ring turned tapering legs
with brass caps and castors
192cm extended, 72cm
high, 114cm deep

£600-800

368
VICTORIAN BUTTONED
LEATHER CHESTERFIELD SOFA
LATE 19TH CENTURY
covered in deep purple buttoned
leather with brass close nail trim,
raised on turned legs with
ceramic castors
197cm wide, 72cm high, 61cm deep

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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369
VICTORIAN GILTWOOD
OVERMANTEL MIRROR
SECOND HALF 19TH CENTURY

370

the arched mirror plate in a
giltwood frame with putti and
foliage within a beaded border,
bearing an oval label to the
reverse C. NOSOTTI/ CARVER &
GILDER/398 & 399 OXFORD ST.

PAIR OF VICTORIAN MAHOGANY BEDSIDE CHESTS

202cm high, 160cm wide

19TH CENTURY, WITH ALTERATIONS

£800-1,200

the tops with moulded edge and rounded corners over four
graduated drawers, on plinth bases (2)
45cm wide, 80cm high, 43cm deep

£1,200-1,800

371
EARLY VICTORIAN MAHOGANY LARGE
SCOTCH CHEST OF DRAWERS
MID 19TH CENTURY
of large size, the top with an ogee moulded frieze
drawer and deep drawer, over three graduated
long drawers flanked by columns; the separate
lower part of inverted breakfront outline with a
moulded deep drawer and plinth base
138cm high, 167cm high, 65cm deep

£400-600

372
EARLY VICTORIAN OAK FRAMED
UPHOLSTERED OTTOMAN
MID 19TH CENTURY
of waisted rectangular form, the
hinged cover opening to a void interior,
raised on lobed feet with castors
96cm wide, 53cm deep, 81cm deep

£300-500
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373
LATE VICTORIAN GAMES
COMPENDIUM
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the mahogany box with brass fittings and
base drawer, the fitted interior containing
a wide assortment of table, board, and
card games with associated playing pieces
44cm wide, 18cm high, 24cm deep

£800-1,200

374
BURROUGHES & WATTS MAHOGANY
SNOOKER SCOREBOARD
20TH CENTURY
with rolling number bars and sliding score
98cm wide, 56cm high

£200-300

375

376

VICTORIAN WALNUT BRASS MOUNTED AND
EBONISED INKSTAND

VICTORIAN WALNUT AND COROMANDEL DRESSING CASE,
PARKINS & GOTTO, LONDON

MID 19TH CENTURY

DATED 1879

the top fitted for stationery with a hinged cover and divided
interior, on a base with twin glass inkpots and a pen tray above
a drawer, with brass strap mounts
31cm wide, 21cm high, 23.5cm deep

the hinged top with a horn cartouche and monogram ‘M McC’; the interior fitted
with a tray, mirror and faceted glass bottles with silver caps, and accessories
with mother-of-pearl handles, above a base drawer lined with purple silk and
velvet; the silver with maker’s stamp TW, possibly Thomas Wimbush

£250-350

30.5cm wide, 19cm high, 22.5cm deep

£200-300
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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377
VICTORIAN PAINTED
MAHOGANY JEWELLERY BOX
19TH CENTURY

378
LATE VICTORIAN
PAINTED OAK BOX
19TH CENTURY
depicting a Parson’s terrier and
a cat, with a white fabric lined
interior

of rectangular shape, painted with a
fountain, flowers, a bird of paradise and
a pheasant, opening to a yellow velvet
lined interior
30cm wide, 13cm high, 23cm deep

£400-600

18cm wide, 5.5cm high, 13cm deep

£300-500

379
VICTORIAN WALNUT
BRASS MOUNTED JEWELLERY BOX
19TH CENTURY
of domed rectangular form with brass banding and catch, opening to a re-fitted plush
interior with a fitted tray and rubbed maker’s plaque
29cm wide, 12cm high, 22cm deep

£300-500

380 Y
AMBOYNA, ROSEWOOD AND MOTHEROF-PEARL INLAID JEWELLERY BOX
LATE 19TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, the exterior with inlaid diaper
pattern marked with mother-of-pearl lozenges,
opening to a re-fitted plush interior with a tray
28cm wide, 13.5cm high, 19.5cm deep

£300-500
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381
ONYX, SATINWOOD,
ABALONE, AND GILT
METAL GARDEN GATE
PICTURE FRAME,
ATTRIBUTED TO
GEORGE BETJEMAN
AND SONS
19TH CENTURY
the white onyx gate covered
with climbing ivy, opening
to a blue plush interior with
oval picture recess; with an
easel support
16.8cm wide, 22cm high

£400-600

382
VICTORIAN LARGE SILVER DRESSING MIRROR
WILLIAM COMYNS, LONDON, 1889
the rectangular bevelled mirror plate in a pierced
repousse frame with a monogrammed cartouche
flanked by putti, with an easel support
59cm high, 42cm wide

£1,000-1,500

383
STONE CHINA PART DINNER SERVICE

384

385

386

19TH CENTURY

VICTORIAN
POTTERY FOOTBATH

PAIR OF KERR &
BINNS WORCESTER
COBALT AND GILT
VASES

PAIR OF
BLASHFIELD
TERRACOTTA
BUSTS CHILDREN

19TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

of baluster shape
with gilt foliate scroll
decoration, stamped
marks (2)

emblematic of Spring
and Summer, stamped
J.M. BLASHFIELD/
STAMFORD 1870 (2)

37cm high

37cm high

£200-300

£250-350

decorated with printed and polychrome enamel chinoiserie
designs depicting a baluster vase issuing a profusion of
flowers, comprising ten dinner plates, six soup plates, eight
luncheon plates, eight side plates, a covered vegetable dish,
and four graduated platters, decorated in the Chinese style
with a vase on a table, with flowers and scrolling leaves, black
transfer print with blue, red, pink, yellow and green enamels,
black ‘Stone China’ backstamp with red 194 marks (Qty)

MID 19TH CENTURY
oval with ogee sides and
open handles, painted
with large blue flower
sprays and gilt details,
unmarked

Largest platter 48cm long, dinner plate 26cm diameter

53cm wide, 20cm high,
35.5cm deep

£300-500

£200-300
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387
ANTICO ROSSO EGYPTIAN REVIVAL COFFEE POT
19TH CENTURY
of canopic form in glazed and dry red clay, with a sphinx
head cover, entwined snake handle, and spout supported
by a pair of hands, unmarked
22cm high

£300-500

388
DERBY CROWN
PORCELAIN POT POURRI
DATED 1884
of baluster shape with
a pierced domed cover,
decorated with tree peony
blossoms with raised gilt
details, against a yellow
ground, printed mark
35cm high

£300-500

389
TWO WORCESTER PERSIAN
STYLE PORCELAIN VASES
19TH CENTURY
the first, shape no. 1200, painted with
poppies by Edward Raby, signed E. Raby, puce marks,
date code 1888; the other decorated with raised gilt
foliage and butterflies, puce marks, registration code and
date code 1888 (2)
35cm and 27.5cm high

£300-500

390
PAIR OF ENGLISH MAJOLICA FIGURES OF RUTH
AND REBECCA
19TH CENTURY
the standing figure of Ruth holding a sheaf of wheat,
while Rebecca stands beside a water jug, on oval bases,
in loosely applied multi- coloured glazes, unmarked (2)
Tallest 53cm high
Note: For another example of these models, see The Parian
Phenomenon, (Richard Dennis 1989), p. 255, fig. 886 under
“Unknown Makers”.

£300-500
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391
LATE VICTORIAN BIRCH FAUX
BAMBOO TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with a white marble insert top above seven
long drawers outlined with bamboo moulding
and flanked by outset corners, on turned feet
82cm wide, 138cm high, 42cm deep

£600-800

392
VICTORIAN OAK EXTENDING DINING TABLE, BY F. DANBY, LEEDS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the wind-out oval top with a moulded edge on a central pedestal with four outswept legs and four tapered and lobed legs to the D ends, bearing a paper
maker’s label ‘F. DANBY’S/ Upholstery and Cabinet Works/ LEEDS/ No. 41604/ Workman’s Name W. Coates’; to include four leaf extensions
373cm long, 73cm high, 137cm
Note: F. Danby’s was a 19th century cabinet makers and upholsters run by Francis Danby in the Upper Headrow of Leeds, West Yorkshire

£2,500-3,500
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393
LATE VICTORIAN OAK PERPETUAL
WALL CALENDAR
LATE 19TH CENTURY
circular with a moulded edge and apertures
to show day, date and month
58cm diameter

£600-800

394
VICTORIAN MAHOGANY TRAVELLING DESK COMPENDIUM
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the hinged top opening an interior fitted for stationery, outfitted with
a green Moroccan leather folio, ledgers for CASH ACCOUNT and
LETTER BOOK, with two diaries, above a pen tray and ink wells, and a
folding green leather slope
44cm wide, 30cm high, 25.5cm deep

£600-800

395
LATE VICTORIAN SCOTTISH OAK ARMCHAIR
LATE 19TH CENTURY, EDINBURGH
covered in button upholstered green leather outlined with close nail trim,
the tapered legs with a crinoline stretcher and brass caps and castors
57cm 98cm high, 48cm deep

£600-800

396
VICTORIAN MAHOGANY PEDESTAL DESK
19TH CENTURY
of inverted breakfront outline, with an oxblood red
leather skiver with a tooled gilt border, above a
central frieze drawer flanked by banks of four short
drawers, the back unfinished, raised on turned feet
138cm wide, 79cm high, 60cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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397
VICTORIAN OAK AND BRASS HALL STAND
MID 19TH CENTURY
the open frame back with twelve turned knob coat/hat
pegs above a stick stand with a brass rail, on a platform
base with block feet and a green painted liner
123cm wide, 226cm high, 38cm deep

£700-1,000

398
VICTORIAN GILT METAL MOUNTED BURR
WALNUT COLLECTORS CABINET-ON-STAND
19TH CENTURY
with a rectangular top above twin banks of six
graduated drawers with Wellington style locking panels,
raised on a later ebonised and parcel gilt stand with a
carved frieze on ring turned legs joined by stretchers
96cm wide, 122cm high, 36cm deep

£800-1,200

399

400

VICTORIAN WALNUT COACHING TABLE

GEORGIAN STYLE WALNUT JARDINIÈRE STAND

MID 19TH CENTURY

LATE 19TH CENTURY

with a shaped folding top, raised on x-frame supports, joined by leaf
carved and turned stretchers

the circular top with a leaf carved edge raised on leaf carved legs with
scrolled toes

89cm wide, 54cm high, 62cm deep

67cm diameter, 36cm high

£300-500

£200-300
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401
BRASS SKELETON CLOCK AND DOME
19TH CENTURY
of typical form with a bell strike with single
fusee movement with anchor escapement
Clock 29cm high; 36cm high overall

£300-500

402
VICTORIAN OAK
DISPLAY CABINET-ONSTAND, IN THE MANNER
OF ROBERT LORIMER
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular lift-up glazed top with turned column corners with
acanthus carved capitals; the stand with a moulded frieze and
chamferred legs and stretchers
87cm wide, 169cm high, 54cm deep; internal 73cm wide, 72cm high, 39cm deep

£1,200-1,800

403
STEEL AND BRASS LEATHER
UPHOLSTERED ROCKING CHAIR,
R.W. WINFIELD & CO.
19TH CENTURY
the frame of strip steel with later
leather upholstery
65cm wide, 140cm high approx

£800-1,200

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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404
RARE AND LARGE CARVED WOOD
SHOP DISPLAY MODEL OF A REVOLVER
LATE 19TH CENTURY
realistically depicted with original painted
decoration and metal mounts
89cm long

£1,500-2,500

405
TWO FRENCH MILLINER’S HAT BLOCKS
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
one with applied metal mounts, cord and
leather bands; the other with leather straps
and brass rings; both mounted on later turned
wood stands (2)
56cm high and 37cm high

£250-350

406
LARGE LEATHER GLADSTONE BAG
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of typical form with brass locking
hardware, buckles, and twin leather straps
71cm long, 37cm high, 35cm deep

£300-500

407

408

PAIR OF LEATHER AND CANVAS
RIDING BOOTS AND LASTS

AMERICAN SPORTING DOG
COPPER WEATHER VANE

EARLY 20TH CENTURY

LATE 19TH/EARLY 20 CENTURY

with leather soles and leather and canvas
uppers, the wood lasts with brass rings (2)

in the form of a setter in profile,
the hollow body in low relief

£200-300

82cm long

£400-600
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409
LARGE PROPELLER BAROMETER
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the partial blade with a decal label ‘BRISTOL PROPELLER
BUILT BY fine BRITISH & COLONIAL COMPANY LTD/
BRISTOL ENG’, stamped 190 HP ROLLS ROYCE and serial
nos., set with a circular white enamel barometer dial
186cm high, 142cm wide

£400-600

410
TWO LARGE LEATHER COVERED
CORDITE CASES
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with twin leather handles, the larger
stamped with intials R.C.D., the
smaller with J.A.H. (2)
90cm high and 74cm high

£800-1,000

411
TWO SMALL DECORATED CORDITE CASES
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of cylindrical form, the larger painted green, the
smaller painted brown with a bale handle, both
decorated with a printed British coat of arms (2)
50cm and 30cm high

£300-400

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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412
FRENCH BRASS FOUR
GLASS MANTEL CLOCK
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the white enamel Roman
numeral dial with a
visible escapement and
compensating mercury filled
pendulum, in a gorge brass
case with bevelled glass sides,
the eight-day bell striking
movement stamped 6857
20.5cm wide, 35cm high, 16cm
wide

£300-500

413
NOVELTY BRASS CRAB INKWELL
LATE 19TH CENTURY
of naturalistic form, opening to reveal a
single glass inkwell
19cm wide, 7cm high, 16cm deep.

£300-500

414
RARE NOVELTY BRASS GRASSHOPPER INKWELL
LATE 19TH CENTURY
of naturalistic form, the back opening to reveal two glass
inkwells, stamped 9 to the underside
33cm long

£400-600

415
BRASS AND STEEL 3 INCH
REFLECTING TABLE TOP TELESCOPE,
W. OTTWAY & CO. LTD. LONDON
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
No. 1191, on a steel tripod base
Tube 31cm long

£300-500

416
EDWARDIAN BRASS AND GLASS MAGAZINE RACK
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the lacquered brass frame with flattened ball finials, laurel
leaf appliqués and glass sides
49cm wide, 52cm high

£200-300
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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417
VICTORIAN OAK TANTALUS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
containing two hobnail cut square glass decanters with enamel labels for
BRANDY and SHERRY in mirror-backed compartments flanking a central bank of
three drawers with a tumbler and decks of cards; the locking hinged front panel
with silvered strap mounts
36cm wide, 32.5cm high, 14cm deep

£300-500

418
PHILIP’S 19 INCH
TERRESTRIAL LIBRARY GLOBE
20TH CENTURY
mounted on an ebonised stand
74cm high overall

£400-600

419
CROCODILE SKIN TRAVEL
WRITING CASE, J.C. VICKERY, LONDON
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
covered in brown skin with brass hardware, the rectangular case with a locking
lift-out folio with monogram J.J.C., opening to a green moire silk lined interior
fitted with an inkwell, with gilt embossed maker’s name and registration number
34cm wide, 7cm high, 24cm deep

£300-400

420
VICTORIAN ROYAL NAVY COPPER MOUNTED RUM BARREL
LATE 19TH CENTURY
of coopered form with three copper bands and letter labelled ‘THE
QUEEN/ GOD BLESS HER’
27cm diameter, 26cm high

£400-600
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421
PAINT DECORATED CHILD’S TRUNK
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with ash straps and brass and metal fittings, the sides
decorated in a cream, red and black diaper pattern with old
hotel labels, opening to a paper-lined interior fitted with trays
46cm wide, 28cm high, 26.5cm deep

£400-600

422
VICTORIAN LEATHER DOMED CHILD’S
TRAVELING CASE
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with ash straps and embossed leather panel
sides, the interior with a compartmented tray
41cm wide, 33cm high, 26cm deep

£400-600

423
NOVELTY VICTORIAN OAK ‘SHIP’ CRIB
LATE 19TH CENTURY
in the form of a boat with clinker built hull,
carved with the name ‘ALICE ELLEN’ to the
stern, mounted in a frame with a turned
stretcher and grid panel base; with a later
glass insert for use as an occasional table
116cm long, 72cm high, 38cm deep

£1,200-1,800

424
ROCKING HORSE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of small size, dapple grey with
glass eyes and hair tail
101cm high overall, horse 88cm long

£300-500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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425
CROCODILE SKIN VALISE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
covered in brown skin with brass hardware,
the interior with blue Moroccan leather lining
40cm wide, 11cm high, 25cm deep

£300-400

426
CROCODILE SKIN GLADSTONE BAG
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of typical form, covered in dark brown
skin with brass fittings
47cm long, 23cm high, 20cm deep

£300-400

427
CROCODILE SKIN
SUITCASE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
oxblood stained with
brass hardware, the top
with embossed initials
FWAC, with a relined
interior
71cm wide, 21cm high,
43cm deep

£600-800

428
CROCODILE SUITCASE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
in dark brown stained
crocodile skin with brass
hardware, embossed
monogram P.G.N., the
interior with fittings for
accessories, now lacking
62cm wide, 18cm high,
39cm deep

£600-800
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429
EDWARDIAN
SATINWOOD ENVELOPE
GAMES TABLE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of typical form opening to a
green baize playing surface
with counter wells, above
a frieze drawer, raised on
square tapered legs joined
by an undertier and platform
and ending in brass castors
55cm wide, 75cm high (closed)

£300-500

430
HOWARD & SONS MAHOGANY
UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIR
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the slightly arched back above rounded
arms and a stuffover seat, raised on square
tapering legs, the rear leg stamped Howard
Chairs, South Audley St, W1/904, covered
in Howard & Sons monogrammed fabric
76cm wide, 84cm high, 60cm deep

£800-1,200

431
SHERATON STYLE
MAHOGANY AND INLAID
DEMILUNE SIDE CABINET
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with a crossbanded top above
twin panelled doors with notched
corners and crossbanding, opening
to shelves, with a shaped apron
and raised on French bracket feet
132cm wide, 94cm high, 52cm deep

£400-600
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432
HOWARD STYLE
UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIR
MODERN
with a low back and arms above
a deep cushion seat, raised on
turned legs with brass castors,
covered in blue rose print fabric
75cm wide, 84cm high, 65cm deep

£600-800

433
EDWARDIAN
MAHOGANY LARGE
PARTNER’S DESK
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the top with a red
leather skiver with a
tooled gilt border above
a central drawer flanked
by banks of four short
drawers, with cupboards
opposing, on plinth bases
181cm wide, 73cm high,
106cm deep

£800-1,200

434
HOWARD STYLE TWO SEAT
SOFA, PROBABLY WHYTOCK
& REID, EDINBURGH
MID 20TH CENTURY
with ‘siege de duvet’ padded high
arms above a two cushion seat,
raised on waisted square mahogany
legs with ceramic castors, covered
in cream cotton with a floral
slipcover with green piping
150cm wide, 77cm high, 80cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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435
LARGE MAHOGANY AND BRASS TANTALUS
19TH CENTURY
containing four clear glass flagons with facetted
stoppers secured by a locking brass spring-release
armature, in a square mahogany cased base with a
moulded edge and velvet-lined base drawer fitted
with ten stemmed liqueur glasses
31cm wide, 46cm high, 31cm deep

£1,500-2,500

436
EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY AND
SATINWOOD INLAID COCKTAIL
TABLE, BY MAPPIN & WEBB
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the rectangular hinged top enclosing
a rising surface for bottles and
glasses, bearing brass label ‘MAPPIN
& WEBB, OXFORD ST LONDON’
raised on square section splayed legs
joined by a wavy x-stretcher
66cm wide, 78cm high, 37cm deep

£300-500
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437
SET OF THREE AMERICAN FROSTED GLASS SILVER
OVERLAY AND SILVER PLATE MOUNTED DECANTERS
MID 20TH CENTURY
with silver-plated caps and pourers with ball stops, above
mallet shaped bodies with silvered overlay and labels for
‘SCOTCH’, ‘RYE’, and ‘BOURBON’, two with partial makers
labels for the National Silver Deposit Ware Co., New York (3)
33cm high

£800-1,200

438
EDWARDIAN OAK
AND NICKEL PLATED
TABLETOP GONG
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
in the shape of a horseshoe
with a nickel plated gong
and mounts, together with
an oak shaft beater
34cm high, 29.5cm wide

£300-500

439
PAIR OF ENAMELED GLASS DECANTERS,
OF HUNTING INTEREST
CIRCA 1930
of squared tapered form in thick walled glass
with faceted pyramidal stoppers, finely enameled
with mounted riders, horses, and hounds (2)
28cm high

£800-1,200

440
ENAMELLED GLASS LEMONADE SET, OF
HUNTING INTEREST
CIRCA 1930
to include a pitcher and six tumblers, all
enamelled with mounted riders and horses
in landscapes, with a chromium and teak
mirrored tray with a printed hunting scene (8)
Tray 41cm long; pitcher 16cm high

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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441
PAIR OF LEATHER CLUB
ARMCHAIRS
20TH CENTURY
of ample proportions, the low backs
above deep loose cushion seats and
wide scroll arms, covered in brown
leather with brass close nail trim,
raised on stylised hairy paw feet (2)
£3,000-4,000

442
SMALL RENAISSANCE
REVIVAL MAHOGANY
BUFFET
19TH CENTURY
the superstructure with a
mirror back and gallery on
winged term brackets; the
base with a D shaped top over
two tiers raised on turned feet
126cm wide, 159cm high,
37cm deep

£400-600

443
EDWARDIAN
LEATHERUPHOLSTERED
CHESTERFIELD SOFA
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
in buttoned brown
leather, on bun feet with
later castors
210cm wide, 78cm high,
91cm deep

£2,500-3,500
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444
EDWARDIAN MAHOGANY
WRITING TABLE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the top with an oxblood red
leather skiver and moulded edge
above a pair of frieze drawers,
raised on turned tapering legs
122cm wide, 75cm high, 67cm deep

£500-700

445
LARGE EDWARDIAN OAK
CARTOGRAPHER’S DESK
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the brown leather top with gilt embossed
borders, above an arrangement of twelve
short drawers to one side, and nine short
drawers around a kneehole recess on the
other, on plinth bases with castors
172cm wide, 79cm high, 116cm deep

£2,000-3,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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446
COLLECTION OF THIRTEEN WATERCOLOUR
FURNITURE ILLUSTRATIONS, FOR W.&J. SLOANE,
NEW YORK
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
various sizes, depicting Sheraton, Chippendale, and Louis XVI
revival pieces, matted and framed (13)
Largest 32 x 25cm sight size; smallest 17 x 15cm
Note: Founded in 1843 in New York by Scottish emigre William
Sloane, it was the first company to import oriental carpets into
the United States. It soon expanded to include furniture and
other home furnishings, and quickly became the choice of the
elite in New York. In the late 19th century, the company added an
antiques department, started producing furniture, and became the
first home furnishings store in the country, billing itself as “W. & J.
Sloane Interior Decorators and Home Furnishers.”

447

£400-600

EXTENSIVE MASON’S ‘MANDALAY’
PATTERN DINNER SERVICE
20TH CENTURY
decorated with printed, enamel and gilt
scrolling foliate designs, comprising 12 small
coffee cups and 12 saucers; 12 teacups and 12
saucers; 12 twin handled soup bowls and 12
stands; 2 condiment stands each with a salt,
pepper and a lidded mustard pot; 5 ash trays; 2
shaped bon bon dishes; 14cm and 17 cm long;
1 ladle, 19cm long; 1 larger ladle, 27cm long;
2 sugar basins, 10cm diam and 12cm diam;
a teapot; 12 small side plates, 17.5c diam;
12 larger side plates, 20 cm diam; 12 dinner
plates, 27cm diam; 11 small bowls, 16.5cm
diam; 12 deep bowls, 16 cm diam; 2 graduated
octagonal jugs, 11cm high and 13.5cm high; 2
graduated sauce boats on stands, sauce boats
22cm long and 13cm long; an oval scalloped
edged twin handled dish, 27cm wide; 2 rectangular twin handled dishes with pierced handles, 32.5cm long; a round footed bowl, 26cm diam; a round
serving bowl, 24cm diam; 4 round twin handled tureens with domed covers and fruit form finial handles; a low comport of circular form; 2 toothpick
holders, 6cm high; a twin handled soup tureen and cover on stand; a smaller tureen and cover on stand, tureen 20cm wide; and an oblong serving dish,
35cm long (Qty)
Soup tureen 34cm wide

£300-500

448
REGENCY STYLE MAHOGANY
CIRCULAR DINING TABLE
MODERN
the crossbanded top on four centre
column supports and quadriform
base with scroll legs ending in brass
hairy paw feet and castors, with
trade label for Thomas Glenister
Co. High Wycombe
183cm diameter, 73cm high

£600-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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449
PAIR OF EDWARDIAN
MAHOGANY BOOK
TROUGHS
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
each with a compartmented
angled trough raised on
turned supports with pad feet
and joined by x-stretchers (2)
93cm wide, 84cm high, 39cm
deep

£600-800

450
WALNUT DRAW LEAF DINING TABLE AND SIX WALNUT
DINING CHAIRS, WHYTOCK & REID, EDINBURGH
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the rectangular draw leaf top raised on square section legs and
pad feet; the chairs with vasiform splats above drop-in serpentine
seats on cabriole legs with pointed pad feet (7)
Table 245cm extended,138cm wide, 75cm high, 98cm deep / 51cm wide,
96cm high, 39cm deep
Provenance: Collection of William Simpson

£1,500-2,500

Note: William Simpson was a
cabinetmaker and eventual chief
furniture designer at Whytock & Reid
in the early part of the 20th century.
Simpson’s pieces are representative of
the company’s distinctive style which
applied an Arts & Crafts approach
to the Queen Anne style popular in
the early 20th century. These chairs
can be traced to a 1945 inventory of
Simpson’s home on Danube Street in
Edinburgh’s New Town.

END OF DAY ONE
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DAY TWO SELECT CONTENTS FROM
BRYN EGLWYS HALL,
COLWYN BAY, WALES

451
NAPOLEON III BRASS,
TORTOISESHELL, AND
EBONISED BOULLE
MARQUETRY SIDE CABINET
LATE 19TH CENTURY
arc en arbelette form, with a
black slate insert top, above
a cupboard door with an oval
panel flanked by gilt bronze
terms, the whole covered in
foliate and scroll marquetry,
raised on a shaped ebonised
plinth base
128cm wide, 111cm high,
40.5cm wide

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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452
ALBERT ERNST CARRIER-BELLEUSE (FRENCH 1824-1887)
LADY PLAYING A LUTE
bronze, dark brown patina, signed on the square base ‘E. Carrier’
59cm high

£800-1,200

453
MATHURIN MOREAU
(FRENCH 1822-1912)
DANCER WITH A LYRE
bronze, dark brown patina,
signed on the base ‘Math.
Moreau/ Hors. Concours’
72cm high

£1,000-1,500

454
PAIR OF LOUIS XVI STYLE MAHOGANY WING ARMCHAIRS
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the carved frames with blue plush upholstery and cushion seats flanked
by enclosed part-padded arms, raised on reeded tapering legs (2)
70cm wide, 116cm high, 52cm deep

£600-800
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455
VINCENT DESIRE FAURE DE
BROUSSE (FRENCH, 19TH CENTURY)
WOMAN WITH A HARP
bronze, dark brown patina, signed ‘Faure
de Brousse’ on the circular base
62cm high

£700-1,000

456
ALBERT CARRIER-BELLEUSE
(FRENCH 1824-1887)
LA BACCHANTE
bronze dark brown and medium
brown patinas, signed ‘A CarriereBelleuse’ with foundry stamp
‘B.D. Paris Vrais Bronze’; on an
associated circular bronze socle
with Salon de Beaux Art plaque
62cm high

£1,000-1,500

457
VICTORIAN WALNUT AND
KINGWOOD SIDE CABINET
19TH CENTURY
the top over a plain frieze and pair
of arch glazed doors backed with
maroon silk and opening to adjustable
shelves and plush lined interior, with
glazed side panels, all on a plinth base
with gilt metal mounts throughout
108.5cm wide, 143cm high, 35cm deep

£700-1,000
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458
VICTORIAN GILTWOOD
OVERMANTEL MIRROR
19TH CENTURY
the arched mirror plate in a
moulded frame with foliate and C
scrolls, rocaille, and musical putti
184cm high, 126cm wide

459

£800-1,200

LOUIS XVI STYLE GILT METAL MOUNTED
MAHOGANY AND VERNIS MARTIN TORCHERE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the rouge marble top above a square section column
applied with swags, ribbons and trophies, the front
centred by an oval painted reserve, on inverted
moulded pedestal
32cm wide, 104cm high

£400-600

460
VICTORIAN BURR WALNUT,
WALNUT, EBONISED AND
MARQUETRY SIDE CABINET
MID 19TH CENTURY
of breakfront outline, the white marble
top with outset rounded corners above
a central door with an oval reserve
with a musical trophy, opening to
adjustable shelves, flanked and divided
by ebonised columns and further
panels with torches, on a plinth base;
with gilt metal mounts throughout
136cm wide, 98cm high, 43cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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461
LOUIS XIV STYLE GILT BRONZE MANTLE CLOCK, BY SUSSE FRERES, PARIS
19TH CENTURY
the circular signed white enamel dial with Roman and Arabic chapters and twin
winding holes, in an architectural case with lion mask loop handles, acanthus, laurel
trails and an urn finial, raised on paw feet on a shaped platform base; the eight day
movement striking a bell and stamped 1482
55cm high, 35cm wide, 20cm deep

£1,000-1,500

462
WHITE MARBLE BUST
OF MADAME RECAMIER,
AFTER CHINARD
19TH CENTURY
on a square veined green
marble plinth
63cm high

£1,000-1,500

463
LOUIS XVI STYLE PARCEL GILT
MARBLE TOPPED PIER TABLE
19TH CENTURY
the D shaped marble top above a Vitruvian
scroll frieze, raised on tapered legs with
toupie feet and joined by shaped stretchers
80cm wide, 94cm high, 43cm deep

£600-800
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464
WHITE MARBLE BUST OF A YOUNG
LADY, AFTER AUGUSTE MOREAU
19TH CENTURY
the subject with her head tilted to the
right, her loose hair falling on her bare
shoulders, signed Aug. Moreau
52cm high

£800-1,200

465
FRENCH BISQUE FIGURE GROUP,
AFTER JEAN-BAPTISTE PIGALLE
19TH CENTURY
modelled as two putti fighting over a
heart, on an oval base, signed ‘Pigalle’
40.5cm high, 25cm wide

£300-500

466
FRENCH BISQUE FIGURE OF A
WOMAN WITH A HARP, AFTER
HIPPOLYTE MOREAU
19TH CENTURY
the figure seated on a column holding
a sheet of music, with a harp with
wire strings, on a circular base signed
‘H. Moreau’ with pseudo Sèvres mark
78cm high

£500-700

467
ITALIAN ALABASTER
FIGURE OF EOS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the nude figure holding a cloak
above her head, accompanied
by a putto at her feet, on a
circular base, unsigned
69cm high

£400-600

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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468
PAIR OF VICTORIAN WALNUT PARLOUR CHAIRS
MID 19TH CENTURY
to include a gentleman’s armchair and a lady’s chair; in cream silk
buttoned upholstery, on cabriole legs with ceramic castors (2)
His 165cm wide, 82cm high, 53cm deep; hers 162cm wide, 80cm high,
48cm deep

£400-600

469
PAIR OF MARMO BRECCIA MARBLE
COLUMNS
20TH CENTURY
each with moulded square top above fluted
capitals on square tapering solumns, raised on
fluted stepped pedestal (2)
36cm wide, 113cm high

£300-500

470
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY MARBLE TOPPED CONSOLE TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the veined white marble top above an ogee moulded frieze, raised on
robust scrolled cabriole legs ending in large carved paw feet
110cm wide, 92cm high, 47cm high

£800-1,200

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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471
PAIR OF GILTWOOD AND
GESSO MIRRORS
19TH CENTURY
the oval bevelled mirror
plates in deep moulded
frames surmounted by
shell, leaf and scroll
crestings (2)
119cm high,
85cm wide

£1,000-1,500

472

473

GREEN SERPENTINE
MARBLE COLUMN

FRENCH GILTWOOD
CONSOLE TABLE

20TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

the moulded circular top
above a spiral carved column,
set on circular socle and
octagonal plinth

with a shaped marble top
above a foliate carved frieze
raised on a scrolled support

34cm wide, 108cm high

£300-500

£300-400

474
WILLIAM IV MAHOGANY CONSOLE TABLE
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top with a moulded edge
above a raised panel frieze with a central drawer,
on bold lappet-carved scroll legs with scroll toes
122cm wide, 86cm high, 54cm deep

£800-1,200

58cm wide 90cm high 48cm deep
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475
PAIR OF FRENCH GILT BRONZE AND WHITE
MARBLE CASSOLETTES
19TH CENTURY
of fluted form with removable covers with pinecone
finials, the handles in the form of fauns playing
pipes, on circular bases raised on paw feet (2)
31cm high

£700-1,000

476
PAIR OF RENAISSANCE STYLE
PATINATED AND GILT BRONZE EWERS
20TH CENTURY
the bodies with lion mask oval reserves and
gilt bronze mask mounts; the high foliate
scroll handles with putto head finials, on
circular black marble bases (2)
42cm high

£400-600

477
PAIR OF LOUIS XVI STYLE ROUGE MARBLE
AND GILT METAL MOUNTED LAMPS
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of baluster form with swan’s neck handles
and hung with floral garlands and laurel trails,
on a gilt metal socle and square marble base,
electrified; with shaped shades with tassel trim
47cm high

£800-1,200

478
PAIR OF FRENCH GILT AND PATINATED BRONZE
AND MARBLE CANDELABRA, AFTER CLODION
19TH CENTURY
each with a putto and two curved fruiting branch
candle arms and laurel leaf sconces, on circular white
marble bases with gilt foliate feet (2)
42cm high

£800-1,200
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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479
LARGE FRENCH GILT AND PATINATED BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK
19TH CENTURY
the circular white enamel dial with Roman and Arabic chapters and twin
winding holes, in a cylinder case surmounted by an urn with pinecone
finial, flanked by seated putti holding flower garlands, on a shaped
rectangular base with a shell motif and raised on scroll feet, the
eight-day movement striking a bell
56cm wide, 67cm high

£2,000-3,000

480
FRENCH GILT AND PATINATED BRONZE AND MARBLE MANTLE CLOCK GARNITURE, AFTER CLODION
19TH CENTURY
the white enamel dial with Roman and Arabic chapters and twin winding holes, in a waisted white marble case
surmounted by a pair of putti emblematic of Autumn, the eight-day movement striking a bell and stamped 146/416;
together with a pair of four light figural candlebra each with a putto holding a cornucopia issuing floral candle arms,
on matching bases (3)
Clock 59cm wide, 34cm high; candelbra 59cm high

£1,500-2,500
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481
PAIR OF FRENCH SÈVRES STYLE PORCELAIN VASES
LATE 19TH CENTURY
of baluster form, the oval reserves painted with scenes of courting
couples and garden landscapes, signed ‘Dorival’, on cobalt grounds
highlighted with gilding, with square gilt metal bases (2)
49cm high

£600-800

482
PAIR OF LOUIS XIV STYLE BLACK MARBLE,
GILT AND PATINATED METAL LAMPS
20TH CENTURY
the patinated urn bodies with gilt metal rams’
mask handles, on fluted black marble columns and
shaped bases with toupie feet, fitted for electricty;
with octagonal tapered trellis pattern shades
42cm high excluding fittings

£600-800

483
FRENCH THREE PIECE
GILTWOOD SALON SUITE
19TH CENTURY
comprising a canapé and pair of fauteuils, all with ribbon twist and rosette carved
frames with orange and silver metallic raised velvet upholstery, on acanthus
carved and fluted tapered legs (3)
Canape 172cm wide, 98cm high, 53cm deep; fauteuils 67cm wide, 100cm high, 50cm deep

£600-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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484
FRENCH ROUGE MARBLE AND GILT METAL
CLOCK GARNITURE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the signed cream enamel dial with Arabic numbers and twin
winding holes, in a rectangular rouge marble case with urn
finial and gilt metal mounts, the eight-day movement striking a
bell; together with a pair of five branch candelabra to match (3)
Clock 51.5cm high, 29cm wide; candelabra 52cm high

£800-1,200

485
PAIR OF FRENCH PORCELAIN AND GILT
METAL MOUNTED LAMPS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
converted from paraffin lamps, the conical porcelain
bodies painted with nymphs, birds, and flowers,
mounted with gilt metal angled handles and base;
wired for electricity with pleated burgundy shades (2)
54cm high

£600-800

486
TWO GILT METAL AND MARBLE COLUMN PEDESTALS
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the first with a square green marble platform with shaped
canted angles above a laurel leaf capital and pink veined
marble column raised on a stepped plinth; the second with a
square platform above a Corinthian capital and slender rouge
and faux marble column mounted with further foliate bands,
raised on square stepped plinth (2)
111cm high, 30cm wide; and 115cm high, 30cm wide

£500-700
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487
PAIR OF FRENCH BRONZE FIGURES OF PUTTI
19TH CENTURY
dark brown patina, each holding a covered urn on its shoulder, on
green serpentine marble half-columns with square bases (2)
44cm high overall

£500-700

488
LOUIS XVI STYLE GREEN MARBLE
AND GILT METAL CLOCK GARNITURE
19TH CENTURY
the patinated and gilt metal dial with Roman numbers
set in a green marble urn with a fixed cover and pinecone
finial, hung with flower garlands and supported by a pair
of putti, on a shaped rectangular base with toupie feet,
the eight-day movement striking a bell and stamped
MADE IN FRANCE; with a pair of figural four light
candelabra with putti holding urns issuing four scrolling
candle arms with flower sconces, on matching bases (3)

489

Clock 44cm high; candelabra 41cm high

TWO GREEN MARBLE
COLUMNS

£800-1,200

20TH CENTURY
each with circular top above
a column, raised on moulded
circular plinths (2)
26cm wide, 99cm high; 26cm
wide, 100cm high

£300-500

490
PAIR OF FRENCH
RENAISSANCE STYLE
BRONZE EWERS
19TH CENTURY
brown/black patina, relief
cast with a continuous scene
of putti and bands of fruiting
vines, the high loop handles
with putto finials and rams’
mask terminals (2)
57cm high

£800-1,200
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491
PAIR OF FRENCH BRONZE
CANDLESTICKS, ATTRIBUTED TO
JULES MOIGNIEZ
19TH CENTURY
dark brown/black patina, the urn-form
sconces cast with hares above stems
cast in relief with hunting dogs, on wide
circular drip pan bases cast with hares
27cm high

£1,500-2,500

492
FRENCH BRONZE URN, AFTER LOUIS COUSTAURY
19TH CENTURY
bronze, greenish/brown patina, relief cast with children
playing amongst branches and bullrushes, signed L. Coustaury,
on a circular rounge marble base, now mounted as a lamp
41cm high

£400-600

493
PAIR OF FRENCH GILT AND PATINATED BRONZE CANDELABRA
19TH CENTURY
each with a central sconce with eagle finial insert and three further
candle sconces, above capitals with 2elephant masks draped with chains,
on tapered reeded columns with lily bases and paw leg supports on
triform bases (2)
48.5cm high

£800-1,200

494
PAIR OF FRENCH BRONZE FIGURAL CANDELABRA
19TH CENTURY
each with a putto holding five scrolling foliate candle
arms with flower-form sconces, on square bases with
gilt bronze relief panels and stepped black marble bases
raised on gilt bronze hairy paw feet (2)
53cm high

£800-1,200

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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495
PAIR OF FRENCH EMPIRE STYLE
MAHOGANY MARBLE TOP BEDSIDE
COMMODES
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rouge marble tops above frieze drawers,
raised on fluted column supports over
bowfront bases with panel doors and ceramic
lined interiors, on toupie feet, all outlined
with gilt metal mounts (2)
45cm wide, 37cm high, 90cm deep

£1,000-1,500

496
GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY PEDESTAL
20TH CENTURY
the square top above a carved blind fretwork
frieze on a square section tapering column and
moulded base
30cm wide, 121cm high

£300-500

497
EARLY VICTORIAN MAHOGANY
MARBLE TOP CONSOLE TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
the serpentine white marble top with
a moulded edge, above a conforming
frieze with a drawer to the side,
raised on leaf carved cabriole legs
ending in scroll feet
123cm wide, 83cm high, 52cm deep

£400-600
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498
WILLIAM BOYNTON KIRK (BRITISH 1824-1900)
IRIS ASCENDING
bronze, greenish dark brown patina, inscribed on the
base ‘MODELLED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ART-UNION
OF LONDON/ BY. W. B. KIRK./ AND EXECUTED IN
BRONZE BY. J.A. HATFIELD./ 1847
55cm high

£1,000-1,500

499
AFTER ALBERT-ERNST CARRIER-BELLEUSE
(FRENCH 1824-1887)
ORPHEUS
bronze, medium brown patina, on a rectangular
verde antico marble base
34cm high, 39cm long

£1,200-1,800

500
PAIR OF FRENCH
BRONZE FIGURES
OF MARS AND
MINERVA
19TH CENTURY
medium brown/gold
patina, on canted square
bases with scroll feet (2)
Mars 36cm; Minerva 42cm
high overall

£700-1,000

501
MAURICE CONSTANT FAVRE (FRENCH 1875-1919)
LE DROIT CIVIQUE
bronze, greenish/brown patina, signed ‘Maurice Constant’, with en
engraved plaque ‘ LE DROIT CIVIQUE/ PAR MAURICE CONSTANT/
MENTION AU SALON’ and another presentation plaque
46cm high

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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502
PAIR OF LOUIS XV STYLE GREEN MARBLE
AND GILT METAL URNS
20TH CENTURY
mounted as lamps, with spiral lobed bodies mounted
with foliate gilt metal handles, on socle bases with
gilt metal foliate feet; with black square shades
39.5cm high excluding fittings

£500-700

503 Y
ANGLO-INDIAN BRASS INLAID CARVED
ROSEWOOD UPHOLSTERED ARMCHAIR
19TH CENTURY
the profusely carved frame surmounted by a
shell motif above interlaced flowers and scrolling
foliage, the oval padded back with brass inlaid
details above a serpentine padded seat flanked
by part-padded arms, raised on square section
tapering legs; in yellow silk damask upholstery
76cm wide, 124cm high, 52cm deep

£800-1,200

504
ITALIAN CARVED WALNUT AND
NEEDLEWORK SIDE CHAIR
19TH CENTURY
the high T-shaped back with a foliate carved crest
and a needlework pad insert, above a needlework
seat with a scroll carved seat rail, raised on
cabriole legs with scrolled toes and castors
42cm wide, 119cm high, 39cm deep

£300-500

505
TWO CHINESE HARDWOOD
MARBLE TOP VASE STANDS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
both with shaped circular tops with pink
marble inserts, in flower carved and
pierced frames on stylised cabriole legs (2)
39cm wide, 39cm high

£300-500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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506
EMILE PINEDO (FRENCH 1840-1916)
STRAWBERRY GIRL
bronze, red and medium brown patinas, signed Pinedo
with foundry stamp and plaque inscribed ‘EXPOSon
DES BEAUX-ARTS’, on a circular rouge marble base
39cm high overall

£250-350

507
AFTER ADRIEN-ETIENNE
GAUDEZ (FRENCH 1845-1902)
LADY WITH A BORZOI
bronze, dark brown patina, on a
socle base, signed A. Gaudez
60cm high

£800-1,200

508
ADRIEN ETIENNE GAUDEZ
(FRENCH, 1845-1902)
LULLI ENFANT
bronze, medium brown patina,
inscribed on the base and signed
A. GAUDEZ, with foundry
stamp and number 133/56264
51cm high

£500-700

509
PAIR OF FRENCH RENAISSANCE
STYLE BRONZE EWERS
19TH CENTURY
dark brown/back patina, relief cast with
masks, foliate scrolls, and acanthus, one
with a reserve relief depicting Neptune,
the other with Salacia, with figural scroll
handles and circular feet (2)
48.5cm high

£600-800

510
VACLAW SZCZEBLEWSKI
LE SOUFLEUR
bronze, dark and medium
brown patinas, signed V.
SZCZEBLEWSKI and dated 1889
and stamped 24CL on the base
43cm high

£500-700
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511
VICTORIAN CAST IRON ‘MEDALLION’
PATTERN GARDEN BENCH, PROBABLY
COALBROOKDALE
19TH CENTURY
the pierced back and arms with vines and
birds and a central relief roundel depicting a
classical figure, unmarked
184cm long, 109cm high, 42cm deep

£800-1,200

512
GROUP OF THREE
CAST IRON GARDEN
URNS AND PLINTHS
20TH CENTURY
of campana form with
loop handles with
masks, the square
plinth sides cast with
laurel wreaths (3)
44cm wide, 140cm high,
44cm deep

£300-500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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513
SET OF THREE LARGE CAST IRON
GARDEN URNS AND PLINTHS
20TH CENTURY
of wide shallow form with lobed bodies and egg
and dart rims, on plain tapered square bases (3)

514
SET OF FOUR CAST IRON
GARDEN URNS AND PLINTHS
20TH CENTURY

106cm diameter, 122cm high overall

of campana form with loop handles with masks,
the square plinth sides cast with laurel wreaths (4)

£600-800

44cm wide, 140cm high, 44cm deep

£600-800
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OTHER PROPERTIES

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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515
MAUD EARL
(BRITISH/AMERICAN 1864-1943)
MALLARD RISING
signed lower left, oil on panel
38.5cm x 48cm (15.25in x 19in)

£3,000-5,000

516
FRANCIS C FAIRMAN
(BRITISH 1836-1923)
HUNTING COMPANIONS
signed and dated 1918 (lower
right), oil on panel
23cm x 28cm (9in x 11in)

£1,000-2,000
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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517
JOHN NOST SARTORIUS
(BRITISH 1759-1828)
SETTING OFF FOR THE HUNT
signed and dated 1789, oil, oval
and three others by the same
hand, a set of four (4)
25.5cm x 30.5cm (10in x 12in)
Provenance: Pitlour House, Fife

£4,000-6,000

518
JOHN GEORGE BROWN (AMERICAN 1831-1913)
A DAY’S SHOOTING
signed, inscribed and dated ‘Study 1865’, oil on canvas
41cm x 31cm (16in x 12in)
Note: Born in County Durham, Brown made his name and career in America
after moving to New York City in 1853. In 1862 Brown completed one of
his most important paintings “Curling - A Scottish game at Central Park”
(MFA Houston), and whilst working on the commission met William Brand
who was to become an important patron. It was Brand who commissioned
“Claiming the Shot: After the Hunt in the Adirondacks” (Detroit Institute of
Arts) and can be seen standing centrally in the composition. To the far left of
the group stands the young boy from our study, holding his quarry. Brown
painted a study of William Brand (private collection, USA) and it has been
argued that the sitter in our painting could be one of Brand’s sons.

£1,500-2,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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519
LAMBERT MARSHALL (BRITISH 1810-1870)
BAY COLT WITH SAM CHIFANY
oil on canvas
51cm x 61.5cm (20in x 24in)

£5,000-7,000

Lambert Marshall was the son of celebrated sporting artist
Ben Marshall. Lambert painted portraits and sporting
pictures and his works can be found in various important
institutional collections such as the NPG and Yale Centre
for British Art.
Samuel Chifney (The Younger) pictured here, was the son of
Samuel Chifney Sr, a pioneer of professional race-riding and
the leading horseman of his day. Chifney (The Elder) was
the retained jockey of the Prince of Wales and won four
runnings of the Oaks and one of the Derby. Chifney, The
Younger, also became the jockey for the Prince of Wales
and was the five times winner of the Oaks, twice of the
Derby and once, at the grand age of 57, the 1000 Guineas.
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520
SIR EDWARD COLEY BURNE-JONES A.R.A
(BRITISH 1833-1898)
HAND STUDIES
pencil on paper
16cm x 29cm (6.25in x 11.25in)
The Burne-Jones Catalogue Raisonné Foundation:
Burne-Jones Drawing of Hands. Details for the
three-light St. Matthew Window in the east wall
of the south transept of Jesus College Chapel,
Cambridge made c1872.
It contains figures of, from left to right Sibylla
Persica, St. Matthew and Sibylla Cumana. The two
studies to the left of the page are for Sibylla Persica
and the two on the right are for Sibylla Cumana.
At this date the artist was preparing paintings
from cartoons. It was his practice to make detailed
studies of all the elements in a painting. These four
were most likely made after the cartoons had been
prepared and were to be passed to an assistant
for laying in the design onto canvas. However, as
was characteristic of the artist who prepared more
works than could possibly be achieved, neither of
the two side figures became paintings unlike the
central figure of St. Matthew. (now in the Ponce
Museum of Art, Puerto Rico)

£3,000-5,000

521
EUGENE BERMAN (RUSSIAN 1899-1972)
CLASSICAL VIEW
signed with monogram, pen and ink
40cm x 30cm (15.75in x 12in)

£500-700

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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522
19TH CENTURY GERMAN SCHOOL
PORTRAIT OF A SOLDIER IN HELMET
oil on canvas, unframed
45cm x 37cm (17.5in x 14.5in)

£400-600

523
VALENTINE CAMERON PRINCEP (BRITISH 1838-1904)
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST SIR FRANCIS GRANT
oil on board
26.5cm x 20.5cm (10.5in x 8in)

£400-600

524
19TH CENTURY ORIENTALIST SCHOOL
PORTRAIT OF A MAN
oil on panel
12cm x 10cm (4.75in x 4in)

£300-500
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525
PATRICK NASMYTH
(SCOTTISH 1787-1831)
OLD COTTAGES
ON THE BRENT
oil on canvas
58cm x 81cm (22.75in x 32in)

£3,000-5,000

526
WILLIAM GREEN (BRITISH 1760-1823)
RAVEN CRAG IN KENTMERE
inscribed verso, watercolour
36cm x 51`cm (14in x 20in)

£500-800

527
FOLLOWER OF CHARLES TOWNE
STUDY OF A BLACK DOG (SPANIEL)
IN A LANDSCAPE
oil on canvas
49cm x 61cm (19.25in x 24in)

£500-800
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528
CHARLES STEUART (SCOTTISH FL 1762-1790)
PORT WHITEHAVEN HARBOUR, ST BEES AND
THE ISLE OF MAN FROM TOBACCO PIPES,
WESTMORLAND
oil on canvas
78cm x 132cm (30.5in x 52in)
Provenance: Christies, London 5th March 1982 (Lot 36).
The Property of a Lady of Title, C Stewart, A view of a
coastal town, possibly Whitehaven. Private Collection.

£10,000-15,000

Little is known about the early life of the artist but his first recorded
work was exhibited at the Free Society in London in 1762. Steuart
was probably a pupil of James Norie at the same time as Alexander
Runciman and James Cumming. Various important patrons
employed Steuart including the 3rd Duke of Atholl, the Earl of Bute
and the Earl of Breadalbane at Taymouth. The 3rd Duke of Atholl
selected Steuart to decorate the dining room at Blair Castle which
had been completed c 1751. Steuart executed the large wall panels
at Blair between 1766 and 1778.

It is believed the present work can be traced to an exhibition of the
Incorporated Society of Artists in 1774 No. 261. A comparable view
of Whitehaven by Matthais Read (1669-1747) is in the Paul Mellon
collection at the Yale Centre for British Art.

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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529 §
JAMES MCBEY (SCOTTISH 1883-1959)
PORTRAIT OF MRS ELIZABETH GRANT MURRAY “THE RED SCARF”
signed twice and dated 1923 lower right, oil on canvas
89cm x 71cm (35in x 28in)

£6,000-8,000
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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530
AFTER SIR ANTHONY VAN DYCK
SELF PORTRAIT
oil on canvas
79cm x 67cm (31in x 26.25in)

£1,000-1,500

531
19TH CENTURY BRITISH SCHOOL
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF RICHARD BERTIE, MARRIED
TO CATHERINE, WIDOW OF CHARLES DUKE OF SUFFOLK
inscribed verso, oval , oil on canvas
76cm x 61cm (30in x 24in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire; Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£500-800

532
19TH CENTURY BRITISH SCHOOL
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF CATHERINE, DUCHESS OF SUFFOLK
inscribed on a label verso dated 1889, oval, oil on canvas
76cm x 63.5cm (30in x 25in)
Provenance: Uffington, Lincolnshire; Ayton Castle, Berwickshire

£400-600
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533
CIRCLE OF CLARKSON STANFIELD
WASHERWOMEN IN A CONTINENTAL TOWN
bears initials, oil on canvas
90cm x 760cm (35.54in x 27.5in)

£1,000-1,500

534
WILLIAM MULREADY
(BRITISH 1786-1863)
THE YOUNG RECRUITS
FAREWELL
oil on board with a sketch
of a peasant verso
25cm x 20cm (9.75in x 7.5in)

£500-700

535
THOMAS WEBSTER R.A (BRITISH 1800-1886)
THE PEEP SHOW
signed with monogram, oil on panel, label verso “First sketch
for Peep Show Tho. Webster R.A”
22.9cm x 22.3cm (9in x 8in)

£700-1,000
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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536
MANNER OF GEORGE
ROMNEY (19TH CENTURY)
A CHILD WITH A CAT
oil on canvas, unframed
57cm x 50cm (22.5in x 19.75in)

£2,000-3,000

537
CIRCLE OF SIR DAVID WILKIE RA (BRITISH 1785-1841)
MISCHIEF MAKER
oil on panel
20.5cm x 16.5cm (8in x 6.5in)

£400-600

538
CIRCLE OF DAVID WILKIE
(SCOTTISH 1785-1841)
A HIGHLAND FAMILY
GATHERING
oil on canvas, unframed
76cm x 97cm (30in x 38in)

£1,000-1,500
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CONTINENTAL
FURNITURE &
WORKS OF ART
539
THREE PAIRS OF ITALIAN
WALNUT CHAIRS
LATE 17TH CENTURY

To view the other items in this
lot please visit the lot page at
www.lyonandturnbull.com

the first pair with gilt embossed
leather upholstery, downswept
arms, and padded seats,raised
on square section legs joined by
stretchers; the second pair with
velvet upholstery, 74cm wide,
100cm high, 43cm deep; and a
third pair of side chairs 48cm wide
102cm high 41cm deep (6)
64cm wide, 109cm high, 40cm deep

£600-800

540
SPANISH WALNUT TRESTLE TABLE
17TH CENTURY
the two board cleated top raised on
scroll carved supports joined by a
stretcher rail
155cm wide, 74cm high, 69cm deep

£400-600

541

542

543

ITALIAN WALNUT AND
PARQUETRY TRIPOD TABLE

CONTINENTAL MARBLE TOP WALNUT STAND

FRENCH CARVED
WALNUT SIDE CHAIR

19TH CENTURY

the veined brown marble inset top raised on lion
carved trestle ends and a scroll carved stretcher rail

the inlaid circular top with a moulded edge, raised
on a turned column and leaf carved cabriole legs
61cm diameter, 73cm high

19TH CENTURY

61cm wide, 52cm high, 48cm deep

£300-500

£200-300

EARLY 18TH CENTURY
the scroll-carved top rail above
carved and wavy splats, and
drop-in seat, raised on turned and
block legs joined by stretchers
45cm wide, 91cm high, 37cm deep

£250-350
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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544

545

SPANISH CARVED FIGURE OF SAINT
CHRYSOLIUS

FRENCH CARVED OAK
FIGURE OF ST. FRANCIS

LATE 16TH/ EARLY 17TH CENTURY

16TH/17TH CENTURY

the standing figure wearing a long tunic tied at the
waist with a cloak draped over his shoulders, his
hands presented in supplication, the top portion of
his head held in place by pegs

the standing figure holding a
bound scripture in his left hand,
the other raised in blessing
58.5cm high

49cm high

Provenance: The Earls of
Crawford and Balcarres,
Note: Saint Chrysolius was a 3rd century AD missionary
Balcarres House, Fife, Scotland
in northeastern Gaul, where he became a bishop. During
the persecution of Diocletian he was martyred in the
£500-700
region of modern Flanders. According to legend, he
was captured by Roman soldiers and condemned to be
decapitated, however only the top of his skull was sliced
off. The top of his cranium then broke into three pieces and fell to the ground
where springs miraculously erupted. Chrysolius recovered to the top of his skull
and walked to Komen, where he died. His relics are venerated in Bruges.

£600-800

546
PAIR OF CARVED WALNUT PARCEL-GILT
WALL BRACKETS
19TH CENTURY
the moulded bowfront platforms above carved
strapwork, scrolls, and fruit garlands (2)
41cm high

£300-500

547
CONTINENTAL GILTWOOD
ARCHITECTURAL NICHE
18TH CENTURY
in the form of an apse with
column supports, shell motifs,
foliate swags, and scrolls, on a
scrolled capital plinth
78cm wide, 88cm high, 33cm deep

£500-700

548
ITALIAN POLYCHROME AND
PARCEL-GILT FIGURE OF A
FEMALE SAINT
18TH CENTURY
the figure standing in contrapposto
wearing a flower decorated and
gilt dress with a blue cloak, on a
separate carved wood pedestal (1)

549
TWO FRENCH CARVED
OAK BRACKETS
17TH CENTURY
carved with a lion’s masks
and acanthus (2)

32cm high

34cm high

£250-350

£250-350
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550
FRENCH STEEL DOOR
LOCK AND KEYS
18TH CENTURY
with a larger outer, and
smaller inner, key working
a sliding deadbolt
24.5cm wide, 12cm high
overall; Large key 18cm long

£250-350

551
PAIR OF CONTINENTAL
CARVED GILTWOOD
‘GREEN MAN’ SCONCES
19TH CENTURY
each mask issuing a single
wrought iron candle arm
42cm high

£300-500

552
PAIR OF LARGE FRENCH
GOTHIC REVIVAL SILVERED
BRONZE CANDELABRA
19TH CENTURY
each with six candle arms on a spiral
column with a stylised foliate finial
and scrolled foot base (2)
62cm high

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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553
GERMAN GILT BRONZE FIGURE OF A PENITENT WOMAN
16TH CENTURY, PROBABLY NUREMBERG
the naked figure depicted engulfed in the flames of Purgatory, her
hands crossed at her chest, mounted on a modern ebonised stand
Figure 11cm high
Note: This figure, with its strong religious message, most likely was a
finial on a tomb railing where various symbols of mortality, judgment, and
redemption would have been understood by a largely illiterate population.

£500-700

554
NORTH ITALY BRONZE FIGURE OF A PANTHER ATTACKING A HARE
16TH CENTURY
dark brown patina, modelled in a recumbent pose with its mouth open, the
hare held between its front paws, on a rouge marble base
Figure 13.3cm long; 14cm long overall
Note: For a similar example, see Christies, London, Seven Centuries: Italian Works
of Art From Palazzo Odescalchi, Rome, 8 November 2007, lot 431.

£1,500-2,500

555
ITALIAN BRONZE DESK SEAL
17TH CENTURY
in the form of a hand wearing a ring, the oval matrix
with an armorial seal, the underside with a covered well
mounted with a Roman Naevius Balbus denarius
13.5cm long

£800-1,200
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556
DELFT POLYCHROME PUNCH BOWL, DE PAAUW FACTORY
18TH CENTURY
the deep sides painted with panels of stylised flowers, iron red mark
26cm diameter, 15cm high

£250-350

557 Y
DUTCH YEW, WALNUT, ROSEWOOD, AND
FRUITWOOD INLAID PRESS CUPBOARD
LATE 18TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice over a pair of panel doors
opening to shelves; the base with a further pair
of cupboard doors enclosing shelves, raised on
square tapered legs, the whole profusely inlaid
with fan medallions outlined with chequer banding
136cm wide, 191cm high, 46cm deep

£800-1,200

558
GROUP OF DELFT TILES
17TH/ 18TH CENTURY
to include three manganese decorated Biblical
tiles, three blue and white Biblical tiles, two blue
and white figural tiles, two manganese landscape
tiles, and two blue and white landscape tiles (12)
13cm square approx.

£200-300

559

560

561

GROUP OF DELFT BLUE
AND WHITE TILES

DUTCH WALNUT MARQUETRY BOWFRONT
AND TAMBOUR CORNER CABINET

GROUP OF BLUE AND WHITE DELFTWARE

17TH/ 18TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

all decorated with various
sailing ships (17)

the top with bird and vase marquetry above three frieze
drawers and a tambour door with ribbon-tied shell
motifs opening to shelves, raised on square tapered
legs, with flower and scroll marquetry throughout

to include a dish painted with a fence and
flowers; another painted with a fence and
flowers; a plate in blue and ochre with an insect
and plants; and a scalloped plate painted with a
European fishing scene, intials AK on reverse (4)

86cm wide, 93cm high, 60cm deep

23.5cm diameter

£300-500

£150-250

13cm square, approx.

£300-400

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

18TH CENTURY
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562
DUTCH CARVED AND PARCEL GILT
ROYAL COAT-OF-ARMS
18TH/ EARLY 19TH CENTURY
carved with a pair of rampant lions holding a crowned
shield depicting a lion in profile with a sword in his right
paw and arrows in his left, above a scroll inscribed in
French with the motto ‘JE MAINTIENDRAI’, [I SHALL
MAINTAIN]; the whole in gilt with ebonised details
78cm wide, 81cm high

£2,000-3,000

563
MAHOGANY, AMBOYNA, AND PARQUETRY
GILT METAL MOUNTED ETAGERE,
IN THE MANNER OF GILLOWS
SECOND HALF 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular top inset with a brown leather surface, above
a frieze with central plaque of a maiden, over two banded
tiers, raised on fluted and baluster turned legs with sabots
54cm wide, 82cm high, 38cm deep

£400-600

564 Y
FRENCH ROSEWOOD, MAHOGANY
MARQUETRY SIDE CABINET
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the chevron and crossbanded top surrounded by a brass three
quarter gallery above an inlaid door with a flower filled urn
and foliage, enclosing shelves flanked by open shelves raised
on fluted gilt metal mounted tapering legs and capped feet
100cm wide, 115cm high, 37cm deep

£400-600
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565
LOUIS XV STYLE MAHOGANY VITRINE TABLE
20TH CENTURY
the hinged glazed top opening to a plush lined interior with glazed sides
centred by lions’ masks, raised on cabriole legs with gilt metal mounts
82cm wide, 90cm high, 44cm deep

£500-700

566
PAIR OF LOUIS XV STYLE WALNUT
MARQUETRY TEA TABLES
20TH CENTURY
the pivoting fold-over tops outlined with gilt
metal and floral and scroll marquetry, raised
on cabriole legs with gilt metal mounts (2)
85cm wide, 79cm high, 43cm deep

£600-800

567
LOUIS XV STYLE KINGWOOD AND
MARQUETRY MARBLE TOP COMMODE
LATE 20TH CENTURY
the rouge marble top with canted corners above a
long frieze drawer with gilt metal guilloche mounts
and a further drawer with bird marquetry oval panel,
raised on square cabriole legs with gilt metal mounts
87cm wide, 73cm high, 41cm deep

£300-500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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568
PAINTED AND PARCEL GILT GIRONDOLE MIRROR
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the oval mirror plate in a polychromed frame with ribbon
and flower cresting, issuing three scrolled candle arms
126cm high, 66cm wide

£300-500

569
PAIR OF FRENCH GILT AND
PATINATED BRONZE FIGURAL
CANDELABRA, AFTER CLODION
19TH CENTURY
each with a seated putto holding twin candle
branches with foliate sconces, on white
marble circular bases with gilt toupie feet (2)
41cm high

£400-600

570
SET OF TWELVE FRENCH
GILTWOOD SALON CHAIRS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the cartouche shaped backs
with foliate carved cresting,
above serpentine stuff-over
seats and foliate carved
seatrails, raised on cabriole legs
with scrolled toes, raised on
brass capped feet; covered in
modern brocade with scenes of
courting couples (12)
49cm wide, 99cm high, 50cm deep

£1,000-1,500
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571
FRENCH MARBLE TOPPED GILTWOOD CONSOLE TABLE
19TH CENTURY
in the Louis XV style, the white veined and shaped marble top
above a rocaille and C scroll carved frieze centred by a seated
cherub, raised on scroll carved legs united by a crouching dragon
87cm wide 85cm high 46cm deep

£400-600

572
PAIR OF FRENCH KINGWOOD MARBLE
TOP BEDSIDE COMMODES
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the marble insert tops with three quarter galleries
above three crossbanded drawers, raised on
slender cabriole legs with gilt metal mounts (2)
37cm wide, 75cm high, 31cm deep

£400-600

573
LOUIS XV STYLE
WALNUT FRAMED THREE
PIECE SALON SUITE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
comprising a settee and a
pair of armchairs, with flower
carved frames covered in
floral plush upholstery (3)
Settee 164cm wide, 118cm high,
66cm deep; chairs 76cm wide,
105cm high, 57cm deep
Provenance: By repute, ex
Castle of May

£600-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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574
PAIR OF FRENCH MAHOGANY
MARBLE TOPPED BESIDE CUPBOARDS
19TH CENTURY
the veined marble tops above single drawers
and marble lined pot cupboards with foliate
carved doors, raised on cabriole legs (2)
41cm wide, 88cm high, 39cm deep

£500-700

575
FRENCH KINGWOOD, WALNUT AND
MARQUETRY CARD TABLE
19TH CENTURY
the fold-over top with floral and urn marquetry and
outset rounded corners, opening to a green baize
playing surface, above a frieze with floral and scroll
marquetry, raised on turned and tapered legs ending
in brass caps, with gilt metal mounts throughout
87cm wide, 77cm high, 47cm deep

£1,000-1,500

576
LOUIS XV STYLE KINGWOOD AND
MARQUETRY BUREAU
20TH CENTURY
the shaped rectangular top with foliate marquetry
panels and bound in gilt metal, above a central
drawer flanked by banks of two short drawers with
further floral marquetry, the back with further
marquetry panels, raised on slender cabriole legs,
the whole outlined with gilt metal mounts
94cm wide, 78cm high, 59cm deep

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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577
PAIR OF FRENCH PAINTED MARBLE TOP LAMP TABLES,
BY MERCIER FRERES, PARIS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the shaped and moulded tops with purple veined white marble inserts
above foliate carved frieze drawers, raised on slender carved cabriole
legs united by a caned undertier, painted pale green with blue details,
bearing ivorine trade label ‘MERCIER FRERES/ PARIS’ (2)
41cm wide, 84cm high,
36cm deep

£1,200-1,800

578
FRENCH PAINTED AND BRASS
TRIPTYCH DRESSING MIRROR,
MIROIR BROT, PARIS
19TH CENTURY
the triple hinged mirror plates in brass frames, stamped MIROIR BROT, the exterior
with a coloured engraved print titled COLIN MAILLARD, in a grey painted frame
100cm high,, 62cm wide [closed]

£600-800

579
CONTINENTAL CARVED
PARCEL-GILT, TOLE, AND
NEEDLEWORK FIRESCREEN
18TH CENTURY
the rectangular needlework
panel with a central cartouche
depicting Poseidon and
attendants; in a painted
giltwood frame carved with
acanthus, shells and a roundel,
with painted tole margin panels,
raised on scrolled trestle feet
89cm wide, 133cm high, overall;
panel 88cm x 71cm

£300-500

580
FRENCH GILTWOOD
UPHOLSTERED BERGERE
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with a carved toprail and
shaped wing arms, above a
squab cushion seat flanked
by padded arms, raised on
ring-turned stop-fluted legs, in
cream upholstery
72cm wide 110cm high 52cm deep

£400-600
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581
SUITE OF LOUIS XVI GILTWOOD AND AUBUSSON SEAT FURNITURE
LATE 18TH CENTURY
comprising a settee and six armchairs, with oval padded backs above part-padded open
arms and stuff-over seats, raised on fluted tapered legs, the frames carved with guilloche,
acanthus, and bead and reel with flower crestings; all covered in Aubusson tapestry with oval
reserves depicting maidens, children, cockerels, exotic birds, rose garlands and baskets (7)
Settee 174cm wide, 107cm high, 61cm deep; chairs 69cm wide, 103cm high, 52cm deep

£3,000-5,000
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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582
FRENCH PAINTED FAN
LATE 17TH CENTURY
gouache on paper, depicting an Italianate landscape
with dancing figures, mounted and framed
22cm x 33cm (8.5in x 13in)

£400-600

583
CONTINENTAL MINIATURE PAINTING OF A
BATTLE SCENE, AFTER PHILIPS WOUWERMAN
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
circular, watercolour on card, in a tortoiseshell frame
mounted with mother-of-pearl
7.5cm overall

£300-400

584
PAIR OF FRENCH
GILT METAL LAMPS
19TH CENTURY
the urn-form candle sconces
above a tapered column, raised
on a circular palmette-cast foot,
with pleated grey silk shades (2)
27cm high excluding fittings

£800-1,200

585
PAIR OF FRENCH PORCELAIN
AND GILT BRONZE LAMPS
19TH CENTURY
the urn form candle sconces above
Sèvres style porcelain columns
decorated with floral reserves on
a blue ground with gilt highlights,
on triform foliate base, with
twisted cream silk shades (2)
31.5cm high excluding fittings

£800-1,200

185

586
ITALIAN GILT BRONZE ‘NEPTUNE’ SALT CELLAR
18TH CENTURY/ EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the central figure of Neptune sitting astride a dolphin whilst holding a shell with
a hinged cover and flanked by further shells, on a rococo style rocaille base
26cm long, 16.5cm high, 17.5cm deep
Note: The central figure of Neptune holding an opening shell and
riding a dolphin, was an immensely popular late Renaissance
subject. Multiple examples exist in private and public
collections including the Thyssen-Bornemisza collection,
Madrid, and the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.
Anthony Radcliffe has proposed an attribution of the model
to Francesco Fanelli, but this has recently been questioned
in favour of an unknown master active in the late 16th
or early 17th century. The rocaille base on the present
lot clearly provides a terminus post quem to the 18th
or possibly 19th century. For a similar example see
Sotheby’s 3 December 2008, lot 72, The Studiolo:
Old Master Paintings and Works of Art from the London
Residence of Luigi Koelliker.

£1,500-2,500

587
PAIR OF LARGE EMPIRE PATINATED
AND GILT BRONZE LAMPS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with foliate capitals above reeded
columns and acanthus cast bases, on
triform monopodia and hairy paw feet,
with hexagonal gold silk shades, fitted
for electricity (2)
53cm (excluding fittings)

£1,500-2,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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588

589

SAMSON FLUTED
BARREL SHAPED TEAPOT

FOUR FRENCH FAIENCE PLATES

LATE 19TH CENTURY

to include a lobed plate with a man at a pump inscribed
‘Joseph Demarne pompe aspirante’; a lobed dish with a
sailing ship inscribed ‘le singe de l’amerique’[?] and dated
1784; a scallop edged dish with a balloon; a lobed dish
with a parrot, stars and initial G; and a plate with fleur
de lis and a crown inscribed ‘Vive La Nation’ (5)

after Worcester, decorated
with exotic birds and green
foliate with gilt highlights
13.5cm high

£200-300

18TH/ 19TH CENTURY

23cm - 25cm diameter

£200-300

590
GROUP OF ROUEN FAIENCE
18TH/ EARLY 19TH CENTURY
to include two octagonal chargers, one with a basket, the other
with flowers; a cup and underplate with motto ‘A Ma Vie’; a
plate with a pagoda; and a shaped plate with a cornucopia (6)
£200-300

591

592

593

FRENCH GILT BRONZE CARTEL CLOCK CASE

GROUP OF FRENCH FAIENCE

19TH CENTURY

18TH/ 19TH CENTURY

GROUP OF FRENCH FAIENCE
WARES

in the Louis XV style, the white enamel dial with
Roman numerals and three winding holes, in
a rococo case with rocaille and lovebirds, the
movement lacking

to include a triangular inkwell; an octagonal
trivet painted with a bird; a shaped oval
platter with roses; a scalloped plate with a
rose; a shaped plate with a peony; a shaped
plate with a Chinese figure in green; and a
shaped dish with an urn (7)

61cm high

£300-500

Platter 35cm long

£250-350

18TH/ 19TH CENTURY
to include a Quimper tureen; a pair
of plates initialled P.B; a Quimper
soup plate; a smaller Quimper
plate; five flower decorated plates
with pink borders; and two plates
with stencilled and painted flower
urns with sponged borders; various
maker’s stamps and signatures (12)
Tureen 29cm wide

£250-350
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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594
MEISSEN PORCELAIN FIGURES OF
A TURK AND COMPANION, AFTER
THE MODELS BY J.J. KAENDLER
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
modelled as a man wearing a turban
with a feather and dressed in a fur-lined
cape over a blue cloak with gold details
and yellow trousers, incised 1286,
pressnumber 147; she wears a turban
and fur-lined cloak over a blue dress and
peach underskirt, incised 1287; both
with blue crossed swords marks (2)
He 22.5cm high; she 22cm high

£1,000-1,500

595
MEISSEN PORCELAIN HOT-WATER JUG
LATE 18TH CENTURY
of pear shape decorated with flowers, the moulded spout and scroll handle
outlined with puce, blue crossed swords mark; with an associated domed cover
16cm high

£200-300

596
FÜRSTENBERG PORCELAIN
PART COFFEE SERVICE
18TH CENTURY
decorated in purpurmalerei with flower sprigs, comprising a coffee pot, cream
jug, waste bowl, nine cups and nine saucers, underglaze blue F mark (21)
Coffee pot 24.5cm high

£300-500
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597
PAIR OF MAHOGANY CONSOLE TABLES, EX COTY PERFUMERY
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the shaped demilune tops above panel friezes, raised on slender fluted
legs joined by shaped stretchers, with metal label ‘COTY LD/ 298
REGENT STREET/ LONDON W’ (2)
62cm wide, 100cm high, 29cm

£2,000-3,000

598
EMPIRE MAHOGANY AND
MARBLE TOPPED GUERIDON
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the circular grey marble top raised on
lion monopodia and a triform plinth
101cm diameter, 79cm high

£800-1,200

599
PAIR OF FRENCH EMPIRE
MAHOGANY ARMCHAIRS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with a curved reeded and acanthus
carved back terminating in swan arm
supports raised on front sabre legs (2)
66cm wide 87cm high 58cm deep

£600-800

600
FRENCH EMPIRE MAHOGANY AND ORMOLU MARBLE TOP
COMMODE, BY KOLPING
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the black marble top above a long frieze drawer and three further
long drawers, all with ormolu mounts, raised on bracket feet, stamped
KOLPING in two places on the back
131cm wide, 93cm high, 58cm deep
Note: Othon Kolping (1775-1853)
established his workshop in 1804 at
no. 3 cour de la Juiverie, place SaintAntoine, Paris.

£1,800-2,200
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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601
PAIR OF AUSTRIAN GILT BRASS AND CRYSTAL WALL LIGHTS
19TH CENTURY
the tapered oval mirror plates in a laurel cast ribbon-tied gilt brass frames,
hung with prism swags and drops above open baskets with laurel branches (2)
123cm high, 50cm wide

£2,000-3,000

602
PAIR OF FRENCH
BRASS LAMPS
19TH CENTURY
the urn-form candle nozzles
above tapered ringed columns
on circular bases, with small
grey pleated silk shades;
converted from candlesticks,
now fitted for electricity (2)
27cm high excluding fittings

£300-500

603
PAIR OF EMPIRE MAHOGANY
ORMOLU MOUNTED ARMCHAIRS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the padded backs and stuffover seats covered in yellow damask,
in mahogany frames with gilt bronze neoclassical mounts, the
straight arms with carved lions’ head terminals and square
cabriole supports ending in gilt bronze hairy paw feet (2)
60cm wide, 92cm high, 48cm deep

£2,000-3,000

604
FRENCH EMPIRE STYLE MAHOGANY
AND UPHOLSTERED SOFA
19TH CENTURY
the rectangular back with a moulded
frame above downswept padded arms
with fluted baluster supports, and a
stuffover seat, raised on tapering fluted
legs, covered in yellow damask
178cm wide, 84cm high, 53cm deep

£800-1,200
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605
FRENCH GILT BRONZE AND CHAMPLEVÉ ENAMEL MANTLE CLOCK
19TH CENTURY
the silvered Roman numeral dial in a rococo case surmounted by a putto, the
eight day gong-strike movement stamped A.D. MOUGIN
32cm high

£300-500

606
TWO ITALIAN CARVED
ALABASTER FIGURE GROUPS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the first depicting a girl with a
lamb, unsigned; the other with
a young woman feeding a goat
from a bucket, signed P. Barzanti
Firenze (2)
65cm high and 64cm high

£600-800

607
ITALIAN CARVED
FIGURE OF A CHILD
19TH CENTURY
depicting a cherubic child
in a loose chemise, on a
circular base signed M. POLI
67cm high

£300-500

608

609

610

611

612

PAIR OF CARL
THIEME,
POTSCHAPEL,
PORCELAIN VASES

PAIR OF LARGE
SAMSON DERBY
PORCELAIN FIGURES

FRENCH BRONZE
ANIMALIER FIGURE
OF A GOAT

PAIR OF FRENCH EMPIRE
STYLE MAHOGANY
ARMCHAIRS

AUGUSTE MOREAU
(FRENCH 1834-1917)

LATE 19TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

LATE 19TH CENTURY

modelled as a gallant
and companion in 18th
century dress, on rococo
bases, red pseudo Derby
marks (2)

dark brown/black patina,
realistically modelled, on
a rectangular base and
marble plinth, unsigned

each with curved square
padded back and downswept
arms carved as dolphins, above
padded seats and front sabre
legs; together with a similar
FRENCH EMPIRE STYLE
MAHOGANY ARMCHAIR (3)

of baluster form
decorated with reserves
of courting couples and
encrusted with flowers
and fruit and gilding,
unglaze blue marks (2)

34cm high

Figure 20.5cm wide, 21cm
high

£200-300

£200-300

25cm high

£200-300

58cm wide 90cm high, 47cm
deep; the other 59cm wide, 92cm
high, 48cm deep

£300-500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

GIRL WITH FLOWER
BASKETS
bronze, light brown patina,
signed ‘Augste Moreau’
18cm high

£200-300
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613
GERMAN LARGE PORCELAIN FIGURE GROUP
LATE 19TH CENTURY
modelled as a romantic couple in 18th century dress,
the gentleman reclining in the lady’s lap while she
selects an apple from an arrangement in a shell, on a
naturalistic oval base, underglaze blue cross mark
35cm wide, 31cm high, 27cm deep

£300-500

614
PAIR OF DRESDEN PORCELAIN
FIGURES OF A GENTLEMAN
AND COMPANION
LATE 19TH CENTURY
modelled as a young man in 18th
century dress carrying a basket of
flowers, his companion holding a
flower garland, underglaze blue
cross mark and incised no. 369 (2)
49cm high

£300-500

615
FRENCH EMPIRE GILT METAL
MANTEL CLOCK
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the Roman number embossed dial in
a pedestal case mounted with laurel
swags and surmounted by a flowerfilled basket with a pair of love birds,
with the figures of Venus and Cupid
covering themselves beneath a shroud,
on a stepped base with an relief panel of
Leda and the Swan and mask-cast feet,
the eight day movement striking a gong
36.5cm wide, 48cm high, 14.5cm deep

£800-1,200

616
PAIR OF FRENCH GILT AND PATINATED
BRONZE MODERATOR LAMPS
19TH CENTURY
of baluster form mounted with lions’ masks
and lion monopodia, converted to electricty;
with pleated cream silk shades (2)
44cm high

£1,500-2,000
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617
JEAN JULES SALMSON
(FRENCH 1832-1902)
VAN DYKE
bronze, dark brown patina,
signed on the base ‘Salmson’
28cm high

£300-500

618
CONTINENTAL BRONZE
FIGURE OF A SATYR
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
gold/brown patina, the
figure standing and playing
pipes, now lacking
32cm high

£400-600

619
JACQUES ANTOINE
THEODORE COINCHON
(FRENCH 1814-1881)
DANCING MUSICIANS, LATE
19TH CENTURY
bronze, golden brown patina, the man playing
bagpipes, the lady a tambourine, signed
COINCHON, on black slate circular bases (2)
36cm high

£800-1,200

620
PAIR OF FRENCH
BRONZE FIGURES, AFTER
DENISE DELAVIGNE
19TH CENTURY
dark brown/black patina, modelled
as male and femal pastoral figures,
signed, on circular Siena marble
bases; now mounted as lamps (2)
Figures 39.5cm high

£400-600

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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621
SWEDISH BIEDERMEIER SATIN BIRCH LONGCASE CLOCK, JOHAN LANGSTROM, SKELLEFTEA
MID 19TH CENTURY
the white enamel Arabic numeral dial with two winding holes and signed ‘Joh. Langstrom/ Skelleftea 1834’,
in a tall architectural case with a glazed trunk door
45cm wide, 239cm high, 22cm deep

£500-700

622
SCANDINAVIAN SATIN BIRCH,
PARCEL GILT, AND EBONISED
SOFA TABLE
MID 19TH CENTURY
the rounded rectangular top with
drop sides above a frieze drawer with
gilt metal mount, raised on a parcel
gilt and ebonised fluted column and
quadriform base on ebonised paw feet
90cm wide, 129cm (open), 74cm high,
68cm deep

£700-900

623
BIEDERMEIER STYLE EBONISED, GILT METAL MOUNTED SATIN BIRCH SOFA
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the shaped low back with a scrolled crest and recess ebonised panel with gryphon
mounths, with high enclosed scrolled arms terminating with central rosettes, above a
stuff-over seat, raised on twin cylinder legs and ebonised ball feet
256cm wide, 111cm high, 60cm deep

£800-1,200
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624
BIEDERMEIER SATIN BIRCH PIER MIRROR
19TH CENTURY
the pediment above a plain frieze with a gilt
anthemion mount, above a bevelled mirror plate
143cm high, 64cm wide

£400-600

625
BIEDERMEIER SATIN BIRCH
PRESS CUPBOARD
19TH CENTURY
the moulded cornice above a
pair of cupboard doors with
mother-of-pearl and specimen
wood inlay, opening to a shelved
interior, on a separate base with
a long drawer and shaped apron
on square tapering legs
92cm wide,170cm high, 41cm deep

£400-600

626
BIEDERMEIER SATIN BIRCH SMALL SETTEE
19TH CENTURY
the shaped flower-carved back rail above a padded
seat flanked by high scroll arms, raised on fluted scroll
feet, covered in blue and ivory patterned upholstery
130cm wide, 101cm high, 49cm deep

£300-500

627
THREE BIEDERMEIER STYLE SATIN BIRCH AND EBONISED TABLES
MODERN
to include a low circular centre table and a pair of circular pedestal tables; in
satin birch and ebonised wood with gilding
Single 79.5cm diameter, 60cm high; the pair

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

628
BIEDERMEIER STYLE BIRCH, EBONISED, AND PARCEL
GILT STANDARD LAMP
MODERN
the spiral column on a triform base with dolphins, with a
pleated cream shade
177cm high overall

£250-350
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629
BIEDERMEIER SATIN BIRCH AND
EBONISED CONSOLE TABLE AND PIER
MIRROR
19TH CENTURY
the console with a rectangular top above
a plain frieze with a central drawer and
sawtooth inlay, raised on scroll supports with
hoof feet on a concave platform base; the
mirror with a pediment top and ebonised panel
with a gilt metal eagle mount, above an arched
mirror plate flanked by ebonised columns on a
plinth base with conforming panel (2)
Console 96cm wide, 74cm high, 43cm deep;
mirror 115cm high, 67cm wide

£200-300

630
SET OF EIGHT BIEDERMEIER
BIRCH DINING CHAIRS
MID 19TH CENTURY
with arched top rails above foliate
carved pierced splats, over dropin pad seats with blue covers,
raised on turned tapering legs (8)
47cm wide, 94cm high, 39cm deep

£600-800

631
BIEDERMEIER REVIVAL SATIN BIRCH EXTENDING DINING TABLE
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the oval top with two leaf extensions, opening on scissor action and raised
on turned and tapered legs ending in castors
228cm long, 77cm high, 102cm deep

£500-700

632
SCANDINAVIAN SATIN BIRCH AND EBONISED
BIEDERMEIER SIDEBOARD
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with a bowfront centre drawer flanked by cupboards
with ebonised moulded panels, raised on tapered legs
154cm wide, 89cm high, 57cm deep

£500-700
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633
BLACK FOREST CARVED BEAR MIRROR
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the seated bear clutching a crescent moon
mirror plate with a bevelled edge
23cm high

£1,000-1,500

634
LARGE BLACK FOREST
CARVED MANTEL CLOCK
LATE 19TH CENTURY
depicting a pair of St. Bernards
standing on a rocky mound, with a
gilt and black Roman number dial
signed CAMERER KUSS & CO./ 186
UXBRIDGE ROAD/ LONDON W.
64cm high

£2,500-3,500

635
VIENNA MAHOGANY WALL REGULATOR
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the white enamel dial with Roman numbers
and two winding holes, in an architectural case
126cm high, 43cm wide, 20cm deep

£250-350

636
BLACK FOREST CARVED
OWL WALL MOUNT
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with glass eyes
32cm high

£200-300
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637
BLACK FOREST CARVED BOX
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with two hens with three chicks on a wheat sheaf,
opening to a void interior lined with blue velvet
29cm wide, 15cm high, 12.5cm deep

£700-1,000

638
TWO CARVED NOVELTY BOXER DOG INKWELLS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with glass eyes and leather collars, the larger with bone teeth and
void interior, the smaller fitted with a brass & glass inkwell (2)
Larger 13.5cm high; smaller 10.5cm

£500-700

639
AUSTRIAN COLD PAINTED BRONZE OF A ST. BERNARD
LATE 19TH/ EARLY 20TH CENTURY
marked ‘GESCHÜTZT’ to the underside
13cm long

£300-500

640
AUSTRIAN COLD PAINTED
BRONZE OF A DONKEY

641

LATE 19TH / EARLY 20TH CENTURY

COLD PAINTED BRONZE HORSE
AND JOCKEY, FRANZ BERGMANN

naturalistically cast and painted

20TH CENTURY

£250-350

10.5cm long, 9.5cm high

with Bergmann amphora mark and
stamped 4928 to underside
16cm long, 16.5cm high

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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642
JAEGER LE COULTRE EMBASSY
GREEN ‘ATMOS’ CLOCK
20TH CENTURY
the brass case with faux green
marble front and side panels, with a
Roman numeral brass chapter ring,
large balance wheel and spirit level
below, in its original fitted case,
with instruction booklet
22cm high

£500-700

643
FRENCH ENAMELLED AND
SILVER BOX
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with cream guilloche enamel sides
in a silver frame, the hinged top with
gold monogram MW, with French
export marks and initials BAS.
9.5cm wide, 5cm high, 6.5cm deep

£500-700

644
ROYAL COPENHAGEN ‘BLUE FLUTED’ COMPOSITE DINNER SERVICE
19TH/ 20TH CENTURY
comprising 10 coffee cup and 10 saucers; 10 side plates, 17cm diam; 10 soup bowls, 23.5cm diam;
10 deep bowls, 16cm diam; 10 dinner plates, 25.5cm diam; 2 large round plates, 30cm diam; 7 small
oval butter dishes; 2 larger sauce boats, 21cm wide, 2 smaller saucer boats, 16cm wide; a cream
jug, 10.5cm high; 2 custard cups with covers; 2 toothpick holders, 6cm high; 2 salt cellars; a twin
handled sugar basin with domed cover; 2 smaller leaf shaped dishes, 18cm long, 2 larger leaf shaped
dishes, 23cm long; 20 side plates with pierced rim, 19.5cm diam; a shallow round dish with pierced
rim, 20cm diam; 3 various oval serving plates, one with gold rim, 40cm long, 34cm long and 34cm
long; 2 round twin handled baskets with half pierced rims, 23cm wide; various factory marks (Qty)

645
PAIR OF PETRIFIED WOOD
BOOKENDS
ANCIENT

Largest serving dish 41 cm long

section cross-cut and polished
with natural exteriors; together
with a PAIR OF BLUE AGATE
BOOKENDS, section cross-cut and
polished with natural exteriors (4)

£400-600

16cm and 14cm high

£250-350
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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646
FRENCH ART NOUVEAU BRONZE CAT TABLE LAMP
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
in the form of a cat with glass eyes jumping over a trap, its
elongated body with an arched tail suspending a floriform
pierced shade with green glass insert
42cm high
Note: For a similar example see Sotheby’s Melbourne, 26 May
2009, lot 236

£2,000-3,000

647
FRENCH INDUSTRIAL LIGHTHOUSE CLOCK, ATTRIBUTED TO GUILMET
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rotating top with clock, barometer, and two thermometer scales, housed in a
brass and copper case in the form of a lighthouse, on a circular black marble base
46cm high
Note: The French firm founded by André Romain Guilmet made a series of clocks with
industrial and maritime themes between c.1875 and the 1910s.

£3,000-5,000
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648
LOUIS VUITTON LARGE TRUNK
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with double hat facility, in signature
monogram leather outlined in
leather with a buckle strap and
stamped brass locks and closures
76cm wide, 56cm high, 49cm deep

£3,500-4,500

649
LOUIS VUITTON SIGNATURE
MONOGRAM SUITCASE
MID 20TH CENTURY
covered in brown signature
monogram leather, embossed
brass hardware, the line interior
with cloth straps
70cm x 47cm x 18cm

£1,000-1,500

650
FRENCH LEATHER MOTORING TRUNK
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
in brown leather with nickel plated hardware, of shallow
profile with a curved base, the lid with embossed monogram
FS, the locks numbered 177 and stamped DF DEPOSE
90cm wide, 14cm high, 42.5

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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ASIAN WORKS OF ART
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651
PAIR OF INDIAN POLYCHROME PAINTED CUPBOARD DOORS
19TH CENTURY
each with a central figure of a raja and rani seated on cushions, he
offering her a gemstone, on a red ground with flower borders
35cm high, 23.5cm wide

£200-300

652
CHINESE BURRWOOD CHEST
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the hinged panel top opening to a
camphor lined interior, the panel
sides carved with shou symbols
117cm wide, 53cm high, 61cm deep

£800-1,200

653
CHINESE ELM HORSESHOE ARMCHAIR
19TH CENTURY
of typical form, the central splat with two pierced and carved
panels, above a panel seat arnd straight legs with stretchers
57cm wide, 93cm high, 40cm deep

£300-500

654 Y
CHINESE ROSEWOOD CARVED
ALTAR CABINET
LATE 19TH CENTURY
with a rectangular top, above two drawers
with cupboards below, flanked by stepped
side brackets and raised on square legs;
the exterior carved with shou symbols
126cm wide, 98cm high, 44cm deep

£600-800

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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655
CHINESE HARDWOOD DESK
19TH CENTURY
the cleated top above five
drawers arranged around a
kneehole, on straight square legs
127cm wide, 85cm high, 59cm deep

£800-1,200

656
CHINESE EXPORT CARVED
HARDWOOD DISPLAY CABINET
19TH CENTURY
the pierced and carved cornice centred by an
armorial lion, above an arrangement of open
shelves with pierced and carved galleries
and corner brackets, over a pair of cupboard
doors carved with chrysanthemums and
peonies, on a separate hardwood stand
128cm wide, 234cm high, 42cm deep
Provenance: This intricately carved and
detailed cabinet, formerly at Ackergill Tower,
Wick, was according to family tradition
purchased in India in the latter part of the 19th
century by a member of the Duff-Dunbar family
who was on military service with the Cameron
Highlanders. It was then brought back to
Scotland upon inheriting the Caithness estate.
By family descent

£1,000-1,500
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RUGS & CARPETS

657
TABRIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the red field with allover stylised vine, rosette and palmette pattern,
within blue stylised rosette and vine border, signature stars to corners
348cm x 260cm

£800-1,200

658
JOSHAGAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the red field with allover stylised foliate lozenge pattern, within
ivory stylised palmette and vine border
314cm x 231cm

£400-600

659
TABRIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the royal green field with allover palmette and foliate ‘Shah
Abbas’ pattern, within red palmette and foliate vine border
406cm x 306cm

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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660
ERSARI CARPET
TURKMENISTAN, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the red field with three columns of five guls, within red
hooked lozenge border
349cm x 285cm

£400-600

661
KHORASSAN CARPET
EAST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the purple field with allover bird filled tree and foliate
pattern, within indigo palmette and foliate border
517cm x 342cm

£2,500-3,500

662
TABRIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the camel field with allover foliate pattern,
within red palmette and vine border
373cm x 291cm

£600-800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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663
NORTHWEST PERSIAN RUNNER
LATE 20TH CENTURY
the reddish pink field with allover herati
pattern, within narrow stylised ivory border
770cm x 73cm

£1,200-1,800

664
BAKHTIARI CARPET
WEST PERSIA, LATE 19TH/
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the red field with allover indigo
and ivory tree cartouche pattern,
within red tree and foliate border
332cm x 310cm

£1,500-2,500

665
SEMNAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA,
20TH CENTURY
the raspberry field
with cream medallion,
blue spandrels, within
raspberry palmette
and vine border,
signature to one end
490cm x 345cm

£1,400-1,800
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666
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, MID 20TH CENTURY
the olive green field with light blue medallion, cream and
olive spandrels, within olive palmette and vine border
402cm x 300cm

£1,200-1,800

667
SAROUK CARPET
WEST PERSIA, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the red field with allover foliate pattern,
within indigo palmette and vine border
375cm x 270cm

£600-800

668

669

TURKISH RUG

TWO TURKOMAN RUGS

WESTERN ANATOLIA, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

EAST PERSIA/TURKMENISTAN, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

the abrash green field with allover geometric motifs, yellow spandrels,
within polychrome stylised leaf border; and a QASHQAI RUG, the indigo
field with three blue and purple lozenge medallions, purple spandrels,
within ivory boteh border (2)

the Tekke with red field with three columns of twelve guls, within red
starburst border; the Belouch with indigo field with allover lozenge
lattice pattern, within rust brown harshang border (2)

217cm x 132cm; and 252cm x 153cm

£200-300

201cm x 122cm; and 164cm x 111cm

£250-350

670

671

NORTHWEST PERSIAN RUG

KAZAK LONG RUG

LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

SOUTH CAUCASUS, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

the salmon pink field with allover herati pattern, within dark
brown floral border

the abrash turquoise field with four red and blue lozenge medallions,
within light blue star border

236cm x 117cm

278cm x 135cm

£250-350

£250-350

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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672
LARGE
SULTANABAD
CARPET
WEST PERSIA, LATE
19TH CENTURY
the indigo field with
allover stylised foliate
‘Mustafavi’ pattern,
within rust stylised
foliate vine border
620cm x 365cm

£4,000-6,000
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673
TABRIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, LATE 20TH CENTURY
the indigo field with red and blue medallion, surrounded by foliate vases,
brown and blue spandrels, within indigo vase and arabesque border
400cm x 290cm

£400-600

674
MESHED CARPET
NORTHEAST PERSIA, LATE 20TH CENTURY
the raspberry field with indigo medallion, blue
and brown spandrels, within indigo foliate
vine border
403cm x 287cm

£400-600

675
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, LATE 20TH CENTURY
the red field with elongated indigo and ivory medallion,
similar spandrels, within indigo palmette and vine border
383cm x 288cm

£400-600
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676
LARGE QASHQAI
CARPET
SOUTH PERSIA, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
the indigo field with
allover red and ivory
stepped lozenge
pattern, within wide
red stepped lozenge
border, triple medallion
panel to one end
602cm x 347cm

£4,000-6,000

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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677
QUM CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the cream field with allover boteh pattern,
within cream floral and foliate border
373cm x 276cm

£1,000-1,500

678
TABRIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the cream field with allover large palmette
and foliate vine ‘Shah Abbas’ pattern,
within indigo palmette and vine border
332cm x 235cm

£700-1,000

679
KIRMAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the light brown field with small blue elongated
medallion surrounded by foliate pattern, within
red palmette and foliate vine border, signed
361cm x 268cm

£500-700
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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680
TABRIZ PART SILK CARPET
20TH CENTURY
the lemon field with pink and brown medallion, brown
spandrels, within pink palmette and vine border
300cm x 200cm

£1,500-2,500

681
HERIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the red field with large indigo and blue
medallion, blue and red spandrels, within indigo
turtle palmette and vine border
318cm x 225cm

£1,000-1,500

682
TETEX CARPET
GERMANY, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
of Heriz style, the red field with large indigo, pink
and yellow medallion, cream, pink and yellow
spandrels, within indigo palmette and vine border
374cm x 301cm

£500-700
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683
TABRIZ RUG
NORTHWEST PERSIA,
LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
the cream field with red
circular medallion and two
half medallions, within cream
tree and foliate border
178cm x 125cm

£400-600

684
KASHAN SILK PRAYER RUG
CENTRAL PERSIA, LATE 19TH/
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the yellow mihrab with vase and
bird filled tree pattern, animals to
the base, indigo spandrels, within
purple palmette and foliate border
189 x 125cm

£500-700

685
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the cream field with light grey medallion, similar spandrels,
within light grey palmette and foliate vine border
340cm x 242cm

£450-550

686

687

FEREGHAN CARPET

AFSHAR RUG

WEST PERSIA, DATED POSSIBLY
AH 1292 / 1876 AD

SOUTH PERSIA, LATE 19TH/
EARLY 20TH CENTURY

the indigo field with large stepped
red and indigo medallion, with
ivory script octagon to centre,
script band around field, within
red turtle palmette border

the red field with allover indigo
lozenge lattice pattern, within
triple ivory and brown borders
220cm x 133cm

£250-350

240cm x 170cm

£250-350

688

689

KASHAN CARPET

TEKKE ENGSI

CENTRAL PERSIA, MID 20TH
CENTURY

TURKMENISTAN, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

the cream field with allover
palmette and scrolling vine
pattern, within beige palmette and
arabeque vine border

the rust red field with
cruciform motif, within rust
red serrated leaf border

397 x 302cm

£250-350

£300-500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2

160cm x 121cm
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690
QUM CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the red field with off centre blue medallion, indigo
spandrels, within blue palmette cartouche and vine border
326cm x 225cm

£500-700

691
TABRIZ CARPET
NORTHWEST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the plain camel field with indigo medallion, red
spandrels, within indigo foliate vine and rosette border
395cm x 289cm

£400-600

692
MESHED CARPET
NORTHEAST PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the blue field with red medallion, similar spandrels,
within indigo foliate border, signature to one end
336cm x 246cm

£400-600
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693
KAZAK RUG
SOUTH CAUCASUS, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the indigo field with three and
a half shaped red and blue
medallions, within narrow rust
star and vine border
192cm x 117cm

£400-600

694
CHODOR CARPET
TURKMENISTAN,
LATE 19TH/EARLY
20TH CENTURY
the field with allover
polychrome lozenge
lattice pattern, within
narrow brown hooked
square border,
serrated lozenge elem
245cm x 130cm

£300-500

695
CAUCASIAN KELIM
LATE 19TH/EARLY
20TH CENTURY
woven in two joined
sections, with indigo
hooked hexagon
medallions between
bands
392cm x 171cm

£300-500

696
TEKKE STYLE
CARPET
MODERN
the reddish brown
field with allover gul
pattern, within reddish
brown starburst border
£300-500

697
TWO CAUCASIAN RUGS

698

ONE DATED AH 1332 / 1914 AD

TWO PAIRS OF KIRMAN MATS

the dated Kuba with indigo field with stylised wing pattern, within red
and brown double borders; the other rug with polychrome striped
field with three medallions, within camel rosette and vine border (2)

CENTRAL PERSIA, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

150cm x 113cm; and 232cm x 104cm

87cm x 62cm; and 92cm x 62cm

£250-350

£300-500

one pair with cream tree-filled mihrab arches, within indigo borders;
the other pair with foliate medallions, within foliate borders (4)
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699
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the indigo field with red and ivory medallion, red and
blue spandrels, within indigo palmette and foliate border
353cm x 267cm

£700-1,000

700
BAKHTIARI CARPET
WEST PERSIA, MODERN
the red field with ivory
medallion, indigo spandrels,
within ivory palmette border
499cm x 375cm

£1,500-2,500

701
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, 20TH
CENTURY
the plain burgundy field
with elongated indigo and
ivory medallion, similar
spandrels, within indigo
palmette and vine border
420cm x 314cm

£400-600
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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702
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, MODERN
the red field with indigo and cream medallion, similar
spandrels, within indigo arabesque vine and palmette border
280cm x 188cm

£300-500

703
QASHQAI CARPET
SOUTH PERSIA, LATE 19TH/
EARLY 20TH CENTURY

704
SERABEND CARPET
WEST PERSIA, 20TH
CENTURY

the indigo field with three blue
stepped lozenge medallions, red
side panels, within ivory octagon
and stylised vine border

the plain red field
with beige and green
elongated medallion,
blue and cream
spandrels, within
multiple band stripes

295cm x 221cm

314cm x 247cm

705

£300-500

£300-500

OMUT SALACHAK

Y

TURKMENISTAN, LATE 19TH/
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the field composed of multiple
geometric bands, lozenge elem panel
121cm x 91cm

£200-300
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706
KASHAN CARPET
CENTRAL PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
the red field with indigo and ivory medallion, similar
spandrels, within indigo palmette and arabesque vine border
345cm x 245cm

£350-450

707

708

KUBA RUG

TWO CHINESE RUGS

WEST CAUCASUS, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the indigo field with central
hatched and winged column,
within ivory geometric border
162cm x 115cm

£300-500

EARLY 20TH CENTURY
each with cream field
decorated with dragons,
one also with phoenix,
the other with border (2)
172cm x 86cm; and 168cm
x 78cm

£300-500

709
TWO CAUCASIAN RUGS
LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
one with indigo field with allover dark red serrated lozenge
pattern, within ivory rosette and vine border; the other with
indigo field with three red and yellow lozenge medallions,
within ivory serrated leaf and glass border (2)
149cm x 99cm; and 136cm x 110cm

£200-300

710
FOUR TURKOMAN BAGFACES
TURKMENISTAN, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
various gul patterns on red grounds (4)
largest 164cm x 97cm

£300-500
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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ARCHITECTURE
& GARDEN

711
ENGLISH WHITE MARBLE FIGURE
EMBLEMATIC OF ‘AUTUMN’
19TH CENTURY
life size, depicting a draped young woman
holding bunches of grapes and vines, with
a further cluster of grapes in her hair, on a
rectangular base, unsigned
169cm high

£3,000-5,000

712
PAIR OF LARGE OCTAGONAL
BRONZE AND GLASS GATE
POST LANTERNS
LATE 19TH CENTURY
the octagonal lights with
frosted glass panel sides and
pointed finials, on cast iron open
hexagonal bases (2)
Lantern 79cm high, base, 66cm high,
base diameter 58cm

£1,200-1,800
Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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713
AFTER MARIUS-JEAN
ANTONIN MERCIÉ
DAVID WITH THE HEAD
OF GOLIATH
life-size bronze, dark brown
patina, signed at the base
176cm high

£4,000-6,000

714
PAIR OF PORTORO AND
WHITE MARBLE COLUMNS
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the white marble capitals carved with acanthus, scrolls,
and thistles, on plain tapered cylindrical columns (2)
198cm high

£1,000-1,500
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715
PAIR OF LARGE COPPER
AND IRON LANTERNS
MID 19TH CENTURY
with tapered glazed sides
and pointed finials, mounted
on cast iron arm supports (2)
125cm high

£700-1,000

716
PAIR OF GARNKIRK ‘EGLINTON’ FIRECLAY
GARDEN URNS AND PLINTHS
19TH CENTURY
compana form with relief moulded friezes with medieval
figures, on square panel plinths stamped ‘GARNKIRK’ (2)
53cm wide, 138cm high overall

£1,000-1,500

Other fees apply in addition to the hammer price: see the ‘Buyer’s Guide’ section on page 2
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717
SCOTTISH FIRECLAY ‘EGLINTON’ URN AND PLINTH
19TH CENTURY
of campana form with a leaf moulded rim, the body with a relief medieval scene above a spiral fluted
socle, the square plinth with moulded grapes and leaves,stamped on the base CRAIGS KILMARNOCK
40cm wide, 120cm high, 40cm deep overall

£500-700

718
PAIR OF VICTORIAN CAST IRON
GARDEN BENCH ENDS
19TH CENTURY
in the form of snakes, painted white (2)
93cm high

£300-500

719
PAIR OF LARGE GARNKIRK
FIRECLAY GARDEN URNS AND
PLINTHS
19TH CENTURY
in the form of lotus flowers, stamped
GARNKIRK on the foot, raised on square
plinths with moulded shield sides (2)
70cm diameter, 112cm high

£1,200-1,800

END OF SALE
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
FOR BUYERS (UK)
These Conditions of Sale and the
Saleroom Notices as well as specific
Catalogue terms, set out the terms on
which we offer the Lots listed in this
Catalogue for sale. By registering to bid
and/or by bidding at auction You agree
to these terms, we recommend that
You read them carefully before doing
so. You will find a list of definitions
and a glossary at the end providing
explanations for the meanings of the
words and expressions used.
Special terms may be used in
Catalogue descriptions of particular
classes of items (Books, Jewellery,
Paintings, Guns, Firearms, etc.) in
which case the descriptions must be
interpreted in accordance with any
glossary appearing in the Catalogue.
These notices and terms will also form
part of our terms and conditions of
sales.
In these Conditions the words “Us”,
“Our”, “We” etc. refers to Lyon &
Turnbull Ltd, the singular includes the
plural and vice versa as appropriate.
“You”, “Your” means the Buyer.
Lyon & Turnbull Ltd. acts as agent for
the Seller.

A. BEFORE THE SALE
1. DESCRIPTIONS OF LOTS

Whilst we seek to describe Lots
accurately, it may be impractical for us
to carry out exhaustive due diligence
on each Lot. Prospective Buyers are
given ample opportunities to view
and inspect before any sale and they
(and any independent experts on their
behalf) must satisfy themselves as to
the accuracy of any description applied
to a Lot. Prospective Buyers also bid
on the understanding that, inevitably,
representations or statements by us
as to authorship, genuineness, origin,
date, age, provenance, condition or
Estimated selling price involve matters
of opinion. We undertake that any
such opinion shall be honestly and
reasonably held and only accept
liability for opinions given negligently
or fraudulently. Subject to the
foregoing neither we the Auctioneer
or our employees or agents accept
liability for the correctness of such
opinions and no warranties, whether
relating to description, condition or
quality of Lots, express, implied or
statutory, are given. Please note that
photographs/images provided may
not be fully representative of the
condition of the Lot and should not be
relied upon as indicative of the overall
condition of the Lot. All dimensions and
weights are approximate only.
2. OUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR OUR
DESCRIPTION OF LOTS

We do not provide any guarantee in
relation to the nature of a Lot apart
from our authenticity warranty
contained in paragraph E.2 and to the

19.2

extent provided below.
(a) Condition Reports: Condition
Reports are provided on our Website
or upon request. The absence of a
report does not imply that a Lot is
without imperfections. Large numbers
of such requests are received shortly
before each sale and department
specialists and administration will
endeavour to respond to all requests
although we offer no guarantee. Any
statement in relation to the Lot is
merely an expression of opinion of the
Seller or us and should not be relied
upon as an inducement to bid on the
Lot. Lots are available for inspection
prior to the sale and You are strongly
advised to examine any Lot in which
You are interested prior to the sale.
Our Condition Reports are not
prepared by professional conservators,
restorers or engineers. Our Condition
Report does not form any contract
between us and the Buyer. The
Condition Reports do not affect the
Buyer’s obligations in any way.
(b) Estimates: Estimates are placed
on each Lot to help Buyers gauge the
sums involved for the purchase of a
particular Lot. Estimates do not include
the Buyer’s Premium or VAT. Estimates
are a matter of opinion and prepared in
advance. Estimates may be subject to
change and are for guidance only and
should not be relied upon.
(c) Catalogue Alterations: Lot
descriptions and Estimates are
prepared in advance of the sale
and may be subject to change. Any
alterations will be announced on the
Catalogue alteration sheet, made
available prior to the sale. It is the
responsibility of the Buyer to make
themselves aware to any alterations
which may have occurred.
3. WITHDRAWAL

Lyon & Turnbull may, at its discretion,
withdraw any Lot at any time prior to
or during the sale of the Lot. Lyon &
Turnbull has no liability to You for any
decision to withdraw.
4. JEWELLERY, CLOCKS
& OTHER ITEMS

(a) Jewellery:
(i) Coloured gemstones (such as rubies,
sapphires and emeralds) may have
been treated to enhance their look,
through methods such as heating and
oiling. These methods are accepted
practice but may make the gemstone
less strong and/or require special care
in future.
(ii) All types of gemstones may have
been improved by some method. You
may request a gemmological report for
any Lot which does not have a report
if the request is made to us at least
three weeks before the date of the sale
and You pay the fee for the report in
advance of receiving said report.
(iii) We do not obtain a gemmological

report for every gemstone sold in our
sales. Where we do get gemmological
reports from internationally accepted
gemmological laboratories, such
reports may be described in the Sale
Particulars. Reports will describe any
improvement or treatment only if
we request that they do so, but will
confirm when no improvement or
treatment has been made. Because
of differences in approach and
technology, laboratories may not agree
whether a particular gemstone has
been treated, the amount of treatment
or whether treatment is permanent.
The gemmological laboratories will
only report on the improvements or
treatments known to the laboratories
at the date of the report.
(iv) For jewellery sales, all Estimates
are based on the information in
any gemmological report or, if no
gemmological report is available, You
should assume that the gemstones may
have been treated or enhanced.
(b) Clocks & Watches: All Lots are
sold “as seen”, and the absence of any
reference to the condition of a clock
or watch does not imply the Lot is in
good condition and without defects,
repairs or restorations. Most clocks
and watches will have been repaired
during their normal lifetime and may
now incorporate additional/newer
parts. Furthermore, we make no
representation or warranty that any
clock or watch is in working order.
As clocks and watches often contain
fine and complex mechanisms, Buyers
should be aware that a general
service, change of battery or further
repair work, for which the Buyer is
solely responsible, may be necessary.
Buyers should also be aware that we
cannot guarantee a watch will remain
waterproof if the back is removed.
Buyers should be aware that the
importing watches such as Rolex, Frank
Muller and Corum into the United
States is highly restricted. These
watches cannot be shipped to the USA
and only imported personally. Clocks
may be sold without pendulums,
weights or keys.
(c) Alcohol: may only be sold to
persons aged of 18 years and over. By
registering to bid, You affirm that You
are at least that age. All collections
must be signed for by a person
over the age of 18. We Reserve the
right to ask for ID from the person
collecting. Buyers of alcohol must make
appropriate allowances for natural
variations of ullages, conditions of
corks and wine. We can provide no
guarantees as to how the alcohol may
have been stored. There is always a
risk of cork failure and allowance by
the Buyer must be made. Alcohol is
sold “as is” and quality of the alcohol is
entirely at the risk of the Buyer and no
warranties are given.

(d) Books-Collation: If on collation
any named item in the sale Catalogue
proves defective, in text or illustration
the Buyer may reject the Lot provided
he returns it within 21 days of the
sale stating the defect in writing.
This, however, shall not apply in the
case of unnamed items, periodicals,
autographed letters, music M.M.S.,
maps, drawings nor in respect of
damage to bindings, stains, foxing,
marginal worm holes or other defects
not affecting the completeness of
the text nor in respect of Defects
mentioned in the Catalogue, or at the
time of sale, nor in respect of Lots sold
for less than £300.
(e) Electrical Goods: are sold as “works
of art” only and if bought for use
must be checked over for compliance
with safety regulations by a qualified
electrician first. Use of such goods is
entirely at the risk of the Buyer and no
warranties as to safety of the goods
are given.
(f) Upholstered items: are sold as
“works of art” only and if bought
for use must be checked over for
compliance with safety regulations
(items manufactured prior to 1950 are
exempt from any regulations). Use of
such goods is entirely at the risk of the
Buyer and no warranties as to safety
of the goods are given. We provide
no guarantee as to the originality of
any wood/material contained within
the item.

B. REGISTERING TO BID
1. NEW BIDDERS

(a) If this is Your first time bidding at
Lyon & Turnbull or You are a returning
Bidder who has not bought anything
from us within the last two years You
must register at least 48 hours before
an auction to give us enough time to
process and approve Your registration.
We may, at our discretion, decline to
permit You to register as a Bidder. You
will be asked for the following:
(i) Individuals: Photo identification
(driving licence, national identity card
or passport) and, if not shown on the
ID document, proof of Your current
address (for example, a current utility
bill or bank statement)
(ii) Corporate clients: Your Certificate
of Incorporation or equivalent
document(s) showing Your name and
registered address together with
documentary proof of directors and
beneficial owners, and;
(iii) Trusts, partnerships, offshore
companies and other business
structures please contact us directly in
advance to discuss requirements.
(b) We may also ask You to provide a
financial reference and/or a deposit
to allow You to bid. For help, please
contact our Finance Department on
+44(0)131 557 8844.
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2. RETURNING BIDDERS

We may at our discretion ask You for
current identification as described
in paragraph B.1.(a) above, a finance
reference or a deposit as a condition
of allowing You to bid. If You have not
bought anything from us in the last two
years, or if You want to spend more
than on previous occasions, please
contact our Finance Department on
+44(0)131 557 8844.
3. FAILURE TO PROVIDE THE RIGHT
DOCUMENTS

If in our opinion You do not satisfy our
Bidder identification and registration
procedures including, but not limited
to, completing any anti-money
laundering and/or anti-terrorism
financing checks we may require to our
satisfaction, we may refuse to register
You to bid, and if You make a successful
bid, we may cancel the contract
between You and the Seller.
4. BIDDING ON BEHALF OF
ANOTHER PERSON

(a) As an authorised Bidder: If You are
bidding on behalf of another person,
that person will need to complete
the registration requirements above
before You can bid, and supply a signed
letter authorising You to bid for him/
her.
(b) As agent for an undisclosed
principal: If You are bidding as an
agent for an undisclosed principle (the
ultimate Buyer(s)) You accept personal
liability to pay the Purchase Price
and all other sums due, unless it has
been agreed in writing with us before
commencement of the auction that the
Bidder is acting as an agent on behalf
of a named third party acceptable to
us and we will seek payment from the
named third party.
5. BIDDING IN PERSON

If You wish to bid in the saleroom
You must register for a numbered
bidding paddle before You begin
bidding. Please ensure You bring photo
identification with You to allow us to
verify Your registration.
6. BIDDING SERVICES

The bidding services described
below are a free service offered as a
convenience to our clients and we are
not responsible for any error (human
or otherwise), omission or breakdown
in providing these services.
(a) Phone bids
Your request for this service must be
made no later than 12 hours prior to
the auction. We will accept bids by
telephone for Lots only if our staff are
available to take the bids. If You need
to bid in a language other than English
You should arrange this Well before
the auction. We do not accept liability
for failure to do so or for errors and
omissions in connections.
(b) Internet Bids
For certain auctions we will accept
bids over the internet. For more
information please visit our Website.
We will use reasonable efforts to carry
out online bids and do not accept
liability for equipment failure, inability

to access the internet or software
malfunctions related to execution of
online bids/ live bidding.
(c) Written Bids
While prospective Buyers are strongly
advised to attend the auction and are
always responsible for any decision
to bid for a particular Lot and shall be
assumed to have carefully inspected
and satisfied themselves as to its
condition we shall, if so instructed,
clearly and in writing execute bids on
their behalf. Neither the Auctioneer
nor our employees nor agents shall
be responsible for any failure to do
so. Where two or more commission
bids at the same level are recorded
we Reserve the right in our absolute
discretion to prefer the first bid so
made. Bids must be expressed in
the currency of the saleroom. The
Auctioneer will take reasonable steps
to carry out written bids at the lowest
possible price, taking into account the
Reserve. If You make a written bid on a
Lot which does not have a Reserve and
there is no higher bid than Yours, we
will bid on Your behalf at around 50%
of the lower Estimate or, if lower, the
amount of Your bid.

6. CURRENCY CONVERTER

C. DURING THE SALE

8. RELEVANT LEGISLATION

1. ADMISSION TO OUR AUCTIONS

You agree that when bidding in any of
our sales that You will strictly comply
with all relevant legislation including
local laws and regulations in force at
the time of the sale for the relevant
saleroom location.

We shall have the right at our
discretion, to refuse admission to
our premises or attendance at our
auctions by any person. We may refuse
admission at any time before, during or
after the auction.
2. RESERVES

Unless indicated by an insert symbol
(∆), all Lots in this Catalogue are
offered subject to a Reserve. A
Reserve is the confidential Hammer
Price established between us and the
Seller. The Reserve is generally set at
a percentage of the low Estimate and
will not exceed the low Estimate for
the Lot.
3. AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION

The maker of the highest bid accepted
by the Auctioneer conducting the sale
shall be the Buyer and any dispute
shall be settled at the Auctioneer’s
absolute discretion. The Auctioneer
may move the bidding backwards of
forwards in any way he or she may
decide or change the order of the Lots.
The Auctioneer may also; refuse any
bid, withdraw any Lot, divide any Lot or
combine any two or more Lots, reopen
or continuing bidding even after the
hammer has fallen.
4. BIDDING

The Auctioneer accepts bids from:
(a) Bidders in the saleroom;
(b) Telephone Bidders, and internet
Bidders through Lyon & Turnbull Live
or any other online bidding platform
we have chosen to list on and;
(c) Written bids (also known as
absentee bids or commission bids) left
with us by a Bidder before the auction.
5. BIDDING INCREMENTS

Bidding increments shall be at the
Auctioneer’s sole discretion.

The saleroom video screens and
bidding platforms may show bids in
some other major currencies as Well as
sterling. Any conversion is for guidance
only and we cannot be bound be any
rate of exchange used. We are not
responsible for any error (human or
otherwise) omission or breakdown in
providing these services.
7. SUCCESSFUL BIDS

Unless the Auctioneer decides to
use their discretion as set out above,
when the Auctioneer’s hammer falls,
we have accepted the last bid. This
means a contract for sale has been
formed between the Seller and the
successful Bidder. We will issue an
invoice only to the registered Bidder
who made the successful bid. While
we send out invoices by post/or email
after the auction, we do not accept
responsibility for telling You whether
or not Your bid was successful. If You
have bid by written bid, You should
contact us by telephone or in person
as soon as possible after the auction
to get details of the outcome of our
bid to avoid having to pay unnecessary
storage charges.

D. THE BUYER’S PREMIUM,
TAXES AND ARTIST’S
RESALE ROYALTY

(c) Lots affixed with [Ω]: Standard rate
of Value Added Tax on the Hammer
Price and premium is payable. This
applies to items that have been
imported from outwit the European
Union and do not fall within the
reduced rate category outlined above.
3. ARTIST’S RESALE ROYALTY
(DROIT DE SUITE)

This symbol § indicates works which
may be subject to the Droit de Suite
or Artist’s Resale Right, which took
effect in the United Kingdom on 14th
February 2006. We are required
to collect a royalty payment for all
qualifying works of art. Under new
legislation which came into effect on
1st January 2012 this applies to living
artists and artists who have died in
the last 70 years. This royalty will be
charged to the Buyer on the Hammer
Price and in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium. It will not apply to works
where the Hammer Price is less than
€1,000 (euros). The charge for works
of art sold at and above €1,000 (euros)
and below €50,000 (euros) is 4%. For
items selling above €50,000 (euros),
charges are calculated on a sliding
scale. All royalty charges are paid to
the Design and Artists Copyright
Society (‘DACS’) and no handling costs
or additional fees are retained by the
Auctioneer. Resale royalties are not
subject to VAT. Please note that the
royalty payment is calculated on the
rate of exchange at the European
Central Bank on the date of the sale.
More information on Droit de Suite is
available at www.dacs.org.uk.

E. WARRANTIES

1. THE PURCHASE PRICE

1. SELLER’S WARRANTIES

For each Lot purchased a Buyer’s
Premium of 25% of the Hammer
Price of each Lot up to and including
£300,000, plus 20% from £300,001
thereafter. VAT at the appropriate rate
is charged on the Buyer’s Premium.
No VAT is payable on the Hammer
Price or premium for printed books or
unframed maps bought at auction.
Live online bidding may be subject
to an additional premium (level
dependent on the live bidding service
provider chosen). This additional
premium is subject to VAT at the
appropriate rate as above.

For each Lot, the Seller gives a
warranty that the Seller;
(a) Is the owner of the Lot or a joint
owner of the Lot acting with the
permission of the other co-owners,
or if the Sellers is not the owner of
or a joint owner of the Lot, has the
permission of the owner to sell the Lot,
or the right to do so in law, and;
(b) Had the right to transfer ownership
of the Lot to the Buyer without any
restrictions or claims by anyone else.
If either other above warranties are
incorrect, the Seller shall not have to
pay more than the Purchase Price (as
defined in the glossary) paid by You to
us. The Seller will not be responsible
to You for any reason for loss of
profits or business, expected savings,
loss of opportunity or interest, costs,
damages, other damages or expense.
The Seller gives no warranty in relation
to any Lot other than as set out above
and, as far as the Seller is allowed by
law, all warranties from the Seller to
You, and all obligations upon the Seller
which may be added to this agreement
by law, are excluded.

2. VALUE ADDED TAX

Value Added Tax is charged at the
appropriate rate prevailing by law
at the date of sale and is payable by
Buyers of relevant Lots.
(a) Lots affixed with (†): Value Added
Tax on the Hammer Price is imposed by
law on all items affixed with a dagger
(†). This imposition of VAT maybe
because the Seller is registered for VAT
within the European Union and is not
operating under a Margin Scheme.
(b) Lots affixed with (*): A reduced rate
of Value Added Tax on the Hammer
Price of 5% is payable. This indicates
that a Lot has been imported from
outwit the European Union. This
reduced rate is applicable to Antique
items.

2. AUTHENTICITY GUARANTEE

We guarantee that the authorship,
period, or origin (collectively,
“Authorship”) of each Lot in this
Catalogue is as stated in the BOLD
or CAPITALISED type heading in the
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Catalogue description of the Lot, as
amended by oral or written saleroom
notes or announcements. We make
no warranties whatsoever, whether
express or implied, with respect to
any material in the Catalogue other
than that appearing in the Bold or
Capitalised heading and subject to the
exclusions below.
In the event we, in our reasonable
opinion, deem that the conditions of
the authenticity guarantee have been
satisfied, it shall refund to the original
purchaser of the Lot the Hammer Price
and applicable Buyer’s Premium paid
for the Lot by the original purchaser.
This Guarantee does not apply if:
(a) The Catalogue description was
in accordance with the opinion(s) of
generally accepted scholar(s) and
expert(s) at the date of the sale, or the
Catalogue description indicated that
there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(b) the only method of establishing that
the Authorship was not as described in
the Bold or Capitalised heading at the
date of the sale would have been by
means or processes not then generally
available or accepted; unreasonably
expensive or impractical to use; or
likely (in our reasonable opinion) to
have caused damage to the Lot or
likely to have caused loss of value to
the Lot; or
(c) There has been no material loss in
value of the Lot from its value had it
been in accordance with its description
in the Bold or Capitalised type heading.
This Guarantee is provided for a
period of one year from the date of
the relevant auction, is solely for the
benefit of the original purchaser of
the Lot at the auction and may not be
transferred to any third party. To be
able to claim under this Authenticity
Guarantee, the original purchaser of
the Lot must:
(a) notify us in writing within one
month of receiving any information
that causes the original purchaser
of record to dispute the accuracy of
the Bold or Capitalised type heading,
specifying the Lot number, date of the
auction at which it was purchased and
the reasons for such dispute; and
(b) return the Lot to our registered
office in the same condition as at the
date of sale to the original purchaser
of record and be able to transfer good
title to the Lot, free from any third
party claims arising after the date of
such sale.
We have discretion to waive any of
the above requirements. We may
require the original purchaser of the
Lot to obtain, at the original purchaser
of Lot’s cost, the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in
the field. The reports must be mutually
acceptable to us and the original
purchaser of the Lot. We shall not be
bound by any reports produced by
the original purchaser of the Lot, and
Reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. It is
specifically understood and agreed
that the rescission of a sale and the

refund of the original Purchase Price
paid (the successful Hammer Price,
plus the Buyer’s Premium) is exclusive
and in lieu of any other remedy which
might otherwise be available as a
matter of law. Lyon & Turnbull and
the Seller shall not be liable for any
incidental or consequential damages
incurred or claimed, including without
limitation, loss of profits or interest.
3. YOUR WARRANTIES

(a) You warrant that the funds used
for settlement are not connected with
any criminal activities, including tax
evasion and You are neither; under
investigation, have been charged with
or convicted of money laundering,
terrorist activities or other crimes.
(b) Where You are bidding on behalf of
another person You warrant that:
(i) You have conducted appropriate
customer due diligence on the ultimate
Buyer(s) of the Lot(s) in accordance
with all relevant anti-money laundering
legislation, consent to us relying on
this due diligence, and You will retain
for a period of not less than five years
the documentation evidencing the
due diligence. You will make such
documentation promptly available for
immediate inspection by a third party
auditor upon our written request to
do so;
(ii) The arrangements between You and
the ultimate Buyer(s) in relation to the
Lot or otherwise do not, in whole or in
part, facilitate tax crimes, and;
(iii) You do not know, and have no
reason to suspect that the funds
used for settlement are connected
with the proceeds of any criminal
activity, including tax evasion, or
that the ultimate Buyer(s) are under
investigation or have been charged
with or convicted of money-laundering,
terrorist activities, or other crimes.

F. PAYMENT
1. MAKING PAYMENT

(a) Within 7 days of a Lot being sold
You will pay to us the Total Amount
Due in cash or by such other method as
is agreed by us. We accept cash, bank
transfer (details on request), debit
cards and Visa or MasterCard credit
cards. Please note that we do not
accept cash payments over £5,000 per
Buyer per year.
(b) Any payments by You to us can be
applied by us towards any sums owing
by You to us howsoever incurred and
without agreement by You or Your
agent, whether express or implied.
(c) We will only accept payment from
the registered Bidder. Once issued, we
cannot change the Buyer’s name on
an invoice or re-issue the invoice in a
different name.
(d) The ownership of any Lots
purchased shall not pass to You until
You have made payment in full to us
of the Total Amount Due. The risk in
and the responsibility for the Lot will
transfer to You from whichever is the
earlier of the following:
(i) When You collect the Lot; or

(ii) At the end of the 30th day following
the date of the auction, or, if earlier, the
date the Lot is taken into care by a third
party unless we have agreed otherwise
with You in writing.
(e) You shall at Your own risk and
expense take away any Lots that You
have purchased and paid for not later
than 7 working days following the day
of the auction or upon the clearance
of any cheque used for payment
whichever is later. We can provide
You with a list of shippers. However,
we will not be responsible for the acts
or omissions of carriers or packers
whether or not recommended by us.
(f) No purchase can be claimed or
removed until it has been paid for.
(g) It is the Buyer’s responsibility
to ascertain collection procedures,
particularly if the sale is not being held
at our main sale room and the potential
storage charges for Lots not collected
by the appropriate time.
2. IN THE EVENT OF NON-PAYMENT

If any Lot is not paid for in full and
taken away in accordance with these
Conditions or if there is any other
breach of these Conditions, we, as
agent for the Sellers and on their
behalf, shall at our absolute discretion
and without prejudice to any other
rights we may have, be entitled to
exercise one or more of the following
rights and remedies:
(a) To proceed against You for damages
for breach of contract;
(b) To rescind the contract for sale of
that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by
us to You;
(c) To resell the Lot(s) (by auction
or private treaty) in which case You
shall be responsible for any resulting
deficiency in the Total Amount Due
(after crediting any part payment and
adding any resale costs).
(d) To remove, store and insure the
Lot in the case of storage, either at our
premises or elsewhere and to recover
from You all costs incurred in respect
thereof;
(e) To charge interest at a rate of 5% a
year above the Bank of Scotland base
rate from time to time on all sums
outstanding for more than 7 working
days after the sale;
(f) To retain that or any other Lot sold
to You until You pay the Total Amount
Due;
(g) To reject or ignore bids from You
or Your agent at future auctions or to
impose conditions before any such bids
shall be accepted;
(h) To apply any proceeds of sale of
other Lots due or which become due
to You towards the settlement of
the Total Amount Due by You and
to exercise a lien over any of Your
property in our possession for any
purpose until the debt due is satisfied.
You will be deemed to have granted
such security to us and we may retain
such property as collateral security
for Your obligations to us; we may
decide to sell Your property in any
way we think appropriate. We will use

the proceeds of the sale against any
amounts You owe us and we will pay
any amount left from that sale to You. If
there is a shortfall, You must pay us the
balance; and
(i) Take any other action we see
necessary or appropriate.

G. COLLECTION & STORAGE
(1) It is the Buyer’s responsibility
to ascertain collection procedures,
particularly if the sale is not being held
at our main sale room and the potential
storage charges for Lots not collected
by the appropriate time. Information
on collection is set out in the Catalogue
and our Website
(2) Unless agreed otherwise, You must
collect purchased Lots within seven
days from the auction. Please note
the Lots will only be released upon full
payment being received.
(3) If You do not collect any Lot within
seven days following the auction we
can, at our discretion;
(i) Charge You storage costs at the
rates set out on our Website.
(ii) Move the Lot to another location
or an affiliate or third party and charge
You transport and administration costs
for doing so and You will be subject to
the third party storage terms and pay
for their fees and costs.
(iii) Sell the Lot in any way we think
reasonable.

H. TRANSPORT & SHIPPING
1. TRANSPORT AND SHIPPING

We will include transport and shipping
information with each invoice sent
to You as well as displayed on our
Website. You must make all transport
and shipping arrangements.
2. EXPORT OF GOODS

Buyers intending to export goods
should ascertain;
(a) Whether an export licence is
required; and
(b) Whether there is any specific
prohibition on importing goods of that
character, e.g. items that may contain
prohibited materials such as ivory
or rhino horn. It is the Buyer’s sole
responsibility to obtain any relevant
export or import licence. The denial of
any licence or any delay in obtaining
licences shall neither justify the
recession of any sale not any delay in
making full payment for the Lot.
3. CITES: ENDANGERED PLANTS
AND ANIMALS LEGISLATION

Please be aware that all Lots marked
with the symbol Y may be subject to
CITES regulations when exporting
these items outside the EU. These
regulations may be found at http://
www.defra.gov.uk/ahvla-en/importsexports/cites
We accept no liability for any Lots
which may be subject to CITES but
have not be identified as such.

I. OUR LIABILITY TO YOU
(a) We give no warranty in relation to
any statement made, or information
give, by us, our representatives or
employees about any Lot other than
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as set out in the authenticity warranty
and as far as we are allowed by law,
all warranties and other terms which
may be added to this agreement by law
are exclude. The Seller’s warranties
contained in paragraph E.1 are their
own and we do not have a liability in
relation to those warranties.
(b) (i) We are not responsible to You
for any reason whether for breaking
this agreement or any other matter
relating to Your purchase of, or bid for,
any Lot other than in the event of fraud
or fraudulent misrepresentation by us
other than as expressly set out in these
conditions of sale; or
(ii) We do not give any representation,
warranty or guarantee or assume any
liability for a kind in respect of any Lot
with regard to merchantability, fitness
for a particular purpose, description,
size, quality, condition, attribution,
authenticity, rarity, importance,
medium, provenance, exhibition
history, literature or historical
relevance, except as required by
local law, any warranty of any kind is
excluded by this paragraph.
(c) in particular, please be aware that
our written and telephone bidding
services, Lyon & Turnbull Live,
Condition Reports, currency converter
and saleroom video screens are free
services and we are not responsible
for any error (human or otherwise)
omission or breakdown in these
services.
(d) We have no responsibility to
any person other than a Buyer in
connection with the purchase of any
Lot
(e) If in spite of the terms of this
paragraph we are found to be liable
to You for any reason, we shall not
have to pay more than the Purchase
Price paid by You to us. We will not be
responsible for any reason for loss of
profits, business, loss of opportunity
or value, expected savings or interest,
costs damages or expenses.

J. OTHER TERMS
1. OUR ABILITY TO CANCEL

In addition to the other rights
of cancellation contained in this
agreement, we can cancel the sale of
a Lot if;
(i) Any of our warranties are not
correct, as set out in paragraph E3,
(ii) We reasonably believe that
completing the transaction is or may be
unlawful; or
(iii) We reasonably believe that the
sale places us or the Seller under any
liability to anyone else or may damage
our reputation.
2. RECORDINGS

We may videotape and record
proceedings at any auction. We
will keep any personal information
confidential, except to the extent
disclosure is required by law if You
do not wish to be videotaped, You
may make arrangements to bit by
telephone or a written bid or bid on
Lyon & Turnbull Live instead. Unless

we agree otherwise in writing, You may
not videotape or record proceedings at
any auction.
3. COPYRIGHT

We own the copyright in respect of
all images, illustrations and written
material produced by or for us
relating to a Lot. (Including Catalogue
entries unless otherwise noted in
the Catalogue) You cannot use them
without our prior written permission.
We do not offer any guarantee that
You will gain any copyright or other
reproductions to the Lot.
4. ENFORCING THIS AGREEMENT

If a court finds that any part of this
agreement is not valid or is illegal or
impossible to enforce, that part of the
agreement will be treated as deleted
and the rest of this agreement will
remain in force.
5. TRANSFERRING YOUR RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

You may not grant a security over or
transfer Your rights of responsibilities
under these terms on the contract of
sale with the Buyer unless we have
given our written permission. This
agreement will be binding on Your
successors or estate and anyone
who takes over Your rights and
responsibilities.
6. REPORTING ON
WWW.LYONANDTURNBULL.COM

Details of all Lots sold by us, including
Catalogue disruptions and prices, may
be reported on www.lyonandturnbull.
com. Sales totals are Hammer Price
plus Buyer’s Premium and do not
reflect any additional fees that may
have been incurred. We regret we
cannot agree to requests to remove
these details from our Website.
7. SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY

(a) The same Conditions of Sale
(Buyers) shall apply to sales by private
treaty.
(b) Private treaty sales made under
these Conditions are deemed to be
sales by auction and subject to our
agreed charges for Sellers and Buyers.
(c) We undertake to inform the Seller
of any offers it receives in relation
to an item prior to any Proposed
Sale, excluding the normal method of
commission bids.
(d) For the purposes of a private
treaty sale, if a Lot is sold in any other
currency than Sterling, the exchange
rate is to be taken on the date of sale.
8. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY

All members of the public on our
premises are there at their own
risk and must note the lay-out of
the premises, safety and security
arrangements. Accordingly, neither
the Auctioneer nor our employees or
agents shall incur liability for death
or personal injury or similarly for the
safety of the property of persons
visiting prior to, during or after a sale.
9. DATA PROTECTION

Where we obtain any personal
information about You, we shall use
it in accordance with the terms of

our Privacy Policy (subject to any
additional specific consent(s) You
may have given at the time Your
information was disclosed). A copy of
our Privacy Policy can be found on our
Website www.lyonandturnbull.com
or requested from Client Services,
33 Broughton Place, Edinburgh, EH1
3RR or by email from data enquiries@
lyonandturnbull.com.
10. FORCE MAJEURE

We shall be under no liability if they
shall be unable to carry out any
provision of the Contract of Sale
for any reason beyond their control
including (without limiting the
foregoing) an act of God, legislation,
war, fire, flood, drought, failure of
power supply, lock-out, strike or
other action taken by employees in
contemplation or furtherance of a
dispute or owing to any inability to
procure materials required for the
performance of the contract.
11. LAW AND JURISDICTION

(a) Governing Law: These Conditions
of Sale and all aspects of all matters,
transactions or disputes to which they
relate or apply shall be governed by,
and interpreted in accordance with,
Scots law
(b) Jurisdiction: The Buyer agrees
that the Courts of Scotland are to
have exclusive jurisdiction to settle all
disputes arising in connection with all
aspects of all matters or transactions to
which these Conditions of Sale relate
or apply.

K. DEFINITIONS & GLOSSARY
The following words and phrases used
have (unless the context otherwise
requires) the meaning to given to them
below. The go Glossary is to assist
You to understand words and phrases
which have a specific legal meaning
which You may not be familiar with.
1. DEFINITIONS

“Auctioneer” Lyon & Turnbull Ltd
(Registered in Scotland No: 191166
| Registered address: 33 Broughton
Place, Edinburgh, EH1 3RR) or it’s
authorised representative conducting
the sale, as appropriate;
“Bidder” a person who has completed a
Bidding Form
“Bidding Form” our Bidding
Registration Form our Absentee
Bidding Form or our Telephone
Bidding Form.
“Buyer” the person to whom a Lot is
knocked down by the Auctioneer. The
Buyer is also referred to by the words
“You” and “Your”
“Buyer’s Premium” the sum calculated
on the Hammer Price at the rates
stated in Catalogue.
“Catalogue” the Catalogue relating
to the relevant Sale, including any
representation on our Website
“Condition Report” the report on the
physical condition of a Lot provided to
a Bidder or potential Bidder by us on
behalf of the Seller.
“Estimate” a statement of our opinion
of the range within the hammer is likely

to fall.
“Hammer Price” the level of bidding
reached (at or above any Reserve)
when the Auctioneer brings down the
hammer;
“High Cumulative Value of Lot” several
Lots with a total lower Estimate value
of £30,000 or above;
“High Value Lot” a Lot with a lower
Estimate of £30,000 or above;
“Lot” each Item offered for sale by Lyon
& Turnbull;
“Purchase Price” is the aggregate
of Hammer Price and any applicable
Buyer’s Premium, VAT on the Hammer
Price (where applicable), VAT on
the Buyer’s Premium and any other
applicable expenses;
“Reserve” the lowest price below
which an item cannot be sold whether
at auction or by private treaty;
“Sale” the auction sale at which a Lot is
to be offered for sale by us.
“Seller” the person who offers the Lot
for Sale. We act as agent for the Seller.
“Total Amount Due” the Hammer Price
in respect of the Lot sold together with
any premium, Value Added Tax or other
taxes chargeable and any additional
charges payable by a defaulting Buyer
under these Conditions;
“VAT” value added tax at the prevailing
rate at the date of the sale in the
United Kingdom.
“Website” Lyon & Turnbull’s Website
at www.lyonandturnbull.com
2. GLOSSARY

The following have specific legal
meaning which You may not be familiar
with. The following glossary is intended
to give You an understanding of those
expressions but is not intended to
restrict their legal meanings:
“Artist’s Resale Right” the right of
the creator of a work of art to receive
a payment on Sales of that work
subsequent to
“Knocked Down” when a Lot is sold
to a Bidder, indicated by the fall of the
hammer at the Sale.
“Lien” a right for the person who
has possession of the Lot to retain
possession of it.
“Risk” the possibility that a Lot may be
lost, damaged, destroyed, stolen, or
deteriorate in condition or value.
“Title” the legal and equitable right to
the ownership of a Lot.
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GUIDE TO BIDDING
& PAYMENT
REGISTRATION

HOW TO BID

PAYMENT

All potential buyers must register
prior to placing a bid. Registration
information may be submitted in person
at our registration desk, by email, by
fax or on our website. Please note that
all first time bidders at Lyon & Turnbull
will be asked to supply the following
documents in order to facilitate
registration:

BY PHONE

Payment is due within seven (7) days
of the sale. Lots purchased will not be
released until full payment has been
received. Payment may be made by the
following methods:

1 – Government issued photo ID
(Passport/Driving licence)
2 – Proof of address
(utility bill/bank statement).
We may, at our option, also ask you
to provide a bank reference and/or
deposit.
By registering for the sale, the buyer
acknowledges that he or she has read,
understood and accepted our
Conditions of Sale.
BIDDING
At the Sale Registered bidders will be
assigned a bidder number and given
a paddle for use at the sale. Once the
first bid has been placed, the auctioneer
asks for higher bids in increments
determined by the auctioneer. All
lots will be invoiced to the name and
address given on your registration form,
which is non-transferable.

A limited number of telephone lines are
available for bidding by phone through a
Lyon & Turnbull representative. Phone
lines must be reserved in advance. All
bid requests must be received an hour
before the sale. All telephone bids must
be confirmed in writing, listing the
relevant lots and appropriate number
to be called. We recommend that a
covering bid is also left in the event
that we are unable to make the call.
We cannot guarantee that lines will
be available, or that we will be able to
call you on the day, but will endeavour
to undertake such bids to the best of
our abilities. This service is available
entirely at our discretion and at the
bidder’s risk.
ON THE INTERNET
- ABSENTEE BIDDING
Leave a bid online through our website,
call us on 0131 557 8844 or email
info@lyonandturnbull.com

BANK TRANSFER
Account details are included on any
invoices we issue or upon request from
our accounts department.
ONLINE CREDIT OR
DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS
Payment can be made by Visa Debit,
Maestro, Mastercard or Visa Credit
cards. We do not accept card payments
by phone. Please use our online
payment service (provided by Sage
Pay). You will find a link to this service
in the email invoice issued after the sale
or you can visit the payments section of
our website.
CASH
No cash payments will be accepted for
this auction.

- BID LIVE ONLINE

COLLECTION & STORAGE

Bid live online, for free, with Lyon &
Turnbull Live. Just click the button
from the auction calendar, sale page
or any lot page online to register. Our
sales are also available for viewing and
live bidding through The-Saleroom
and Invaluable (additional charges
applicable).

Please refer to our guide to collection &
storage on page 3 of this catalogue.
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